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PREFACE 
Ethnic studies can be truly appreciated once we realize how deficient 
is our perception of America, that smaller and almost unknown ethnic 
groups have equally well contributed to the growth and development of this 
nation, as did the more powerful and larger immigrant groups. 
The case in point is the present monograph. It expresses the aware-
ness, feelings. and notions of Lithuanian Americans about their history, 
cultural traits and achievements as well as their immigration and contri-
butions to America and specifically to Cleveland. Undoubtedly, they are 
an asset to our great nation. 
The author 'of this monograph, Dr. John Cadzow, is ,Prefessor of History 
and Director of Ethnic Heritage Studies at Kent State University. 
In this series of essays he has demonstrated not only his high scholarly 
qualifications but also a deep knowledge and perception of the Lithuanian 
community in America and Cleveland. To him my deepest appreciation and 
gratitude. 
'Similarly, my sincere thank you to Mr. Joseph Stempuzis, a dear frien~ 
and an ' indefatigable ethnic community leader who organized and chaired the 
committee responsible for developing the groundwork for this monograph, 
for reviewing the manuscript and many editorial comments. Naturally a 
most heartfelt thanks goes to Algis Ruksenas and Dr. Viktoras Stankus for 
the yery fine introduction, as well as to Stasys Barzdukas and Pranas 
Karalius for collecting data and other source materials. 
Last but not least my sincere thank you to the typists and secretaries 
Judith Slovenec, Shirley Lawson and Toni Trammell for bringing this mono-
graph to its successful completion. 
iii 
Karl Bonutti 
Editor, Ethnic Heritage Studies . 
Monograph Series 
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INTRODUCTION 
This work is undoubtedly a great contribution to a better under-
standing of Lithuanian Americans, their history and culture as well 
as their contribution to the development of the American nation. Even 
though one of the smaller European countries, Lithuania can be proud of 
its achievements among the world of nations. 
The Lithuanian language itself is a wondrous gift to the world. 
Shrouded in the mists of time, it shines as a beacon among the maze of 
problems confronting Indo-European linguistics and .philosophy. The 
oldest living Indo-European tongue, it is the key to 'our linguistic 
past. 
The ancient songs of Lithuania, the IIDainos ll , stand as magnificent 
monuments in Western and world literature. 
Of them the novelist, biographer and critic Robert Payne pas said 
lI one comes to them almost unbelieving, surprised that such perfect songs 
should be permitted to survive. They have a beauty and pure primitive 
splendor above anything I know in Western literature except the early 
songs of the Greek islanders. 1I 
Sunnitti Kumar Chaterji, professor of philology at the UniVersity 
of Calcutta, India in his book Balts and Aryans, has written that the 
IIvedas ll were the ancient literature of the Indian people, but that the 
Lithuanian IIDainos ll had something profound. He further states that an 
older form of the IIVeda ll was the II dhena ll , but a more perfect fonn of the 
IIdhena ll was the Lithuanian IIdaina ll • 
1 
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In law and education the Lithuanian contribution is extraordinary 
indeed, The Lithuanian Statute passed in the year 1529 was the most 
complete and extensive code of laws to be gathered and promulgated on 
the European Continent since the Fifth Century Code of the Emperor Justinian. 
The Statute was based on Lithuanian common law and had two more successive 
additions in 1566 and 1588. 
It was unique in that codification of law in Western Europe started 
. 
only in the 18th ·Century. But in Lithuania it was already begun in the 
15th and three editions had been effected by the end of the 16th Century. 
, 
The Statute also repeated the 1436 privilege of Si~ismundus the First, 
which predated by some 250 years England's famous Habeus Corpus Act of 
1679. 
The Russians translated the Lithuanian Statute into Russian for their 
use as a code of laws in the middle of the 17th Century. 
The first system of National Education in Europe came into being in 
1773 with the proposal of this project by Vice-Chancellor of Lithuania, 
Chreptavicius and the Bishop of Vilnius, Ignatius Masalskis to the 
Lithuanian-Polish Diet. The Diet accepted the proposal and appointed 
Bishop Masalskis as chairman of the Educational Commission. 
This first system of National Education in Europe predated by some 
20 years the establishment of a national system of education for France 
by Condrecot. 
The Educational Commission instituted a teacher training program at 
the Academy of Vilnius. This program for the first time in educational 
history piaced teacher education at the university level. 
The work of the Lithuanian Educational Commission continued until 
the Russian education reforms of 1803. Many writers feel that these 
reforms were based completely on the Educational Commission's Statutes 
of 1783. 
This unique atmosphere of legal and educational reforms had far-
reaching repercussions upon the subsequent history of the Jewish people 
and ultimately the State of Isr'ael. As the Jewish author, Tennenbaum 
states in his book Underground: lithe tallest tree of Jewish learning 
flowered in Lithuania." Vilnius, the capital of Lithuania, was the 
cradle of early Zionist pfoneers. The importance -of Vilnius in preserving 
Hebrew education is immeasureable. 
This Lithuanian concern with the legal, civic, religious and 
educational rights of its citizens led Lithuania to adopt a unique stance 
against Hitler during World War II. Not only did Lithuania refuse to 
join Hitler and the Soviet Union in the dismemberment of Poland, but 
during the subsequent Nazi occupation Lithuania was one of the few 
countries that refused to give Hitler an SS Legion or even a native Naz i 
Party. 
The history of the United States, as well as Ohio, is linked sig-
nificantly with immigration from other lands. Among the settlers of this 
area are the Lithuanians who came to this country in at least four major 
waves of immigration that coincided with periods of upheaval in Europe. 
The Lithuanians of Cleveland number nearly 20,000, the first of whom 
came here soon after the Revolutionary War. Probably the best known of 
these is Tadeusz Kosciuszko, the Polish-American hero of the American 
Revolution. It is commonly forgotten that Kosciuszko was born in Lithuania 
3 
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during the period of the Polish-Lithuanian Union and is a patriot of 
both countries as well as of America. 
Lithuania, together with Latvia and Estonia, is located on the 
eastern shores of the Baltic Sea and has been a crossroads of invading 
armies for centuries. So it was that oppression under the Russian Czars, 
the Napoleonic Wars, revolutions of the mid and late 1800's, in 1905, 
and during World War I and . II brought large numbers of Baltic people to 
the United States and to Ohio, where there were opportunities for new 
and productive lives. 
They settled in various Ohio cities and towns, but metropolitan 
Cleveland, with its varied industrial, commercial, and professional 
opportunities, became the center for Lithuanians. 
Older generations of Lithuanians tended to become assimilated, but 
those who came after World War II, when the Soviet Union forcibly annexed 
the Baltic States, maintain their colorful traditions and contribute to 
the rich cultural mosaic that helps make Cleveland a magnificently diverse 
city. 
Lithuanians are found in virtually every occupation throughout the 
city and state, but the vast majority of the younger generation specializes 
in the professions. 
Having undergone centures of opression in their homeland, the 
LOthuanians are acutely aware of the blessings of democracy and are exemplary 
citizens of the community. 
Algis Ruksenas 
Dr. Viktoras Stankus 
Chapter I 
THE HISTORY OF LITHUANIA 
Lithuania lies southeast of the Baltic Sea and is surrounded 
by Latvia, Byelorussia, Poland, and East Prussia, or what is now 
called the Region of Kaliningrad. It covers an area of 65,200 
square kilometers or 24,500 square miles, and is smaller than Ohio 
but larger than Belgium, Denmark, Holland, Ireland, or Switzerland. 
It's language, Lithuanian, belongs to the Indoeuropean family, 
as do the Germanic, Romance, and Slavic tongues, but it is not 
linguistically part of these branches and constitutes a separate 
Indoeuropean division. Of all the Indoeuropean languages, Lithuanian 
has changed the least and is therefore of great value to lingulsts 
in determining Indoeuropean origins. The Roman historian Tacitus 
called the people of this branch aesti (Aestorium Gentes.)l Since the 
19th century the name Balts has been used to classify the Lithuanians 
and their only living linguistic relatives, the Latvians. 
For millenia the Balts have lived along the border of the 
Baltic S~a, with the Finno-Ugrians as their neighbors to the north, 
and the Slavic tribes to the west across the Vistula River. 
At first the Balts lived in tribes which were territorial communities,2 
which archeological findings show maintained trade relations with 
distant lands. Bronze, iron, silver and glass artifacts found in hill 
5 
6 
fortifications and graves clearly reveal the Salts had reached an 
advanced culture by 1000 B.C., and had contacts with eastern and 
western European nations. 3 Roman coins and other articles give 
evidence that they also carried on commercial exchange with the 
classical worlds and that "amber" (semi-precious gems) moved south 
along the "amber route" to Rome. 4 In the 9th century the Vikings, 
after years of friendly relations with Baltic nations, established 
a colony in the ancient Prussian lands along the Baltic Sea. 
Similarly, during the 12th and 13th centuries, German merchants 
of the Hanseatic League arrived in large numbers and established 
permanent settlements. These travelling merchants were followed 
by missionaries who started settling around Riga. According to 
the prevailing principles of the Crusades, the military conquest 
and baptism of the heathens were to take place at the same time, 
so the Brothers of the Army of Christ, known also as the Knights 
of the Sword, were organized by Bishop Albert in 1202 to accomplish 
this in regard to the Balts. While the Knights of the Sword subjugated 
the northern Balts or Latvians, the Knights Qf the Cross, invited 
by Polish nobles in 1230, attacked the western Salts or Prussians 
who lived between the Vistula and Nemunas (Niemen) Rivers. The 
Teutonic Knights, a term later used to identify both groups, 
continually received aid from the west and waged successful wars 
until they reached the Nemunas River in 1283. Thus, a German state 
was created on Baltic-Prussian land which, in modern times, came 
to be called Prussia. The Prussians were eventually assimilated 
o , 50 100 ! ! 
Scal. of Miles 
_._-.- Baltic b"els 
_ ....... - •• - Tril.,,1 limits 
"-, 
1St' , 
Baltic tribes and provinces A.D. 1200 (Taken from Gimbutas, 
Marija The Balts (New York 1963)23.» 
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into the German nation. Only the most eastern Prussians remained 
Balts, since they were close to Lithuania and the German colonization 
did not reach their well-wooded, swampyarea. S 
While the Teutonic Knights continued their crusades to convert 
lithe last pagans in Europe," the Lithuanian state began to emerge. 
It was created from two closely related tribes whose names derive 
from the areas they i nhab.ited. The tri bes 1 i vi ng in the lower 
.. 
regions of the Nemunas River were called the Zemaiciai, or Lowlanders 
(Samogitians). Those living in the upper regions were called the 
Aukstaiciai, or Highlanders. The consolidation started in the 
beginning of the 13th century when regional leaders began to 
unite into larger units, although it is still not clear whether 
the union was brought about by internal or external causes. The 
first significant documentation of this amalgamation is the fragment 
of a treaty made in 1219 between twenty-one noblemen from High 
and Low Lithuania and the nobles of Volhynia. 
Once national awareness began, the goal of the Teutonic Knights 
became more difficult. Nevertheless, the Order was not deterred 
and battles between the two continued. Despite this pressure, the 
country resisted Christianity and stoutly defended its paganism 
which la~ted almost 150 years longer than in surrounding states. 
Slowly, the people from High Lithuania, under their ruler 
Mindaugas (Mindovg), became the nucleus of a Lithuanian state. 
But many noblemen, jealous of Mindaugas' growing power, united 
against him, assisted by the Duke of Volhynia and the Knights of 
I 
Livonia. Under the pressure of this combined force, Mindaugas 
decided to accept Christianity. Shortly afterwards, in 1253, 
he was crowned king, thus becoming the first Christian ruler of 
Lithuania. 6 However, continual pressures from the Teutonic Knights 
to take over Lithuania caused Mindaugas to unite with the pagan 
Samogitian leader, Treniota, to ward off the enemy. Unfortunately, 
a victim of secret plots and schemes, Mindaugas was killed in 1263, 
but by then he had built a solid foundation for the Lithuanian state. 
The next Lithuanian ruler was Traidenis (1268-82), who strongly 
. , 
defended paganism and therefore gave the Order an excu~e for further 
interference. 
9 
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Chapter 2 
DEVElOPMENT OF THE qRAND PRINCIPALITY OF LITHUANIA 
After the death of Traidenis, the pagan qedim ~ (Gedymin) 
family came into prominence. The family's history II be found in 
German, Russian and Lithuanian folktales, the last of ich originated 
during the Renaissance. The family descended from o~e I. ~he ducal 
clans of the Highlands region and their authority eventua~ ,,; pread 
over all Lithuania. The first member, mentioned in 1291, wa~ 
Pukuveras. His two sons, Vytenis and Gediminas, ruled successiv 
and laid the foundations for the principality which expanded to 
the east and south into Slavic lands. 7 
As the Lithuanian state was developing, Tartars ravaged the 
eastern Slavic nations, destroyed the Kievan State, and moved 
toward the Baltic Sea exit. Lithuania repelled the attacking 
Tartars and provided a wall of resistance against the nomadic tri~es. 
At the same time, Lithuania steadfastly resisted the Teutonic 
Order that attacked the country approximately one hundred times 
between 1340 and 1377. Wigand of Marburg, the chronicler of the 
Knights of the Cross, recounts the attacks on the Castle of Pilenai, 
its defense, and the heroic death of the Lithuanian soldiers. The 
description of the battle has been used in several literary works 
and most recently in the creation of an opera~ Pilenai.8 
I 
\ 
Favoring peaceful relations with the neighbors and hoping 
to improve economic conditions, Prince Gediminas invited German 
merchants, soldiers and craftsmen to come to Lithuania, allowing 
them to settle freely wHh 'their families. He also invited farmers, 
promising them tax free use of the land for ten years.9 As a 
result of these overtures, Gediminas was able to conclude a peace 
and trade treaty with representatives of the Knights of the Cross 
and other leaders of Livonia guaranteei ng merchants unhindered 
travel throughout Lithuania and Livonia. The 1323 treaty was 
announced only in "King ll Gediminas' name, an indicat10n of his 
influence as a leader of a powerful, established nation. The 
state even had a permanent capital, Vilnius (Vilna, Wilno), which 
has remained the capital of Lithuania from the time of Gediminas 
to the present. 
Although each of Gediminas' six sons received designated areas 
to rule, as was customary in patriarchal states, Lithuania di c' not 
split up into principalities as was the case in Kiev, Russia and 
Poland in the 13th century. Rather, after Gediminas' death, 
Lithuania was ruled by two of his sons, Kestutis and Algirdas, 
who formed an independent dyarchal government and who ruled with 
an almost historically unprecedented accordance. Especially in 
the battles with the Order, both participated and negotiated as one. 
Both sons waged successful wars against neighboring countries. 
Algirdas, who was ruling the eastern segment, extended the borders of 
Lithuania by annexing a large part of the Ukraine, and his continual 
clash with the growing Duchy of Moscow resulted in three wars. These 
11 
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campaigns against Moscow were part of Algirdas ' long range goals 
as , verified by a chronicler of the Teutonic Order who stated, "All 
Russia ought simply belong to the Lithuanians." (Omnis Russia ad 
Letwinos deberet simliciter pertinere.)10 
The dyarchy ended with the death of Algirdas. Jogaila (Iagailo), 
the only son and successor of Algirdas, did not agree with his 
uncle Kestutis and concluded a treaty with the Teutonic Order, 
promising not to help Kestutis when the Order attacked his lands. 
At this time of crisis, when it became apparent that,paganism was 
outdated and was to be renounced, Jogaila decided tQ move closer 
to the western Church, but the Teutonic Order's equating baptism 
with ' subjugation presented a notable obstacle to accepting Christianity. 
There was, however, another Christian neighbor, Poland, through 
which the Lithuanians could once again officially, as a state, 
reaccept Christianity. The Poles were looking for a king and a 
husband for Jadwiga (Hedwig), the successor to the Polish throne. 
Jogaila was the natural choice. In return for marriage and the 
throne of Poland, he promised to regain the territories that the 
Poles had lost; to have himself, all the Lithuanian prince-barons, 
and the whole nation baptized; and to combine all his Lithuanian 
and Russian lands with Poland. Jogaila's baptism and marriage took 
place in Cracow, Poland, in February-March, 1386, and the baptism 
of the Lithuanian nation, took place a year later. 11 
, 13 
VYTAUTAS THE GREAT 
Ruler of the Lithuanian Empire, 1392-1430 
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The conversion and union with Poland was a major blow to the 
Teutonic Order, who did not recognize the baptism and continued to 
fight the Lithuanians. This war activity forced Jogaila to join 
his forces with Vytautas, Kestutis' son who controlled the Lowlands, 
to embark on a campaign to destroy the state of the Crossbearers. 
This undertaking by the Lithuanians and Poles, led by Vytautas, 
ended in the famous .Battle of Tannenberg (Grundwald) on July 15,1410, 
one of the largest contemporary battles in Europe. Lithuanians, 
Poles, Czech mercenaries, Tartars and Ruthenians so soundly defeated 
the Order that its military force was shattered and its push to 
the east was halted for centuries. Vytautas became the great hero 
of the Lithuanian nation. 
With the 1422 treaty of Melno Lake in East Prussia, the border 
between the Teutonic Order and Lithuania was formulated and remained 
unchanged until World War I, with part of it still intact today 
between Lithuania and the Region of Kaliningrad. The Grand Principality 
of Lithuania, which was founded by Gediminas and eventually extended 
from the Baltic to the Black Sea, finally freed itself from the 
attacks of the Order and, in 1429, with the Holy Roman Emperor 
offering Vytautas the king's crown, Lithuania's development as a 
modern state became inevitable. 
Majestic Seal of 
Vytautas the Great-1404 
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Chapter 3 
LITHUANIA AND POLAND 
In the beginning the union between Lithuania and Poland 
served both countries. Jogaila gave full sovereign rights over 
Lithuania to his cousin Vytautas for as long as he lived. After 
the death of Vytautas, Lithuania and the lands that belonged to 
her were to be returned to the king and the kingdom 'of Poland . 
. However, after Vytautas l death, there was a crisis in the 
relations between the two countries. The Poles gave the Lithuanians 
the opportunity to select their own Grand Prince when they sent 
Casimir, a thirteen year old son of Jogaila, to Lithuania. The 
Lithuanian nobles, without asking the Poles, immediately chose him 
as their Grand Prince in 1440. In 1444 Vladimir, the King of Poland 
and Jogaila's oldest and only other living son, died, making Casimir 
the legal heir to the throne of Poland. Only after long negotiations 
did the Lithuanians agree to allow their Grand Prince to become the 
r 
Polish king as Casimir IV, to rule both Lithuania and Poland . . 
In 1454 Casimir married Elizabeth of Austria. Of their thirteen 
children, four were to become kings: Ladislaus ruled over Bohemia 
and Hungary, while John, Albert and Alexander successively took 
over the reigns of Lithuania and Poland. Another son, Casimir, was 
to have a great impact on Lithuania. While a youth in Cracow he 
acquired a deep understanding of his Lithuanian language, culture 
and history, and later spent extended periods in Lithuania. A 
very humble and pious person, Casimir achieved sainthood and became 
the patron saint of Lithuania. 
17 
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St. Casimir, oil, by Adomas Ga1dikas, 
in St. Anthony's High School 
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Chapter 4 
THE GREATER INDEPENDENCE OF THE NOBILITY 
AND THE GROWTH OF MOSCOVY 
With Casimir there was the initiation of the line of grand 
princes of Lithuania, who were also the kings of Poland and had 
their permanent residence in Cracow . They tended to rule Lithuania 
simply by visiting the country or l i ving there for a short period. 
Their absence helped to strengthen the self-government of the nobles 
who waged a stubborn diplomatic war for the western land the Poles 
had taken. 
I The Lithuanian noples also began to be threatened by the 
emerging Duchy of Moscow, which had freed itself from the yoke of 
the Tartars and continued to push outwards, making a significant 
move westward when it subjugated the duchies by the Oka and Dneiper 
Rivers. Thus, Lithuania lost a third of the eastern part of its 
territory. 
In the second half of the 16th century, Lithuania's battles 
with Moscow were entangled with battles of a wider scope, involving 
the hegemony of the Baltic Sea. The Russians, along with the Tartars 
brought from the recently occupied Republic of Kazan, besieged the 
northern part of Livonia, or present day Estonia. As a result, in 
19 
20 
1561 the last magistrate of Livonia, Gothard Kettler, gave Livonia 
to Lithuania for protection. 
In 1563 the Russians occupied Polotsk, which was very close 
to the heart of Lithuania. They murdered the Benedictine monks, 
exiled captured Lithuanians to Moscow, and drowned the Jewish 
population in the Dauguva River. The cruelty of the Russians and 
their threat to the very .center of Lithuania forced the Lithuanians 
to seek outside help, which they could" only hope to receive from 
Poland. They agreed to negotiate a new un ion with the Poles, 
providing for the two states to be ruled by one king with the title 
of Grand Prince of Lithuania. Both states had to have a common 
senate and a common foreign policy. However, each had a separate 
treasury and each maintained its own form of government with its 
own armies and laws. In essence, the union did not change relatioQs 
between the two states, and a federative existence remained. 
~~~@J'" "'" ~if1r~... N . ~®(®@ 
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Chapter 5 
INCREASED WESTERN INFLUENCE IN LITHUANIA 
The 16th century was a period for major changes in Lithuania. 
Editions of the Statue of Lithua r d were enacted and remained in 
effect until 1840. Land reforms gave a new direction to the 
agricultural and social life in Lithuania. Farmers were massed 
into villages, had to farm according to a three field farming system, 
and became serfs or paid a' fee to the estate. These agricultural 
changes remained a par't of Lithuania until the time of its independence. 
The 16th century was also the start of a great internal co l onization 
in the large and abundant forests which from ancient times separated 
the land of Lithuania from thos~ claimed by the Teutonic Order. 
New settlements with villages and estates were started. This coloniza-
tion executed by the Grand Princes, led to increased areas of arable 
land and raised the level of agriculture. 
But the most important factor to change Lithuania in the 16th 
century was the Reformat;'on. The new teachings soon began to dominate 
the Prussian Teutonic State, which became the first Lutheran ~tate 
outside the borders of Germany. From this new and powerful duchy, 
Luther's teachings spread to Lithuania through German settlers who 
21 
22 
generally lived in the larger cities, where they had the opportunity 
to spread the ne~ faith. 
However, Luther's teachings were not widely accepted in Lithuania 
since the Lithuanians had fought the Germans for centuries. But 
the German settlers are credited with publishing the first Lithuanian 
book, a catechism, in 1549. Lithuanian literature thus received 
its start in the Reformat.ion and therein lies its significance to 
Lithuania. 
Along these same line~, another reformational- dOctrine, Calvinism, 
had an effect on Lithuania. With the backing of the powerful 
Radvilas (Radziwill) family, a printing press was established for 
the production of Calvinistic material. Later, after returning to 
Catholicism, Radvilas turned the press 6ver to the Jes~its and 
moved it to Vilnius. 
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Chapter 6 
LITHUANIA UNDER RUSSIAN RULE 
During the 17th century continual disputes between the 
Lithuanian and Polish nobility over rule within Lithuania· weakened 
the foundations of the state. The end result was the partition of 
the state between Russia, Prussia and Austria, with the major part 
of Lithuania going to Russja, while a smaller portioo, Lithuania 
Minor, was handed over to Prussia. 
At this time Lithuania was still primarily an agricultural 
country. The little industry that existed was connected .with 
agriculture12 and was not usually controlled by Lithuanians. 13 
The amount of manufacturing was, nevertheless, increasing and helped 
somewhat to relieve the overcrowded rural areas. 14 
The conditions of the Lithuanian peasants, under Polish rule, 
were better than those of the serfs who came directly under Russian 
jurisdiction. During this period, serfdom ceased to exist in Poland, 
and since the peasants gained their personal rights, they theoretically 
became equal to the nobillty. However, freedom was granted without 
land and it was necessary for the peasants to rent or buy land from 
the landowning nobility.15 
In Vilnius and Kaunas, the provinces controlled by the Russian 
government, the position of the serf, which was not good to start with, 
steadily worsened as he became burdened with additional obligations, 
such as twenty-five years of military service and increased taxation. 
The peasants of this area, prior to their incorporation into Russia, 
had had a certain amount of protection through what was called the 
lIinventory.1I This meant that at set times, which usually coincided 
with the selling, leasing, or mortgaging of an estate, the lord was 
required to define the size of his peasants' holdings and thereby 
determine the fixed amount of dues owed by them. The peasants were 
to participate in this process and each was obliged to work a set 
number of days according to the size of his holding. 16 In 1840, 
with the extension of a newly codified law into this area, the Russian 
government did away with the inventory and established the complete 
legal dominance of the lord. 
Numerous uprisings by Lithuanian peasants prompted the Czarist 
government to adopt a policy of severe Russification. From 1864 to 
25 
1905 a series of decrees were issued, aimed at the replacement of Polish 
landlords by Russians. One of the most important, that of December 10, 
1865, prohibited non-Russians from buying land, giving it away, exchanging 
it, or renting it for a long period of time. The only right which 
remained was that of inheritance. 1? In addition, there was economic 
discrimination, as in taxation, which fell heavily on all classes of 
R . . th t . 18 non- USSlans ln ewes ern provlnces. 
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General view of Vll..NIUS • 
From 
VILNIUS the Capital of 
LITHUANIA 
VILNIUS IN THE LIFE OF LITHUANIA 
VILNIUS. The Catedral. The first cathedral was built 1387 . . Rebuilt after the fire in 1419.Again 
destroyed by fire and war 1530,1610,1655. In the year 1777 modernized in Classic style 
by the architect Laurynas Stuoka-Gucevicius 
27 
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Vll..NnJS. MISSIONARIES' CHURCH - Special Lithuanian Baroque style. 
Erected 1698 by Teofilius Plateris. 
From VILNIUS-CAPITAL OF LITHUANIA 
During the Russian Duma period, which lasted from 1907 to 1917, 
the agrarian question was to prove volatile. Even though servitude 
was abolished, Lithuanian peasants encountered all possible restrictions 
from buying land, while non-Lithuanian settlers were given exceedingly 
good options, or at times paid little or nothing at all for the land. 
Such discriminatory policies forced landless Lithuanian families 
to emigrate to America. The Czarist Peasant Land Bank, although 
responsible for supplying loans to Lithuanian peasants, almost always 
acted as an agent for Russjan colonization, causing a large and dis-
comforting increase in Lithuania of Orthodox EasterI') Slavs (Byelorussians, 
Russians and Ukrainians). From 1861 to 1897 alone their number 
in the seven districts of Vilnius was reported to have increased from 
184,688 to 971,24519 while the number of Lithuanians decreased from 
418,880 to 279,694. 20 
During the latter part of the nineteenth century the Lithuanians 
were also to suffer from suppression in the literary field. In the 
first half of the century a continuous, ever-strengthening growth 
of literary as well as national consciousness had been in evidence. 
This is exemplified by the appearance of several poets who, in all 
likelihood, had been affected by the work of the Reverend Francis 
Bohusz ti tl ed "0 Pocziltkach Narodu, i J~zyka L itewski ego" (The Beg i nni ngs 
of the Lithuanian Nation and Its Language), which appeared in 1808. 
Two men, however, stood above the rest. These were Simanas 
DaOkantas and Bishop Moteijus Valan~ius. ... The former was born in Telsiai 
29 
30 . 
VILNIUS.Chapel of St. Casimir in the Catedral • Most outstanding monument of its 
time and remarkable harmony of two different styles in the same church.Builtl63o. 
From VILNIUS-CAPITAL OF LITHUANIA 
in 1793 and completed his studies at the University of Vilnius. He 
was one of the first to suggest that Lithuania be separated from Poland, 
and in his historical works he praised the past of Lithuania along 
with its customs and people. Valan~ius (1801-1875), who was born 
near Salantai, became very active in the writing and publishing 
of Lithuanian material, especially after the Russian government banned 
the use of the Latin alphabet 'n 1864. 21 
This ban on the Lithuanian free press began a unique forty year 
period in Lithuanian history. v Referred to as the era of the knygnesys 
(book carriers), it witnessed the publishing, mainly. in East Prussia 
and the United States, of Lithuanian books and periodicals which were 
then smuggled into Lithuania. Valan~ius was instrumental in the 
organization of this work and was helped by many, incluQing the 
"patriarch of the book smugglers," Juris Bieliakas Bielinis, who 
later founded his own organization. Ironically, Bielinis died 
31 
January 18, 1918, only a month before Lithuania was declared independe~t.22 
The success of these individuals was impressive, as indicated by 
the number of volumes confiscated--173,258 between 1891 and 1902. 23 
Nevertheless, the risks involved were great, for the book 
carrier had to cross three lines of Russian security guards. !f 
the individual was caught, the smuggler was either imprisoned locally 
for one to five years, or deported to Siberia for a three to five 
. d 24 year pen 0 • 
Paralleling this smuggling of books was the illegal teaching 
of Lithuanian children to read and write their own language. Children 
32 
were instructed at home, .singly or in small groups, while a constant 
watch for Russian officials was kept. The census of 1897 reveals 
the success of this clandestine affair: Out of a total population 
of 1,019,794 Lithuanians in the Kaunas Province, 354,420, or over 
one third, were literate in the Lithuanian language. 25 The fact 
that over fifty percent were between the ages of ten and thirty 
indicates an even higher rate of success for the secret schools. 26 
Of those immigrating to the United States, sixty-four percent were 
able to read and write. 27 This, of course, negates one of the 
commonly held ideas that these immigrants were ignorant and illiterate. 
A final problem to be mentioned was the threat of conscription 
into · the Russian army, which often meant separation from family and 
country. Although reduced to a shorter; period later, the length 
of service was 25 years. Therefore, when a young man was about to 
be drafted, frequently he would secretly cross over the East Prussian 
border and, from there, often reach America. 
33 
Siauliai 
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Chapter 7 
INDEPENDENT PERIOD 
With the first World War, Lithuania regained her independence. 
However, this was done with difficulty, for Russia was anxious to 
reabsorb her. Also, various factions in the emerging Polish State 
• I 
wanted to reestablish the Lithuanian-Polish State "of the Middle 
Ages, and toward this end seized Vilnius and broke off diplomatic 
relations. Further political turmoil occurred when the Lithuanians 
occupied Klaipeda (Memel), which they feared would be given over 
to the Germans and therefore deprive them of their only port on the 
Baltic Sea. Thus, Lithuania entered into a period of independence 
(as did most of the newly formed states of eastern and central Europe) 
with a good deal of political apprehension. 
Despite this, Lithuania was to make significant gains in the . 
areas of education, economics, trade, and in general establish a 
solid agricultural foundation similar to Denmark's. As a first step 
the new government implemented major land reforms. By 1939 substantial 
progress had been made with the creation of 45,000 new farms for 
some 200,000 people, involving a total of 893,392 acres. Additional 
land was given for other needs, bringing the total redistribution to 
1,774,099 acres. (See Table 1)28 
1. Land 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
TABLE 1 
The Land Involved for Redistribution 
Between 1919 and 1939 
distributed for permanent ownership 
To private schools, organizations, asylums, 
To parish churches 
For cemeteries 
To employees and laborers for homes 
To new settlers 
Added to small farms 
Total 
II. Land distributed for temporary use 
1. To public schools and other governmental 
institutions 
2. To municipalities and their institutions (hospitals, asylums, public parks, etc.) 
3. To private persons and organizations 
4. Fo~ community pastures 
Total 
III. por miscellaneous uses 
Grand Total of Land Affected by Land Reform Act 
etc. 2,291 
3,981 
1,003 
8,110 
893,392 
222,951 
1,131,728 
86,070 
6,158 
26,539 
72,170 
190,937 
451,434 
1,774,099 
34a 
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Another factor of significance in the development of Lithuania's 
economy was the system of credit, consumer, and agricultural cooperatives 
that started in 1871. After World War I it became the basic building 
block of the Lithuanian economy. Table 2 indicates the importance 
of the cooperative system during the independent period. 29 
The Declaration of Independence, issued on February 16, 1918, 
called for a democratic form of government and for a Constituent 
Assembly to enact the state's fundamental laws. The result was 
the foundation of legislative, executive, and judiciary divisions 
of government. Although in the begi nning the executive was totally 
under the power of the legislative branch, on December 17, 1926, 
/. 
a coup d'etat created an authoritarian form of government under 
Antanas Smetona. The rule of Smetona, from 1928 to 1938~ has been 
variously characterized, but perhaps the most adequate description 
would be that of, lithe government of enl ightened statesmanship 
[ratherT than the government of one-man ru 1 e. 1130 Although there was 
censorship, the press was allowed to exist, and in general the new 
regime did not administer severe reprisals. 
In retrospect, it is likely that a democratic government could 
not have sur~ived, considering the circumstances. In the first 
place, 07 all of the new states formed after World War II, only two, 
Finland and Czechoslovakia, retained a democratic government, 
primarily because both, unlike other states, had had experience in 
parliamentary government. There was also the unstable worldwide 
economic situation, in the end resulting in a depression, which 
TABLE 2 
Cooperative Societies 
1937-39 
Type of Cooperative 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Credit 
Stores and Consumers' 
Cooperatives 
Manufacturing 
Insurance 
Nonclassified 
Total 
, f" 
" 
. \ 
35a 
of Lithuania 
Number of 
Societies Registered 
1937 1938 1939 
4'08 398 401 
· 248 251 275 
226 228 224 
1 2 2 
375 409 430 
1,258 1,288 1,332 
36 
would indeed cause a great deal of difficulty for any developing 
democracy. 
For Lithuania there existed also an uncomfortable situation 
with two of her immediate neighbors. First, Poland's takeover and 
occupation of Vilnius led to a severing of relations between the 
two countries and a mutually hostile attitude throughout the 
independent period. Second, the Russians, who wanted to push their 
borders outward under Marxism-Leninism, were a continual threat to 
the newly independent stat~s to their west. An additional problem 
in the area of foreign relations was the dispute between Lithuania 
and Germany over Klaipeda (Memel). Seized by Lithuania after the 
country lost Vilnius, this area became increasingly important with 
the rise of Hitler. 
Nevertheless, the fears of outside domination, which had led 
to the establishment of the Smetona regime in Lithuania, proved 
justified when, on September 28, 1939, an agreement between the 
Soviet Union and Germany was reached, dividing eastern Europe between 
the two and giving Lithuania to the Soviets. By June 15, 1940, 
31 the country was occupied by some 300,000 Soviet troops. This, 
the first Soviet occupation, was met with some intense resistance 
and witn"essed the deportation of some 35,000 inhabitants to slave-
labor camps, just part of an estimated 700,000 who the Russians 
planned to remove from Lithuania. 32 ' 
On June 23, 1941, as the Germans were attacking the Soviet 
Union, the Lithuanians revolted and overthrew the Russians. But 
the German occupation proved little better than the Russian, and 
attrocities continued. This time, however, the Jewish-Lithuanians 
received the brunt and, with t he l ater reoccupation of Lithuania by 
the Russians, an all con s ~~ i ng plan of Russ i nization was initiated 
continuing to the present time. 
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Chapter 8 
JEWISH-LITHUANIANS 
The history of Lithuania would be incomplete without mention 
of the rich Jewish-Lithuanian culture. Under the leadership of 
Vytautas the Great, the first charters of privileges were issued to 
the Jewish communities in 1388 and 1389, and remai·ned in effect 
for some four centuries. 33 These permitted Jewish-lithuanians 
to live as freemen. Vilnius, known as ·the Jerusalem of Lithuania, 
became a leading Jewish center of culture, education, and political 
activity in Europe. 34 
Later, however, the conditions of the Jews became severe. 
During the czarists' period of rule in Lithuania there were a number 
of decrees restricting their freedom of movement and forcing them 
to leave the countryside. 3.5 
During the independent period, when governmental support was 
given to all national and religious groups who desired to have 
separate · schools, the political and educational conditions of Jewish-
Lithuanians improved significantly. According to Max M. Learson, 
"In thi s respect {pol i ti call the Lithuanian Jews enjoyed greater rights 
than those granted to the Poles, the Germans and White Russians, not 
one of whom had their own ministry." He continues in regard to 
education: "Nowhere outside of Palestine did Hebrew make such 
tremendous strides as i n Lithuania in those twenty years. Even 
after the establishment of the dictatorship (1926) these Jewish 
schools continued to function at governmental expense.,,36 Further 
evidence of the governme~ta l atti tude towards Jewish-Lithuanians 
is found in an article in the newspaper , Hasaa , which appeared on 
March?, 1940. In part it stated that "On the occasion of the 
national festival, in the streets were distributed governmental 
proclamations to the inhabitants explaining the meaning of the 
festival. It is most important that those procla~ations were printed 
in five languages, among them Yiddish, which made a great impression 
on the Jews." The article further praised the attitude of the leaders 
of the government of Lithuania and their sincere belief "that in 
the state there is no room for influences and currents that are 
inspired by race, hatred and persecutions." It also mentioned the 
improved atmosphere in contrast to the previous rulers. 3? 
With the growth of national socialism in Germany, the Jews 
throughout Europe became apprehensive. This was further increased 
by the Nazi invasion of Poland, when many began to flee eastward. 
Unlike many countries, Lithuania di d n~ t turn away the Jewish refugees, 
and the city of Vilnius alone admitted some 15,000 escaping Nazi 
and Russian persecution. As the Li thuanian government gained full 
control of the Vilnius area, "systematic measures were taken for 
the re l ief of the refugees," and although the strain of the new 
arrivals upon the tiny Baltic nation were arduous, "the attitude 
39 
, 
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The interior of the main Jewish synagogue in Vilnius 
From 
VILNIUS IN THE LIFE OF LITHUANIA 
ef the Lithuanian gevernment itself, hewever, was ene ef gratifying 
tol erance. 1138 
Occupatien by the Nazis seen witnessed the extreme measures 
which had eccurred under the first Russian seizure ef the ceuntry. 
The Lithuanians were ence again faced wi th incarceratien, terture 
and death. This time, hewever, the Jewish-Lithuanians were to. receive 
the werst. Nevertheless; enceuraged by the Bisheps ef Vilnius and 
Kaunas, many Christian Lithuanians risked their lives to. pretect 
Jewish-Lithuanians. 39 The extensive Lithuanian undergreund press 
also. cendemned the barbarity ef the Nazis. Members , ef the fermer 
Lithuanian gevernment, such as Dr. K. Girnius, an ex-president, and 
Prefesser M. Krupavi~ius and J. Aleksa, ex-ministers ef agriculture, 
also. pretested the treatment ef Jewish-Lithuanians, and as a result 
ef their actiens were arrested. 40 
Unfertunately, to. date a cemprehensive, scientific study ef 
this peried dees net exist. There have been seme weak attempts 
to. describe the events as they eccurred; hewever, they tend to. be 
slanted, poorly documented, and reflect heavily the author's pre-
diliction. In all likelihood, when a thereugh study is completed, 
it will reveal the extremes of beth the Jewish and the Christian 
Lithuanians: those who risked their lives to. save their fellow man 
as well as these who. shewed little er no. respect fer human life. But 
in the middle ef these extremes will fall the vast majority of the 
populace. who. feared for their lives and those of their family, and 
therefore tended to be immebile. 
41 
42 
Many Jewish-Lithuanians coming to the United States were to 
become renowned in their respective areas of expertise, and to add 
to the cultural growth of the country. Proud of their Lithuanian 
heritage, these include the famous sculptor, Jacques Lipchitz, 
actor Lawrence Harvey, and folklorist Vytautas Beliajus, more about 
whom will be described in the next chapter. 
Perhaps the best expression of the feelings of many Jewish-
Lithuanians for Lithuania can be found in the first two verses of 
the poem, liTo Lithuania," by Leiba Neidus. 
Lithuania, I could not forget her 
For from abroad I loved her more 
That love no one will conquer 
Or tear out that longing so holy 
You are like a mother, self-sacrificing 
Your exploited sons I love 
And their songs plaintive, bewitching 
With the innocence holy, carressing the heart. 41 
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PART II 
LITHUANIAN IMMIGRATION TO THE UNITED STATES 
Chapter 9 
LITHUANIAN IMMIGRATION FROM COLONIAL TIMES 
TO THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY 
It is only recently that serious research has been carried on 
concerning Lithuanian immigration to the United States, particularly 
, 
in regard to the colonial period. Nevertheless, it appears likely 
that almost from the founding of Jamestown in 1607 there were Lithuanians 
settling in the new world. With the election of Captain John Smith 
to head the colony, Jamestown's wavering position began to stabilize, 
and in 1608 artisans were invited to settle there to produce such 
commodities as tar, pitch, and glass. These newcomers were called 
Poles and Dutchmen by Smith,1 but the term Pole, Polonian or Polander 
historically has been used loosely. 
Ties between Lithuania and Poland led to a general classification 
of the inhabitants of the Lithuanian, Ukrainian, and Polish areas as 
Poles. Smith himself testified to this situation when he stated that . 
"Muscovia and Polonia doe Yearely receaue many thousands, for pitch, 
tarre, sope ashes, Rosin, Flax, Cordage, Sturgeon, masts, yards, 
wainscot, Firres, glasse, and such like .... "2 He is referring to t rade 
products, but made no reference to Lithuania, which occupied a larg e 
area between Russia and Poland, and was rich in many of these resources. 
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The tendency to include Lithuania under the title of Poland can be 
found also in another contemporary report about trade by Sir George 
Peckham. 3 
This situation was further complicated by the gradual process 
of the Lithuanian nobility speaking Polish and losing their linguistic 
identity with the peasants. This tendency of the nobility to identify 
with their class rather than with those below them is perhaps best 
captured by Czeslaw Milosz in Native Realm. In this work he asks 
himself who he really is, since he has the blood of the Russian, Jew, 
German, Pole, and Lithuanian running through his veins. His attitude 
towards the nobility of Poland is then seen when he states, "Our 
Grand Duchy of Lithuania was 'better' and Poland was 'worse', for 
what would she might have accomplished without our kings, poets, and 
politicians?" This was the cult of separatism practiced by his family, 
according to Milosz,4 and it was to manifest itself in the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries. The intricacy of the situation is 
seen by the stance assumed by two sets of brothers. In the Pilsudski 
family, Joseph became a leader in Poland while his brother Bronislas 
had been a member of the Lithuanian Council in Switzerland, which worked 
for the independence of Lithuania. The Narutowicz family produced 
the first president of Poland, Gabriel, while his brother Stanislas 
was one of the signers of the Lithuanian Declaration of Independence. 
Thus, it is necessary to look at each individual very closely 
in order to determine his national leanings. In some cases there is 
no doubt as to the r.ationality, while in others clear evidence is sti ll 
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lacking. An example of the latter is Stanislaw Sadowski, who is listed 
among the first Poles to come to this country. He is listed as coming 
from Random, in October, 1608, which may be true. 5 However, in 1594, 
Stanislaw Sadowski, a Calvinist writer who authored an anti-Jesuit 
monograph entitled Idolatriae Jesuitorum Vilnensium Oppugnatio,6 
is found residing in Vilnius. Sadowski was probably forced to leave 
Vilnius because of his writing, since the Counter-Reformation was 
in progress there. From Vilnius he more than likely immigrated to 
America via Random. 
In addition to the religious controversies, there was also a series 
of wars in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries which caused a 
good deal of unrest in Lithuania. As a result, Lithuanians left 
and a number found their way to America. In manY cases it is likely 
that they remained in Western Europe for awhile before leaving for 
the new world, and in these instances their point of departure has 
been used to identify their country of origin. Nevertheless, a cursory 
genealogical search of seventeenth and eighteenth century sources 
reveals a number of definite or possible Lithuanian names. In Henry 
Whittmore's Genealo~ical Guide to the Early Settlers of America, 
we can find such names as Curtenius and Curtis (Curtice, Curtise or 
Curtize)~ The number of words beginning with 'kur' are numerous in 
the Lithuanian language, and 'kurtis' is a verb meaning to establish 
oneself, to settle, or to arise. Also found are Jecockes, Kiskeys, 
Luckis, Ludecas, Lunerus (who is listed as "A German or Polish doctor 
in Boston .... "), Penticus, Pickes, and Pretious. 7 Besides these 
Jenckes,8 Dilkes,9 Oblinus,10 Broukes,ll and Malines,12 also appear. 
Around the end of the seventeenth century a small Lithuanian 
colony appeared in Germantown, Pennsylvania. In a genealogical study 
of the Yerkes family, the following is found: 
liThe place of nativity of Anthony Yerkes remains a matter 
of conjecture . It has been assumed by others that he was a 
German, but the writer has found no evidence to establish 
such an assumption. It is possible, however, that he came 
to Pennsylvania from Germany, and was a13esident of the latter country at the time of his emigration. " 
It is the author's opinion, Josiah Granville Leach, that an Anthony 
Yerkes came to Pennsylvania about 1700 or perhaps a few years later 
and that he found there "some old acquaintances and possibly some 
, 
kinsfolk." One of these was sheriff of Germantown in 1692, D·avid 
Scherkes. In the Lithuanian cemetery in Mahanoy City, Pennsylvania, 
there is a tombstone with the name of Sherkness inscribed on it. This 
is, of course, very similar to Anthony Yerkes' friend's name, Scherkes. 
It is assumed by Leach that the following are variations of the 
Yerkes name in Pennsylvania: Gerkes, Gerches, Jerghes, Jerghjes, 
Yercas, Yerkhas, Yerkas, Yerkiss, and Yerkus; in New York the variations 
are Jurcx, Jurckes, Jurcksen, Yerks, and Yercks. 14 
Additional evidence of the Lithuanian settlement in Germantown 
can be found in a list of immigrants in Pennsylvania. In Germantown, 
for the 1683 to 1710 period, these names are found: Peter Keur~is, 
Paul and Johannes Klumges, Johannes Gorgas, Andreas Sol pis, David 
Scherges, Peter Kenlis, Anthoni Jerghjes, Johannes Kelpius, and 
Mattheis Nezelius. 15 One final individual who was to settle in 
Germantown and there obtain a place of prom i nence was Jacob Pastorius. 
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He was born in Sommerhausen, Germany, in 1651, and his family had 
likely fled to Germany as a result of the Counter-Reformation. In 
1683 he arrived in Philadelphia and later moved to Germantown. He 
spoke several languages, held a prominent position within the community, 
and wrote the first original school book printed in the state. 16 
Pastorius, in the Lithuanian language, means pastor, parson, or Protestant 
minister. 
Further evidence that the above mentioned individuals were 
Lithuanian can be found in the movement of Mennonites living in 
Lithuania. At the end of the seventeenth century fundS were collected 
to aid the Swiss, Pa.latines, and Litthauer or Lithuanian Mennonites, 
many .of whom settled at Philadelphia and northward along the Delaware 
R. 17 lver. 
Other Lithuanians were found along the eastern seaboard. In Manor, 
New York, in the winter of 1610 and the summer of 1611, Johannes Schuc 
and Johannes Schultheis resided,18 and in Georgia between 1734 and 
1741, Reverend Joh. Martin Boltzius, Samuel Leberecht Boltzius, 
Johannes Scheraus, and Johan Scheraus Jr. settled. 19 New immigrants 
Georg Brosius, Johan Martin Cass, and George Vitus Cass came to the 
New York area in 1728,20 while in the early 1730's the following 
individu~ls arrived in America: Jacob Lanius, Wilheim Kerkes, Johan 
Landis, Johannes Grawius, Georg Peter Schultes, Johan Jacob Timanus, 
Peter Cornelius, Benedict Tomas, Johannes Mevius, Peter Fickus, and 
Philip Cunius. 21 
The fact that a number of Protestant clergy in America held 
Lithuanian names is also a result of the Counter-Reformation on 
Lithuanian immigration to America. The probable cause was that 
those leaving Lithuania because of religious pressures first settled 
in the Netherlands, Germany, or England, where because of their strong 
beliefs they became clergymen, and then moved to the new world. 
Revere~d Jacob Fabritius is a case in point. This itinerant minister, 
who was blind since 1682 and preached in communities around Philadelphia, 
was believed to be "by birth a German or Pole, but more probably was 
Lithuanian." 22 Others included Reverend Samuel Drisius, who was a 
minister in Manhattan in 1654;23 the above mentioned Rev. John Martin 
Boltzius; Rev. Anthony Curtenius, who was pastor of five Dutch churches 
24 . 25 in Kings County and died in 1756; and Rev. J.L. Yantls. Rev. 
Vincentenius Antonidas, who was a minister in Kings County and died in 
1744,26 and Rev. Arthur Mann Backus, who died in 1878,27 had typical 
Lithuanian names, and the latter name is found on a tombstone in the 
Lithuanian cemetery in Mahanoy City, Pennsylvania. There are a number 
of variations of the name Backus, including Backis, Backas, and Bachis. 
Two additional names are the Rev. J.M. Goetchius, who was born in 
1739,28 and Rev. William Kirkus of Baltimore. 29 
Another personality who had an impact on colonial America and who 
for years was claimed to be other than Lithuanian, was Dr. Alexander 
Carolus Cursius-Curtius. In 1652 Curtius entered the University of 
Leipzig, lias a Lithuanian with a doctorate in theology and the degree 
of licentiate in jurisprudence. II That same year he left for America 
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where he became rector of a new established Latin 
school in what was then called New Amsterdam and is 
now, of course, New York City.30 He can thus be 
considered the first secondary school teacher in 
New York City. A number of documents refer to his 
Lithuanian origin. In a resolution of the Amster-
dam Department of the Hest India Company, which 
appointed a Latin schoolmaster for New Amsterdam, 
the following is found: "Before the Board appeared 
Alexander Carlus Curtis, late professor in Lithuania 
Dr. Curti us 
mentioned in former minutes .. . . " In a letter to Peter Stuyvesant, the 
governor of New Amsterdam, a similar reference is made. Later, when Curtis 
returned to Leiden University to obtain a degree in medicine, the inscription 
"Caro 1 us-A 1 exander Curti us, nobi 1 us L i tuanus ... II is in the record book for 1661.~ 
Another native of Lithuania, who was to serve as a defender of freedom 
for a number of countries, including the United States, was Thaddeus Kosciusko, 
a member of a minor noble family.32 Kosciusko was to aid America, Lithuania, 
and Poland, and all can rightfully be proud of him. In a letter to Czar 
Alexander, after Kosciusko found out that Lithuania was not to receive the 
advantages of a constitution, as Poland was, he made the following plea on 
June 10, 1815: "I was born a Lithuanian sire, and I have only a few years to 
live; nevertheless, the veil of futurity still covers the destinies of my 
native land, and of so many provinces of JI\Y country.,,33 In the first of two 
wills, Kosciusko requested that his property in the United States be used to 
purchase, free, and educate slaves; while in a second will he again refers 
to himselfllas a native of Lithuania in Poland ... ,,34 
Another individual, the Pole Casimir Pulaski, who was also 
born in Lithuania and served under Charles, Duke of Courland, after 
studying law, served the United States in her fight for freedom, as 
did Kosciusko. In 1777, he joined Washington as a volunteer, and 
distinguished himself at the Battle of Brandywine. As a result he 
was promoted to brigadier general of a cavalry division. Later, he 
received permission from Congress to organize an independent corps 
of light infantry and cavalry, which became known as Pulaski IS 
Legion. The possibility that there were Lithuanians serving with 
Pulaski is quite good. 35 
In addition, there is evidence that Lithuanians fought in both 
of the American wars for independence. The historian Kostas Jurgela, 
in searching pertinent army documents for the War of 1812 located some 
100 names of possible Lithuanians who had found their way to the shores 
of America during the first half of the nineteenth century.36 Some 
of these were refugees of Napoleanls defeated army; others came as_a 
result of the unsuccessful revolt of 1831. For the Civil War, Jurgela 
found well over 500 names. 37 
During the mid-nineteenth century, three individuals from Lithuania 
were to make their mark in American historical annals. The first of 
these wa~ Alexander Bielaski or Bielecki. Unfortunately, not enough 
is known of his exact place of birth or national leanings: Some 
sources list him as being born in the Minsk Province of the Grand Duchy 
of Lithuania, while others list him as coming from ethnographic Lithuania. 
What is definitely known, however, is that after participating in the 
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unsuccessful revolt of 1831, he came to the United States, settled in 
Springfield, Illinois, where he became a close friend of Abraham 
Lincoln. During the Civil War he fell in the first battle fought by 
General Grant on November 7, 1861, and according to Colonel John A. 
Logan, who witnessed the death, "A braver man never fell on the field 
of battle."38 
The second was Jozef. Hordynski, who also took part in the 1831 
revolt, and then immigrated to America. In the United States he 
related his experiences in Lithuania during the 1831 uprising in a 
monograph entitled History of the Late Polish Revolution. At the end 
of the work he wrote a history of Lithuania that reveals he, unlike 
Kosciusko, was entirely Polish in sentiment. 39 
The third was Henry Kalusauskas, who was born in the Utena district 
of ethnographic Lithuania. He attended the University of Vilnius, 
and later worked in Marijampole, which was a center of Lithuanian 
nationalism. After serving in General Gelgaud's Corps, he went to 
France where he was a member of the Lithuanian military committee. 
In 1838 he immigrated to the United States and became a citizen in 1846. 
With the outbreak of the 1863 uprising in Lithuania and Poland, he 
returned to Paris, where he was selected by the revolutionary 
committe~ as a delegate to the United States, with the right to three 
crests: Lithuanian, Polish, and Russian. When he returned to America, 
he began to organize 'and publicize the plight of Lithuania and Poland. 
Kalusauskas died in Washington in 1894, leaving his personal 3,000 
volume collection, containing much information on Lithuanian and Polish 
immigration to America, to the Polish Alliance of America. In 1939 
a fire destroyed the unused collection, a great loss to both the 
Lithuanians and the Po1es. 40 Ka1usauskas was well aware that he was 
Lithuanian, but at the same time believed that Lithuania and Poland 
could stand up against the imperialistic designs of Russia much better 
if they did so together. 
One other figure who deserves special mention is Prince Demetri 
Gallitzin (Galicinis), whose father was the Russian ambassador to Holland. 
When the family converted to Catholicism, they lost all of th~ir posses-
sions in Russia, so at the. urging of his mother, Gal]itzin travelled 
\ 
extensively and finally arrived in America. Here he became the first 
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Catholic priest to receive his complete religious education and ordination. 
Gallitzin took great pride in tracing his lineage back to King Gediminas, 
and when he died in 1840, he was buried in Loretto, Pennsylvania, with 
the Lithuanian coat of arms inscribed upon his tombstone. 41 
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Chapter 10 
MASS IMMIGRATION 
The latter part of the nineteenth century witnessed a great 
influx of Lithuanians. This was due to various socio-economic and 
political factors, including a lack of available land for the rapidly 
increasing Lithuanian population, the ban on the u-se 'of the Latin 
script and teaching of the Lithuanian language, the 'fleeing from 
conscription into the Russian army, and the famine in the early 1860's. 
Whatever the specific reason, the number of Lithuanians in 
America continued to increase. This movement was further aided by 
- "letters from America" and by agents sent to Lithuanian villages to 
tell of America's riches in quite glowing terms, all of which gave 
life in America an almost utopian atmosphere for the relatives and 
friends back in Lithuania. 42 
Various ship companies also lured Lithuanians to America through 
agents stationed in the villages and towns of the country. Their 
effective advertisements caused many to inquire about passage. For 
_ a fee agents would take the -customers to the border, where another 
agent would stealthi ly transport them in groups, since few had passports, 
to port cities, generally Hamburg. From there the immigrants undertook 
an arduous passage across the Atlantic. 
In the first years of this immigration, 
1860-1870, the poorer immigrants had 
to take sailing ships, which were still 
in use and generally took three to six 
months to reach America. Jonas Babkauskas, 
one of these passengers, wrote the fol-
lowing about his experiences: 
IIWe 1 eft Hamburg on ~1ay 11, 1868. 
The ship on which we sailed was the 
IIJames Foster.1I There were seven 
Lithuanians in all aboard the ship--
four Catholics and three Lithuanian From 
Protestants from Marijampole... LITHUANIA LAND OF HEROES 
We were given food only once a day. 
Everyone received seven cookies, Lithuanian Peasant 
approximately six to seven inches 
wide, a piece of bad meat, two raw 
potatoes, a measure of rice, about a half quart of oat flour, and a 
quart of water. We had to cook the food ourselves. This was in the 
beginning. Later we could not even do this. It came to pass, that 
during the third month, people began to die; there were days when 
several died at once. Of the Lithuanians, although some were very 
sick, not one died. 1I 
Conditions were somewhat better on steamships. They sailed faster,. were 
cleaner, and most important, the passengers received food from the common 
mess. However, all the comforts were aimed at the first and second class 
passengers, not third class, in the IIsteerage ll or cargo section. There, 
were most Lithuanians had to travel, the wide, two level bunks used for 
sleeping had to be shared by several people. The quarters were not 
adequately ventilated and the stale air became unbearable. The ship was 
constantly rolling and the passengers invariably got seasick. Third 
class passengers were considered little better than cargo: the ship 
companies ignored their hardships; the ships' crews frequently were discour-
teous to them. 
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It is difficult to determine the number of Lithuanians who 
immigrated during the latter part of the nineteenth century, since 
it was not until 1899 that Lithuanians were classified as a separate 
group. Previous to this period, they were listed as either Russians, 
Poles, or Germans, depending in general upon their point of departure. 
Various estimates have been made for the pre-1899 period, and in 
general it is believed that about 275,000 Lithuanians immigrated to 
the Uni ted States. 44 Sta'ti sti cs from the Immi grat ion Bureau i ndi cate 
that from 1899 to 1914, when the First World War started, 252,594 
Lithuanians came to America,45 and after the War continued to arrive 
until restrictions came into effect in the early 1920's. Taking into 
account those who returned to Lithuania, the post World War II 
immigration, and succeeding generations of Lithuanians born in this 
country, a fairly stable number of Lithuanians found in the United 
States today would be in the vicinity of one million. 
With this mass movement of Lithuanians to the United States, 
communities began to form and leaders emerge. One of the first to 
gain recognition was Augustinas Zaicas (Zeytz), a Franciscan monk, 
who came to this country as a result of the Russian purges against 
the clergy following the revolt of 1863. He arrived in 1872, and 
soon thereafter began to work among the Lithuanians in the coa~ mines 
of Pennsylvania. He also translated a number of literary works into 
Lithuanian. Later he moved to Shenandoah, where in 1877 he established 
the first Lithuanian aid society, the Saint George's Society. When 
the first Lithuanian newspaper, Lietuwiszka Gazieta, was published 
in this country, he became one of its principal collaborators. 
He wrote a series of articles on religion and Lithuanian nationalism. 
Zaicas was the first Lithuanian who attempted to separate the 
Lithuanians from the Poles and urged the establishment of purely 
L'th' . t' 46 1 uanlan socle lese 
The settlement of Zaicas among Lithuanians in the coal mining 
areas of Pennsylvania was natural, since this was where most of them 
originally settled. When the immigrants arrived at the port of New 
York, some sought work on .the farms around the ci ty " whi 1 e others 
moved into New England and south into the Philadelp~ia and Baltimore 
areas. But most headed West. Important in this movement was the work 
of railroad agents, who enticed the new immigrants to work in the 
mines of eastern Pennsylvania. 47 The first significant settlement 
was found in Danville, where by 1872 some 200 Lithuanians were located. 48 
Besides Danville, Lithuanians were found scattered throughout the coal 
mining area of eastern Pennsylvania, but one city, Shenandoah, was 
to become the first "capital" of Lithuanians in the United States. 
It was here that we find one of the best examples of a process 
occurring in the majority of Lithuanian colonies at the end of the 
nineteenth century: the separation of the Lithuanians and Poles, an 
event which simultaneously came about among the peasant masses of 
Lithuania and their counterparts in the United States. 
In 1872 a combined Lithuanian-Polish society, the Society of 
Saint Casimir, had been formed in Shenandoah. The bylaws of the 
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society had been written in both Lithuanian and ,Polish, but Lithuanians 
made up about 95 percent of the membership. However, they still 
needed a parish, so in that same year they managed to have Reverend 
Andrew Strupinskas, who had fled Lithuania in 1863 and arrived in 
America in 1866, appointed as pastor of all of the Lithuanians in 
the Shenandoah area. At first, he conducted services in a German 
church in Mahanoy City, and then in the German church of the Holy 
Family in Shenandoah. In 1874, after the St. Casimir Society had 
collected enough funds, a lot was purchased on North Jardin Street 
and a frame church, St. Casimir's,was erected. This church, built 
by the Lithuanians, was not to remain in their hands for long, since 
it had been erroneously registered as a Polish Catholic church. 
After Strupinskas left in 1877, he was replaced by a Polish priest, 
Reverend Alexander Lenarkiewicz. A complete split then occurred 
between the Lithuanians and Poles, with the former rebelling when 
Lenarkiewicz used the Polish language in church services. The resulting 
feud ended in the courts, where, since both the secular and ecclesi-
astical officials were basically ignorant of the differences between 
the two groups, the church was given to the Poles. 
The process of separation continued in many communities, and 
it was not until 1889 that the first pure Lithuanian Roman Catholic 
parish was established, St. Casimir's Parish in Plymouth, Pennsylvania. 
This was accomplished by Aleksandras Burba, a Roman Catholic priest 
who had fled Lithuania the year before, after having been arrested 
by Russian officials for writing in the Lithuanian press and distributin 
49 
Lithuanian books. 
From this point on the number of parishes quickly grew, but 
it is difficult to determine the exact number. From a comparison of 
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various lists, such as that of S. Michelsonas' Metra~tis 19l6m 
(1916 Yearbook)52 and others, it appears that about 125 Lithuanian 
parishes existed at one time or another. There were also a number 
of Protestant and Lithuanian National Catholic parishes established. 
In many instances the Protestants did not have their own churches, 
but used others of similar faith. Larger groups were able to construct 
their own churches, such as the Jerusalem Lutheran Church built in 
Collinsville, Illinois, in .1903,53 and the Lithuania,n Evangelical 
Reform Church in Chicago. A Lithuanian Bible Association was "also 
initiated. 54 
The Lithuanian National Catholic Church was an offshoot of the 
Lithuanian Roman Catholic Church, and was largely the result of very 
nationalistic minded Lithuanians resenting the building of churches 
and schools that were controlled and owned by the "Irish" and "German" 
bishops who headed the dioceses. The first parish was created in 
1902 by Reverand Vincas Dilionis in Waterbury, Connecticut, and parishes 
were later founded in Baltimore, Du Bois, Scranton, Providence, 
Worcester, Chicago, Lawrence, Massachusetts, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, 
Wilkes-Barre, and Westville, Illinois. Some of these lasted only 
a short time, and only twO" are in existence today: St. Joseph"s in 
Scranton, founded in 1913; and Blessed Heart of Jesus, in Lawrence, 
Massachusetts, established in 1916. 55 
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Although the first settlers tended to concentrate in Eastern 
Pennsylvania, it was not )ong before they were in almost every section 
of the country. Ra~kauskasl 1915 account of Lithuanians in America 
mentions them being scattered from Auburn, Maine, to Cle Elum, 
Washington. 56 An earlier work of Ir. Jonas (Jonas is a pseudonym 
v 
for Zilius), Lithuanians in America, also mentioned Lithuanians 
bei 'ng in Texas and New Mexico, with one owning a saloon in Blossburg, 
New Mexico in 1899. 57 
In Shenandoah, the Lithuanians also began openi~g their own 
businesses, and by 1899 a total of 109 Lithuanian~o~ned establishments 
existed. 58 In politics many of the top positions were held by 
Lithuanians, including six mayors who ran the city for over forty 
years. 59 The working conditions in the mines were difficult, however, 
and the new immigrants were treated little better than animals, with 
nine- and ten-year old children working next to their fathers. 
When miners died on the job, due to cave-ins or other causes, their 
bodies were simply wrapped in canvas and thrown upon the front porch 
of their residence for the children and wife to find. 60 Because of 
the abuses, Lithuanians began to find employment where working conditions 
were better, and this was generally in the newly developing industrial 
areas, such as Rochester, Cleveland, Detroit, and Chicago. The last 
mentioned, Chicago, replaced Shenandoah as the Lithuanian center and 
in time approximately 100,000 Lithuanians lived there, with their 
three daily Lithuanian newspapers, eleven Roman Catholic parishes, 
two Protestant parishes, one National Catholic parish, fourteen banks, 
and hundreds of other businesses and organizations. 61 Other large 
. 
colonies were found in Boston, Brockton, Illinois, Philadelphia, 
Baltimore, Pittsburgh, and New York. 
Some Lithuanians, although the percentage was small, returned 
to farming. In the early 1890's the editor of the newspaper Lietuva 
(Lithuania) tried to establish a farming colony in Arkansas. He was 
successful for a short while and the small village of Lietuva came 
into being. However, the farming conditions did not prove attractive 
enough, and the colony disbanded. Other Lithuanians, bought farms 
close to the city in which they settled, with subst~ntial groups in 
the Connecticut Valley and Wisconsin, and the largest located in the 
Freesoil and Custer areas of Michigan. Here, on market day when the 
farmers gathered in Scotville where a Lithuanian club existed, the 
Lithuanian language dominated the streets. In June, 1920, a Lithuanian 
_ v 
monthly journal, Ukinink~ Zinios (Farmer's News) also appeared in 
Scotville. This followed by two years the newspaper Amerikas Ukininkas 
(The American Farmer), printed in Hart, Michigan. 62 In Custer, St. Mary's 
Lithuanian Roman Catholic Church served the needs of the farm community. 
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Chapter 11 
POST-WORLD WAR II IMMIGRATION 
With Lithuania gaining independence and the enactment of laws 
in the United States restricting immigration, it was not until after 
World War II that another wave of immigrants came from Lithuania. 
This group, often called "aisplaced persons," were f1eeing Russian 
persecution as were their predecessors. Lithuania was first occupied 
by the Russians in 1940, as a result of the infamous Ribbentrop~Molotov 
Pact, and the result was mass deportation of Lithuanians to Siberia. 
With the invasion of Russia by the Third Reich, the Lithuanians overthrew 
the Russians before the Germans arrived. However, German occupation 
proved little better than Russian. But, with the second occupation of 
Lithuania by the Russians, many Lithuanians were forced to flee to the 
West due to their prior anti-Russian activities. Of this group, the 
greatest number, some 30,000, found their way to this country.63 'In 
the United States the law stipulated that each individual or family 
had to have a sponsor who would guarantee to maintain and find them 
a positiun in their newly adopted country. This the Lithuanian-
Americans generously did. 
Upon their arrival, the new group did not have to face as hostile 
a climate as did those during the mass immigration almost a century 
r 
before. Lithuanian colonies, newspapers, churches, and schools were 
already well established. The new immigrants, who had had over two 
decades of independence from the Russians, were generally well educated; 
therefore it was easier for them to take advantage of the freedom 
offered in America. The fact that the older immigrants had already 
proven that Lithuanians were hard workers, frugal, and had a respect 
for education and the law was also an advantage. 
These new Americans worked hard to gain a place of respect, 
while continuously fighting for the freedom of Lithu?nia. Many managed 
to find equitable positions in this country, but in some cases this 
was not possible, causing a good deal of hardship. For example, 
some individuals who held positions in legal, governmental, or medical 
fields had to take menial jobs since they were too old to spend the 
necessary time to study and pass mandatory exams. Despite this, many 
did go on, and a high percentage received advanced degrees. 
The post-World War II immigrants tended to settle in the larger 
cities where Lithuanian communities already existed, with Chicago 
attracting the largest number. Others found their way to Cleveland, 
Detroit, Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Los Angeles. 
Since the end of World War II, few have been allowed to leave 
Russian occupied Lithuania, where freedoms are harshly suppressed. 
Of the few who managed to leave, the most famous was Simas Kudirka, 
who made international headlines when he sought asylum on a United 
States Coast Guard cutter. Unfortunately, due to governmental bureauc-
racy and bad judgment, he was severely beaten and taken back by the 
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Russians to the Soviet fishing vessel. The incident created an uproar 
among Lithuanian-Americans, who soon began a campaign to free Kudirka. 
When it was discovered that his mother had been born in Brooklyn and 
returned to Lithuania as an American citizen, the arduous task was 
made easier. Finally, in 1974 the Russians consented to allow Simas 
Kudirka and his family to leave. The incident poignantly presents 
the suppressive conditions in the Russian occupied lands as sharply 
contrasted with the freedom found in America. 
GRANDINELE 
Chapter 12 
ORGANIZATIONS 
The natural tendency to organize for various reasons--religious, 
educational, business or other--is especially strong among the 
Lithuanians. 64 One of the first societies they organized in the United 
States was the St. George's Beneficial Society, founded in 1877 in 
Shenandoah. 65 The purposes of this society were both religious and 
benevolent. In the former instance, the creation of a purely Lithuanian 
parish was desired, while in the latter survival was the goal. Since 
working conditions for these immigrants were difficult~ with a lack 
of unions, social security, unemployment insurance, work laws for 
children and women, and medical programs, the Lithuanians, as well 
as other ethnic groups, formed their own benevolent societies. The 
aggregate . of these local and national societies literally numbered 
in the thousands. 
On the national scale three benevolent societies dominated. The 
first successful attempt to amalgamate the various local societies 
was made in 1886 and resulted in the formation of not one but two 
alliances, due to a split over ideological differences. The first 
was the Alliance of all Lithuanians in America, founded on August 15, 
~ 66 1886, by Jonas Sliupas. who was very active in Lithuanian affairs 
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both in this country and Lithuania. He worked for the establishment 
of an independent Lithuania, and had written for the newspaper Au~ra 
(Dawn), which was printed in East Prussia from 1883 to 1886, then smuggled 
into Lithuania where it advanced the nationistic movement. In 1884 
he arrived in the United States, where he completed his medical studies 
seven years later. 67 
v 
Sliupas' ideas were .similar to those of the second major society, 
the Alliance of All Lithuanian Catholic Societies, which was formed 
November 22, 1886, by Reverend Antanas Varnagiris. The main difference 
was that this group demanded its members be practicing ·Catholics. 
v Sliupas' Alliance lasted only two years, so the Alliance of Lithuanian 
Catholic Societies in America became officially registered in 
Pennsylvania on November 4, 1889 as the Lithuanian Alliance of America. 
Its official organ was Vienybe Lietuvinink~ (Lithuanian Unity). 
Under the leadership of Reverend Aleksandras Burba from 1890 
to 1894, the word 'Catholic' was again included, and the Alliance 
primarily concerned itself with the need for Lithuanian books, schools, 
homes for the elderly, and orphanages. When Burba had to resign 
v v because of ill health, Rev. Jonas Zilinskas-Zilis was elected. By 
that time the Alliance had some 1,000 members. Zilinskas again omitted 
the word· 'Catholic', and the Lithuanian Alliance of America became 
more interested in the economic welfare of its members, and permitted 
anyone to join, as long as they did not openly attack the Church. 
Nevertheless, friction continued between the Catholics and the Free-
thinkers, and the two groups split in 1901 during a convention in 
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania. 
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The Catholic faction adopted the name Lithuanian Roman Catholic 
Alliance of America, and the Freethinkers assumed the title Lithuanian 
Alliance of America, which had been officially used since 1896. The 
third group, the Association of Lithuanian Workers, was formed as a 
result of an unsuccessful attempt by the communists to take over a 
convention of the Lithuanian Alliance of America in 1930. 68 The 
Association of Lithuanian Workers was composed of leftists, running 
all the way from the mild socialist to hard core communist, and for 
a number of years was on the subversive list of the F.B.I. Only a 
small number of its members, however, were ideological Marxists. 
In addition to these benevolent societies, there were also other 
Significant nation-wide nonbenevolent societies formed. One of the 
largest of these, the Knights of Lithuania, formed in Lawrence, 
Massachusetts, on April 27, 1913, was largely the work ·of Mykolas 
Norkunas, who realized the need for a youth organization. An offshoot 
of the American~Lithuanian Roman Catholic Alliance, the theme of the 
group was IIFor God and Country and all for Lithuania, and Lithuania 
for Christ.1I In 1915, the Knights of Lithuania began publishing the 
Vytis (The Knights) magazine, which is now the oldest, continuously 
running Lithuanian magazine in existence. 69 
In uddition to these, there were also the following national 
associations: the Lithuanian Roman Catholic Federation .of America; 
the Abstinence Union, the Lithuanian Roman Catholic Women's Alliance 
of America, the Lithuanian Roman Catholic Students' Association, the 
Lithuanian Roman Catholic Press Association, Motinele (Little Mother), 
the Lithuanian Roman Catholic Priests' Association, Lithuanian Charities, 
Order of Romuva, Lithuanian Patriots' Association, the Lithuanian 
National League of America, the Lithuanian Relief Fund, the Socialist 
Federation, Lithuanian Women's Progressive Alliance,70 the American 
Lithuanian Workers' Literary Society, the Supreme Lodge of Lithuanians 
in America, the American Lithuanian Mothers' Association, the American 
Lithuanian Economic Center, Lithuanian Freethinkers' Federation of 
America, the Au~ra Association, Lithuanian Doctors' Society, the 
Lithuanian Socialist Association, and the Lithuanian Art Association. 
With the takeover of Lithuania by Soviet Russia, a number of new 
organizations came into being. One of the first was the Lithuanian 
American Council (Amerikos Lietuvi~ Taryba-ALT), whose primary goal 
was to help free Lithuania. The Council originated at a meeting of 
the Lithuanian Roman Catholic Federation in Pittsburgh on June 15, 1940, 
where it was decided that an organization of national Catholic groups 
would be more effective in fighting to aid Lithuania. 71 
A second organization, the United Lithuanian Relief Fund of 
America, Inc., (Bendras Amerikos Lietuvi~ Fondas-BALF) was created by 
the ALT, and was to be apolitical and have no specific religious ties. 
It was incorporated on May 1, 1944, in Illinois. Directed by a council 
of 21 members, BALF's primary goal is to collect funds to aid in the 
resettlE::i.lent of Lithuanians displaced by the war, and send relief 
packages to Lithuanians in the displaced persons camps in Western 
Europe. 72 
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Another organization that was to reach beyond the borders of the 
United States was the Lithuanian World Corrmunity (Pasaulio Lietuvi~ 
Bendruomene-PLB) which united all of the Lithuanian communities in 
the free world. In addition, it supports Saturday Schools, about 
which more will be said later, holds international dance and song 
festivals and conferences, and sponsors international Lithuanian 
youth congresses. 
The Supreme Lithuanian Liberation Committee (Vyriausiasis Lietuvos 
I~laisvinimo Komitetas-VLIKas) had its origins in Lithuania under 
, 
German occupation. Organized from two separate groups ·fight i ng for 
the same cause, the organization was transferred to Germany and then 
~ections established in a number of countries, including the United 
States, VLIKas, using money raised by its National Fund (Tautos Fondas), 
prints the Elta Bulletin in several languages, including English, to 
inform the free world of conditions in occupied Lithuania. Also, in 
1970 it instituted Lithuanian radio programs from the Phillipines for 
Lithuanians still imprisoned in Siberia. 73 
One final national project that deserves mention is the Lithuanian 
Fund (Lietuvi~ Fondas), which was instituted to collect one mi llion 
dollars. The interest from this is used to support projects that will 
help to · ~reserve Lithuanian culture.74 There were, of course, a number 
of other organizations formed, including the Lithuanian Doctors' 
Association, Lithuanian Destists' Association, Friends of the Lithuanian 
Front, the Lithuanian Historical Society, the Lithuanian-American 
Artist Club, and the Lithuanian Societies of Writers and Journalists. 
Chapter 13 
RELlqIOUS CONqREGATIONS 
With the establishment of churches and schools, the need for 
Lithuanian priests and nuns became clear. With this realization, 
Rev. Petras Abromaitis in 1895 agreed to donate his farm near Baltimore 
for the establishment of ~ Lithuanian order of nuns.' The feelings 
of some of the leading Lithuanian priests at the time, however, was 
that there would not be enough aspirants, and Rev. Abromaitis died 
before any solid steps were taken. 75 Despite this, individuals 
continued to push ahead until success was gained. One of these was 
Casimira Kaupas, who upon the urging of her brother, Rev. Anthony 
Kaupas, came from Lithuania to Scranton, where for the first time she 
saw nuns in religious dress. Although she soon became homesick and 
returned to Lithuania, she had been infected with the idea of joining 
a religious order and could not divorce herself from this urge. At 
this point Reverend Anthony Milukas, who was very active throughout 
his life with Lithuanian affairs and published numerous works on 
Lithuanict and Lithuanians, entered Casimira's life and urged her to 
establish a Lithuanian order of sisters,76 which she did. On August 30, 
1907, Casimira, Judith Dvaranauskas, and Antoinette Unguraitis became 
novices, thus instituting the Sisters of Saint Casimir. Instrumental 
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in the founding of the order was Rev. Anthony Stasiukynas, who had 
convinced the Bishop of Harrisburg of the necessity of the order, and 
who later tirelessly worked to put it on a sound footing. 
The congregation was originally located in Mount Carmel, Penn-
sylvania, where it served the grade school of the Lithuanian parish. 
In 1910 it moved to Chicago, where the sisters established their mother-
house. Nine years later a branch was founded in independent Lithuania 
and the order continued to grow until it had some 500 members who 
administered forty-one grade schools, four high schools, three hospitals, 
a parochial center, and one home for the aged. 77 Their mothe.rhouse, 
a high school, and a hospital, along with a Lithuanian parish church, 
are all located in a one block section of Marquette Park in Chicago, 
and officially designated as the Lithuanian Plaza. 
The next step was to establish a Lithuanian order of priests in 
the United States. This was to be the Congregation of Marian Fathers, 
already in existence in Lithuania. However, due to the restrictive 
policies of Czar Alexander II, the order was dying. Rather than 
passively watch their order wither, two members, Rev. Andrew Strupinskas 
and Rev. George Kolesinskas, left for America, arriving in 1874 
and 1890, respectively. 
Both tirelessly worked among Lithuanians, but it was not until 
the time of Rev. George Matulaitis that a congregation was founded. 
In 1900 Matulaitis approached Rev. Vincent Senkus, the only remaining 
member of the order, and asked to become a member and to change the 
order to a congregation. 78 Final permission to do so was received by 
Pope Pius X in 1910, and by the summer of 1911 a sizeable class of 
novices was studying in Fribourg, Switzerland. In 1913 Matulaitis, 
along with Reverends Julian Kazakas and Felix Kudirka, founded the 
first Marian House in the United States in Chicago which remains 
their center. 79 
The congregation grew rapidly, and in 1923 land was purchased 
in Hinsdale, Illinois, for a second seminary. In 1931 a third was 
founded in Thompson, Connecticut. In addition, they attend parishes 
in Chicago, Kenosha, Milwaukee, Niagara Falls, Racine, "and Plano, 
Illinois, as well as parishes in Avellaneda and Rosario, Argentina. 
Their publication activity has also been prolific. In addition to 
printing the daily newspaper Draugas (Friend) since 1919, they also 
print the Laivas (Ship) and The Marian magazines, as well as numerous 
pamphlets and monographs. 
A second order of Lithuanian nuns, the Sisters of Saint Francis, 
was founded in Pittsburgh in 1922. In addition to running St. Francis 
Academy, a private girls high school on the grounds of the motherhouse, 
the Sisters of St. Francis staffed twenty-nine elementary schools 
and four high schools. They also established a mission in Lithuania 
during the independent period, and one in Sao Paulo, Brazil. 80 
The last religious order to be founded in America was the Sisters 
of Jesus Crucified, which came into being in 1924 and had its first 
motherhouse in Elmhurst, Pennsylvania. In 1945 the motherhouse was 
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transferred to Brockton, Massachusetts. The order has taught catechism 
classes in parishes and instructed in five elementary schools. For 
a number of years the spiritual director of the order was Msgr. Francis 
Juras, who created the ALKA Museum and Archives. now located in 
Putnam, Connecticut, which houses the largest collection of Lithuanian 
printed material and artifacts outside of Lithuania itself. 
After World War II, members of three other religious orders, 
fled Russian persecution and sought refuge in the United States. 
These were the Jesuit Fathers, Franciscan Fathers, and Sisters of 
the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary. - Although the 
Lithuanian Jesuits had members of its group in the United States since 
1931-, it was not until after the War that thirty were to arrive and 
establish their headquarters in Chicago. They became very active in 
several fields. In journalism they began publishing two monthly 
journals, Lai(kai Lietuviams (Letters for Lithuanians) and Zvaig!de 
(The Star), and later printed additional periodicals and monographs. 
Believing that the future lies with the youth. the Jesuit Fathers also 
focused their energies on the young. as witnessed by the recent 
completion of the Lithuanian Youth Center as an annex to their head-
quarters. In their attempt to preserve rapidly disappearing Lithuanian 
printed materials. they a-lso established the Lithuanian World 1\rchives. 
In addition, the Jesuits built a Lithuanian parish in Montreal and 
Montevideo. and took over the leadership of one of Cleveland's two 
Lithuanian parishes. On August 2. 1941, the Lithuanian Franciscan 
Fathers received permission from the Bishop of Pittsburgh to establish 
a temporary monastery there; on July 22, 1944, a permanent monastery 
was founded in the Diocese of Portland, Maine. The work of the 
Franciscans was made easier by the generous donations of Mrs. Magdalen 
Clayton, who gave her entire fortune for their work. In 1947 a large 
monastery was purchased at Kennebunkport, Maine, and later a mission 
opened in St. Catherines, Ontario. Recently an impressive monastery 
was erected in Brooklyn, which is now a center of Lithuanian activity 
for the New York City area. The Franciscans also administer the 
Lithuanian parish in Bridgeville, Pennsylvania. 81 
In the area of publication, the Franciscans also became active, 
publishing the journals Varpelis (Little Bell) and Aidai (Echoes). 
Additionally, three semi-weekly newspapers, Amer i ka (America), 
v 
Lietuvi~ Zinios (Lithuanian News), and Darbininkas (The Worker), 
were consolidated under the last title and published by the order. 
Later Ateitis (The Future) and Karys (The Warrior) were also printed 
by the Franciscans. 
The Sisters of the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary already had strong ties to the United States. In 1936 Sister 
Mary Teresa came to America with five other sisters, and after a 
stay at Marianapolis in Thompson, Connecticut, they went to the 
Marian H;lls Seminary in Hinsdale, Illinois, where Chicago's Cardinal 
J. Mundelein gave permission for three of the sisters to settle. 
In 1939, the order moved to Connecticut, and shortly thereafter bought 
a home, Villa Maria, in Thompson. Noviciates were sent to study in 
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Lithuania until that country's occupation. Then they were educated 
at Villa Maria until 1943, when a large farm was purchased near Putnam, 
Connecticut, which became the order's motherhouse. The next year the 
first of a series of summer camps was held for girls and has success-
fully continued to the present. Here the girls are taught Lithuanian 
history, literature, dances and songs. Later other camps run by 
the sisters were established at Camp Dainava near Manchester, Michigan, 
and in New Hampshire. In· 1948 Msgr. Francis Juras purchased a press 
for the order, and it has since been very active printing Lithuanian 
books and periodicals.82 ~sgr. Juras was also instrymental in founding 
the Matulaitis Nursing Home for the Sisters in Putnam, ·Connecticut. 
I 
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Chapter 14 
EDUCATION 
Aft~r the establishment of substantial Lithuanian settlements 
81 
with their own churches, the next step was the education of the children. 
This phase of Lithuanian-American history centered primarily on the 
Roman Catholic Church, and although these new Americans faced constant 
economic insecurity, much was accomplished. 
The first elementary school was established in ~888 and connected 
with the Lithuanian parish in Mahanoy City, Pa. In ' 1892 two additional 
schools were established; one in Shenandoah and one in Pittston, Pa. 83 
The first elementary school connected with St. George ' s Church in 
Shenandoah had one teacher for seventy students. Although the school 
was begun primarily to preserve and foster the Lithuanian culture and 
language, Polish children, who attended because their parish did not have 
a school, were allowed to be taught in Polish rather than Lithuanian.84 
The Sisters of St. Casimir Congregation were eventually found teaching 
in forty-one Lithuanian elementary schools. Meanwhile, the St. Francis 
Sisters staffed seventeen Lithuanian elementary schools, and the Sisters 
of Jesus Crucified instructed in eleven primary institutions. Altogether 
at least' sixty-nine Lithuanian elementary schools were established.85 
The next step was the establishment of high schools. The Sisters 
of St. Casimir initiated this movement in 1911 with the founding of 
St. Casimir's Academy in Chicago.86 Later the Sisters of St. Francis 
were to staff five Lithuanian high schools: St. Peter and St. Paul's 
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in Grand Rapids, St. Joseph's in DuBois, St. Francis AcademY and 
St. Casimir's in Pittsburgh, and Holy Trinity in Hartford. In 1931, 
the Sisters of St. Casimir established Villa Joseph Mary AcademY in 
_ Newton, Pennsyl vani a. Th.i s ori gi na lly was to be for the trai ni ng of 
new members to the order, but was later turned into a four-year 
academY. Also, the Sisters of Jesus Crucified founded an AcademY in 
Elmhurst, Pennsylvania. 87 
The Marian Fathers l.ikewise pushed ahead in the field of education; 
however, their work was basically at the high school and college level. 
In 1926, they created their first high school in Hillsdale (Claredon 
, 
Hills), Illinois. This was also a junior college, and ·served as a 
seminary for the order. When the number of students from the East 
began to increase, it was decided to establish a college there. This 
was accomplished in 1931 with the founding of St. Mary's in Thompson, 
Connecticut. Two years later the State of Connecticut gave its 
approval for the incorporation of St. Mary's High School and College 
under the name of Marianapo1is College, along with the right to confer 
degrees?8 In the early 1930's the college body was almost completely 
Lithuanian; later a number of students of non-Lithuanian origin were 
accepted. With the coming of World War II many of the students were 
drafted or volunteered for the service, and the college and high school 
became Marianapo1is Preparatory School, which caters to students from 
around the world. 
The end of the war witnessed the establishment of two additional 
institutions of higher education. The first was started by the Sisters 
of the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary in conjunction 
with Annhurst College and Putnam Catholic AcademY in 1949. The girls 
attended one of these institu-
tions and also received instruc-
tions in various aspects of 
Lithuanian culture at the 
motherhouse of the Sisters 
of Putnam, where they resided~9 
The second was St. Anthony's 
Preparatory, a high school 
created in 1956 by the Francis-
can Fathers in Kennebunkport, 
Maine?O The enrollment, composed 
of male students of Lithuanian 
descent, increased to nearly 100 
in the mid-sixties. The student 
body then began to decrease, and 
in 1969 the school was forced to 
close. 
JJlika~ ~etrau~ka~ 
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In addition to these religious institutions, there were also numerous 
other educational facilities established. In Chicago, these included many 
night schools, a Lithuanian Music Conservatory created in 1910 by Mikas 
Petrauskas, an American College Preparatory School founded by B.T. Waitches 
in 1916, the Art Institute established by Stasys Turkis in 1917, and 
educational societies, which continually fostered education by offering 
various courses and stipends for promising youth~l The Chicago pattern was 
followed wherever large settlements of Lithuanians existed. 
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The Lithuanians' respect for education can also be seen in their 
activities at Valparaiso University in Indiana, which conducted 
preparatory classes for those lacking the fundamentals, as well as 
classes which taught the students to read, speak, and write English. 
In 1913 there were already thirteen Lithuanian students at Valparaiso, 
and from 1905 to 1925 about one thousand Lithuanians attended the 
University. These students were active in Lithuanian affairs and 
even created their own library containing almost 2,000 volumes. 92 
The imnigration of Lfthuanians at the end of -World War II 
created a revival of educational activity, which, for several 
reasons, had been decreasing. The addition of new blood witnessed 
the reestablishment of Saturday Schools, where Lithuanian children 
were taught such things as the language, history, and literature of 
Lithuania. The idea was planted in the displaced person's camps of 
Germany and blossomed in the United States. For the academic year 
1961-1962, there were twenty-six primary schools with 1,128 students 
and 101 teachers. Additionally, there were four Saturday Schools for 
more advanced students. In 1961-1962 one each was found in Boston, 
Cicero, Illinois, Cleveland, and Chicago, with a total of 318 students 
and 26 teachers. 93 Important to these classes was the Lithuanian 
Pedagogita1 Institute, created in Chicago in 1958, which trained 
future teachers for the Saturday Schoo1s. 94 On a still higher level 
was the Lithuanian Institute established in Chicago in 1951, composed 
of professors of various specialties who are interested in Lithuanian 
culture. Their first conference was held in Washington in 1964, 
and in addition to the conferences various monographs have been 
published by the Institute. 95 Finally, there are the numerous summer 
camps held for almost all age groups. Again the central theme of 
these camps remains the preservation and propagation of Litpuanian 
culture. 
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Chapter 15 
PRESS 
The Russian ban on printing from 1864 to 1904 severely stunted 
the growth of the Lithuanian press. Freedom of the press in the 
United States was to help alleviate this situation, but it was a 
, 
difficult task to initiate Lithuanian printing in ·Ameri.ca for sever.al 
. 
reasons. In the first place, economic conditions left l i ttle extra 
for such luxuries as books or periodicals and the constant threat of 
unemployment meant that frugality was the watchword. Second, 
individuals with printing skills were difficult to find in the begin-
ning, and of course, this type of venture often meant working at night 
after a ten or twelve hour workday elsewhere. Third, the purchase of 
equipment was costly. Finally, since communications were extremely 
poor at the end of the nineteenth century, it was difficult to get 
subscribers. Even those who were aware of the attempt to establish 
a press were hesitant about such a new undertaking. One thing has 
to be kept in mind, however: it was not a lack of literacy among 
.~ 
Lithuanians that caused difficulties in the beginning. As mentioned~ 
the Lithuanians had a high degree of literacy. 
The attempts were modest, and fewer than those of other ethnic 
groups immigrating ' at this time, since other nationalities had the 
press in their native homelands to provide skilled individuals. 
But even with this slow start the Lithuanians were to surpass many 
others. In the beginning the activity centered on one individual, 
My kolas Tvarauskas, who was a school teacher in Lithuania and had 
to leave because of his activities in the 1863-1864 insurrection. 
In 1874 he bought a printing shop in Shamokine, Pennsylvania, and the 
following year printed a Lithuanian-English, English-Lithuanian 
dictionary, the first Lithuanian book to be printed in America. 
Unfortunately, a fire destroyed his initial efforts. Four years 
later he initiated the first Lithuanian newspaper, Lietuwiszka Gazieta 
(The Lithuanian Newspaper), but this lasted for only a short time 
due to a lack of financial support. 
v 
In 1884 Tvarauskas and Jonas Sliupas published Unija (Union), 
v 
which was also of short duration because freethinker Sliupas clashed 
with the basically pro-Catholic Tvarauskas. So in the following year 
v Sliupas began to edit Lietuviszkas Balsas (The Lithuanian Voice). 
v 
With Sliupas, who was well educated, there was a literary uplifting 
of Lithuanian printing, and this newspaper was read both here and in 
Lithuania, where it circulated clandestinely. He relentiessly fought 
for the independence of Lithuania and actively pushed for the separation 
of Lithuanians from the Pol~s. The importance of the Lithuanian-
American press continued to increase in regard to providing printed 
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materials for Lithuanians in Lithuania, so much so, that the 1547 
to 1904 period, Lithuanian-Americans provided one-seventh of all books 
printed. 96 
The number of newspapers and other periodicals also began to 
blossom. By 1930, there were 40 Lithuanian periodicals printed in 
the United States, and of these, four were dailies. 97 By 1972 
there were forty-two periodicals being published, including three 
dailies. 98 
One of the outstanding contributions of the post-world war 
immigration was the work with encyclopedias. Juozas Kapo~ius, who 
has been the driving force in this area, published the thirty-six 
volumes of the Lithuanian language Lietuvi~ Enciklopedia (Lithuanian 
Encyclopedia), and the first four volumes of the six-volume Encyclopedia 
Lituanica, which is printed in English. The magnitude of this work 
can only be appreciated when one takes into account again the size 
of the Lithuanian-American community in relation to other ethnic groups. 
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Chapter 16 
LITHUANIAN-AMERICAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO AMERICA 
In addition to the foregoing, many other Lithuanians, either 
singly or united, contributed significantly to this country. In 
music, there was Mikas Petrauskas, who during the first part of the 
century was considered lithe most popular Li thuanian composer and the 
foremost worker in the field of Lithuanian folk song music." He 
is credited with composing some twenty Lithuanian operettas and one 
opera. He also oversaw the running of conservatories of music in 
Brooklyn, Chicago, and Boston . 99 Currently, there is the composer, 
producer, and conductor Darius Lapinskas, who was the assistant 
conductor of the Stuttgart Opera from 1960 to 1965, and has since 
returned to the United States and produced a number of works, some 
of which are based on Lithuanian folk melodies. 100 Operatic greats 
include Anna Kaskas, Lillian Shukis, Polyna Stoska, Algerdas Brazis, 
and Arnoldas Voketaitis, all of whom have sung with the Metropolitan 
Opera. Additionally, there were a number of others connected with 
local op.::::ratic as~~c;:J~Jj.Qns;101 and at present there exists the very 
viable Lithuanian Opera in Chicago, which recently received nationwide 
television coverage. 
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Another outstanding individual who should be mentioned is Vytautas 
Beliajus, one of the top international folk dance specialists in the 
United States. Since arriving in this country in 1923, Beliajus 
has lectured at over 200 universities and colleges, founded the 
Lithuanian Youth Society in 1932, directed the Ateitis (The Future) 
folk dance group, edited the English language periodical Lore, 
and since 1942 edited and pu~lished Viltis (Hope), one of the foremost 
journals devoted to international folk dance. 
In the art of movie-making a number of Lithuanians have become 
, 
stars. Among these were Ruth Roman and Lawrence Harvey, and "at present 
Ruta Lee, Kaz Garas; Ann Jullian, Jacques Sernaz, Zvil La Roche, 
George Mi kell, and Charl es Bronson, sa i d to be lithe biggest star--
and the highest paid in the world outside the United States." 102 
At the opposite end of the camera is Jonas Mekas, who has been 
labelled lithe patron saint of the underground cinema. which he 
named and whose leading champion, polemicist, and organizer he has 
been for the last ten years. 11103 
In another area of the arts there is the internationally famous 
sculptor Jacques Lipchitz, who was born in Lithuania and immigrated 
to the Un; ted States in 1941. He h"as been class ifi ed as lithe ful-
fillment of cubism in sculpture--as one with his painterly colleagues, 
Picasso, George Braque and Juan Gris." 104 Another native of Lithuania, 
Victor Brenner (Baranauskas) was to have one of the most widely 
distributed pieces of art work. This medalist and sculptor designed 
the American Lincoln-head cent in 1909 to commemorate the 100th 
anniversary of Lincoln's birth. lOS Charles Kaziun, lithe Picasso of 
Paperweights," has the following said of him in the Encyclopedia of 
Glass Paperweights: liThe range of Kaziun's paperweights is probably 
greater than any individual among the glass artists of the Classic 
period. 11106 
One final artist to be mentioned is the painter Adomas Galdikas. 
Versatile and internationally known, the late Galdikas was "a highly 
individualistic painter" and often used Lithuanian motifs in his 
works. 107 
In politics and public service, Lithuanians have been active 
at all levels. Besides Shenandoah, other small towns, such as 
Westville, Illinois, and New Philadelphia, Pennsylvania., have had 
numerous Lithuanians occupying various governmental posts, from mayor 
on down. At the state level, representatives Dr. A. Valibus and 
A. Janushat (Janusaitas) served in the Pennsylvania legislature, 
John OeRighter (Oiraitis) in the Ohio,108 Frank Savickas in the 
Illinois, Frank Drigotas in the Maine, and Nadas Rastenis and Paul 
Weesengoff in Maryland. There were and continue to be numerous public 
officials of Lithuanian origin. In jurisprudence, Lithuanian-
Americans have been and are abundant, ranging from local attorneys 
to state judges, including Casimir Kay (Kriautiunas), a judge of the 
Superior Court in the state of Washington. 109 
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dollars, to the institution which had helped him so much, the New 
York Public Library. In appreciation, the Library dedicated a marble 
plaque to Radtke, inscribed with his own words: 
"I had little opportunity for formal education as -a young 
man in Lithuania, and I am deeply indebted to the New York 
Public Library for the opportunity to educate myself. In 
appreciation, I have given the Library my estate with the 
wish that it be used so that others can have the same 
opportunity made available to me." 
v 
Jack Sharkey - Juozas Zukauskas 
WORLD HEAVY-WEIGHT CHAMPION 
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Chapter 17 
EARLY IMMIGRATION TO WORLD WAR II 
The growth of Cleveland during the nineteenth century was 
significant. In 1810 there were approximately 100 inhabitants in 
1 
what was to become Cleveland. This number increased to 92,829, 
2 in 1870, with two out of five of the dwellers being foreign-born. 
With this growth there were, of course, additional difficulties for 
I 
the city in regard to inadequate water, sewage, parks, playgrounds, 
and schools,3 however the city pushed ahead. By 1920 j the population 
was Just under 800,000 with 30 percent being foreign-born, and if 
the second generation is i ncluded this number rises to 69 percent 4 
among whom were Lithuanians. Although Lithuanian colonies were 
established in other industrial centers in Ohio, such as Akron, Dayton, 
Youngstown, and several more, nevertheless, Cleveland was the center 
for Lithuanians in Ohio. 
The first Lithuanians known to have settled in Cleveland are 
R. Freimonas, M. Juodisius, and J. Ku1ikauskas, who arrived in 1870. 
By 1899 they had been followed by about 700 others in what was to 
become Ire'tropo 1 i tan Cl eve 1 and; 5 by 1920 there were over 12,000 and 
6 perhaps as many as 20,000 by 1929. Many of these had left the coal 
mining areas of Pennsylvania and West Virginia to find better working 
conditions in growing industrial areas such as C1eveland. 7 
Although these new Americans were scattered throughout the city, 
the main concentration in 1915 was in the Rockwell (formerly Oregon) 
Avenue and 21st Street area, with the greatest numbers being located 
I 
between Lakeside (formerly Lake) and Payne Avenues. There were others 
scattered from East 17th Street to 71st Street, and small settlements 
in Linndale and Collinwood. 8 In 1917 on the 20th, 21st, and 22nd 
blocks of St. Clair there were at least twelve businesses owned by 
Lithuanians, including a bank and printery;9 a tavern owned by 
v . 10 N. Olsinskas was located at 825 St. Clalr. By the early 1930's 
the Lithuanians were largely concentrated on both si~es of Superior 
with the center of their business district located between 60th Street 
and Addison Road. A second significant colony was growing in the Col-
linwood area, and some Lithuanians were settled in the Corlett district 
. 11 
of Cleveland's far south slde. 
, 
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Chapter 18 
ORGAN I ZA TI ONS 
These newcomers were an added asset to a rapidly growing country, 
as was attested to by Elizabeth Hughes in 1914. After having completed 
a study of the Lithuanians in the Fourth Ward in Chicago, Hughes had 
the fo 11 owi ng to say, IIThri fty and frugal, i nte 11 i gent and hardy, they, 
with their industry and reverence for law, make most aesirable immi-
grants to this cOllntry.1I12 
Finding freedoms in the United States not present in their Russian 
occupied Lithuania, they quickly took advantage of these and followed 
an instinct to organize. 
The first Cleveland organization WqS the St. George's Society, 
founded in 1885. 13 Initially there were thirty-three members, who 
each paid a one dollar entrance fee and later agreed to pay thirty 
cents per month. This money went into a fund to be used in case of 
the sickness or death of a member. 14 In addition to serving local 
needs, it also worked to help free Lithuania. When Dr. Jonas Basanavi~ius 
and Martji1as Y~as, both active leaders in Lithuania, came to Cleveland 
in 1913 to collect money for a National Home in Vilnius, the Society, 
as well as a number of others donated generously.15 
Both the Lithuanian Roman Catholic Alliance of America, which 
established Chapter 8 in Cleveland (in 1902 Chapter 50 was also formed), 
and the Lithuanian Alliance of America, which founded the 14th 
16 Chapter in Cleveland, provided beneficial services, such as un-
employment insurance and social security. 
/ 
Many of the organizations to follow were also benevolent societies. 
The Lithuanian Warrior Sons of St. Casimir, formed in 1896 for men 
between the ages of 17 and 36, with a youth section formed later, 
had impressive uniforms used to represent Lithuania in parades and 
other national celebrations. Between 1897 and 1916 it had paid out 
$7,420 to some 295 individuals who had been hospitalized, and between 
. 17 
1910 to 1915 some $1,998.60 to families of deceased members. The 
18 
society also formed the first Lithuanian library in Cleveland. 
In 1906 the first Cleve land Catholic women's organization was 
established by Msgr. V. Pauk~tis. Known as the Society of Blessed 
Virgin of the Gate of Dawn, it contributed to various funds which 
were established to free Lithuanians. In the same year Monsignor 
Paukstis also formed a second group, the Saint Joseph's Society, a 
local benevolent society which provided sick and death benefits for 
19 
its members. Also connected with the church was the St. George's 
Choir, formed in 1908 by S. Kimutis to provide services for St. George's 
Lithuani-Jn Roman Catholic Church, as well as for other organiz~tions.20 
In 1909 some members of the Lithuanian Alliance of America formed 
the Dr. V. Kudirka Society, named after the famous Lithuanian writer 
Vincas Kudirka. This was also a benevolent society, and to join 
one had to be a male between the ages of 18 and 45. In that same 
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year another all male organization, the Cleveland Lithuanian National 
Band, was formed by Reverend J. Halaburda, pastor of St. George's 
Church who was instrumental in collecting money from various organi-
21 
zations to provide uniforms and instruments for the band. In 
addition to playing for various Lithuanian functions, the band also 
would go from house to house in a Lithuanian neighborhood and play 
Lithuanian carols during the Christmas season. 22 
The Lithuanian organi~ations founded up to 1917, are numerous. 
Included are Chapters 20 and 47 of the Lithuanian Patriots Association, 
the Cleveland Lithuanian Building and Loan Association, which will be 
dealt with in detail later, and the Cleveland Lithuanian Theatrical 
Choral Soci ety, whi ch was formed in 1909. . Thi s group performed dramas, 
and gave concerts, operettas and recitations that often dealt with 
Lithuanian patriotic themes. 
, 
, 
In 1911 the Cleveland Lithuanian Society Hall CompanyCwas formed, 
which will also be discussed later; and in 1913 Chapter 142 of the 
Lithuanian Romas Catholic Alliance of America was established. The 
following year another very important cultural organization, Chapter 25 
of the Knights of Lithuania, came into being. This youth organi-
zation p~rformed a similar service to the community as did the 
23 
Cleveland Lithuanian Theatrical Society. One member of the Cleve-
land Knights of Lithuania, Juozas Sadauskas, performed in over one .. 
hundred plays and told of how the group used to travel to Pittsburgh, 
Detroit, and other communities to entertain Lithuanian communities. 24 
In 1916 a second band was formed, the Lithuanian Son's Band. 
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This group, founded by Jonas Cepurna and Juozas Marozas, had as its 
goal the teaching of Lithuanian youth a love for the art and music of 
Lithuania. 25 This patriotic enthusiasm was likely the result of the 
First World War, then in progress, and the idea of Lithuania becoming 
independent, aided by President Woodrow Wilson's famous Fourteen 
Points, which among other things called for national self-determination. 
This hope for independence was also witnessed by the formation in 
Cleveland of Section 22 of the National Fund and Chapter 18 of the 
American Lithuanian National League in 1916. The .main purpose of 
the Fund was to collect money to aid Lithuania, and · the Cleveland 
section did admirably. On March 5, 1916, at St. George's Church, a 
IlLithuanian Dayll was held and $400 collected. This, along with dona-
tions from other Lithuanian organizations and individuals, produced 
over $2000 in Cleveland in less than a year. 
The goal of the Lithuanian American National League, in addition 
to looking after the political and cultural needs of Lithuanians in 
America and Lithuania, was to fight for the future of a free Lithuania. 26 
The formation of the National Guards of Vytautas the Grand Duke 
of Lithuania was another sign of the times. Dressed very neatly in 
stylish ·uniforms and mounted on horseback, this group parti"cipated 
in many liberty bond parades, thus providing the non-Lithuanians in 
Cleveland a chance to become acquainted with the existence of the small 
nation on the shores of the Baltic sea. 27 
First Lithuanian American Newspaper Editors Meeting 
March 18-19, 1910 in Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Lithuanuan Women's Circle of Cleveland, Ohio 
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Also formed in 1916 was Chapter 26 of the Lithuanian Roman 
28 Catholic Womens' Alliance. Perhaps the best description of this 
group was given by Charles W. Coulter in his study of Lithuanians 
in C1 eve 1 and in 1920: II Although its purpose is pr'tma ri 1y 1 i fe 
insurance, it is one of the most progressive and versatile racial [sig 
clubs in this city. It stages dramatics, gives suppers and dances, 
does Red Cross work, and has interested itself in women's suffrage. 
Instruction is provided in cooking, homemaking and physical culture. 
It is the only Lithuanian "member of the Cleveland. Federation of 
29 Women's C1ubs." 
The society of the Cleveland Lithuanian Varpas Choir, founded 
in 1917, also added to cultural life. It was a 25 member all male 
group that specialized in the Lithuanian folksong or Daina 30 and 
performed before many Cleveland audiences. 
In 1914, in order to have some form of unity and coordination 
between all of the Catholic and nationalist organizations, the Cleve-
land Lithuanian Unity Society was organized. In studies completed on 
Lithuanians, their tendency to unite and form these various organizations 
was recognized. Concerning this trait the following comment was 
made in --a work, edi ted by Franci s J. Brown and Joseph Sl abey Roucek: 
liThe tendency of the Lithuanians to form settlements enables them to 
organized their social life through social, 1i-terary, religious, bene-
ficial, and cooperative societies, imitating as far as possible their 
institutions at home. A conservative estimate places the number of 
32 
charitable and mutual-aid organizations at over two thousand. 1I 
Coulter made the following statement, IIFew people have a greater 
native genius for social organization than the Lithuanians. For 
years this instinct has been repressed by Russia. In America it 
breaks out in a riotous and surprising spontaneity. There is an 
organization for almost every purpose, and always a remarkable 
manifestation of facility for team work between societies as well 
33 
as between individua1s." 
Another type of organization, however, took p1ace within the 
liberal political segment of Lithuanian society. Often grouped 
together, they were simply called communists by the owners of in-
dustry, who feared unionization and the threat of Marxism, parti-
cularly after the Russian Revolution in 1917. The majority of the 
Lithuanian liberals, however, were only fighting for improved 
working conditions and by today's standards would be considered 
far from radical by most. Nevertheless, at that time they tended 
to operate separately from the nation1ists and Catholics in the 
Lithuanian community. 
Two of these liberal groups deserve special mention for ~heir 
roles in the history of Lithuanians in Cleveland. The first was 
the Lithuanian Socialist Party. In 1904 a central committee was 
selected to convene a congress of the various Lithuanian socialist 
groups in the United States the following year. The organizer of 
this central committee was Karolis Rutkus of Cleveland, and when the 
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group met the following year in Newark, New Jersey, six repre-
sentatives from Cleveland attended. Included in the platform was 
a pledge to work to organize American Lithuanians on socialist 
grounds, to work with the American Socialist Party, and to fight 
h 1 h . 34 t e c ergy who stood in t elr way. This last point, of course, 
greatly reduced the chances of any meaningful dialogue with the 
Catholic segment of Lithuanian society. 
The second of the liberal g~oups was the Lithuanian Workers' 
Association. This gtoup, formed during the depression years, held 
its first congress in Cleveland in June, 1932. While holding 
. soci ali st vi ews, it was also a benefi ci a 1 sod ety, and was very 
acti ve wi th youth. The chapters had thei r own basketball and soft-
ball teams, which participated in national competition with other 
Association teams, and also held an olympic tournament in Cleveland 
35 
in 1938. In the cultural area the group was busy in the production 
of plays and musical shows. 
Chapter 19 
SPORTS ACTIVITY 
In 1938 the Cleveland Lithuanian Sports Club hosted the 
first American-Lithuanian Basketball Tourament. In addition to 
the Lithuanian Athletic 0lub team, the Saint George' Seniors of 
Cleveland, and the Cleveland Leaders, there were teams from 
Dayton and Akron, Ohio; Gary, Indiana; and Dubois, Pennsylvania. 36 
Two years later the American-Lithuanian Athletic Association, 
37 
created in Cleveland in 1938 with George Venslovas as president, 
and the Cleveland Lithuanian Athletic Club sponsored the Third 
Lithuanian National Basketball Tournament. This time there were 
nineteen teams. In addition to the forementioned, teams came 
from Pittsburgh and Duquesne, Pennsylvania; Waukegan, Chicago, and 
Cicero, Illinois; Niagara Falls and Amsterdam, New York; Detroit, 
38 
Michigan; and Racine, Wisconsin. 
Lithuanians in America tended to be very sports minded. In 
Cleveland the Prokop (Prokopas) brothers became well known for their 
athletic ability. Attending Cathedral Latin High, Edward and Joseph 
were the only brothers to enter that school's athletic hall of 
fame. After high school Edward went on to Georgia Tech where he 
obtained a degree in engineering and played football. In 1943 he 
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was selected as an All American and came in second for the Heisman 
trophy. After graduation he played professional baseball for the 
New York Yankees from 1946 to 1949. 
While attending Cathedral Latin, Joseph took part in track 
and became state champion in the low hurdle division. In 1938 he 
took part in the Lithuanian Olympics where he won three gold and 
one silver medals, as well as another gold in a relay event. 
Joseph attended Notre Dame University where he played football and 
continued in track . . After graduatton in 1942 he went on to· law 
school and obtained a Doctor of Law degree from Cleveland Marshall 
40 
Law School. Other local sport talents included Frank Marcinkevitius, 
Cleveland golden glove champion in 1932, and Antanas Adomaitis, 
who was rated as the top nonprofessional basketball player in 
41 Cleveland in 1931. 
Chapter 20 
LITHUANIANS AND POLITICS 
The Lithuanians were also active in American politics. 
They had both a Lithuanian Democratic Club and a Lithuanian 
Republican Club, with the former being stronger. The Lithuanian 
Democratic Club joined the county-wide Democratic Cosmopolitan 
League in the early 1930's in order to gain strength. The 
vitality of the Lithuanian Democratic Club can be seen by the 
number of governmental posts filled by Lithuanians in the 1920's 
and 30's. Peter Chesnu1 (Chesnulis) became assistant county 
prosecutor; John Debesis, assistant county engineer; Chester Zuris~ 
deputy county treasurer; and Dr. A. J. Kazlauskas, deputy coroner. 
At the state level a Lithuanian, John De Righter (Diraitis) 
was a state representative for the years 1935-38 and 1940-41. (He 
was elected on a county-wide basis, since the district plan had 
not as yet come into use.) Representative De Righter Americanized 
his n&me, as did a number of other Lithuanians who moved out of 
the Lithuanian community, simply because not to do so was political 
suicide, and job advancement almost impossible at this time. 
In the 1940's the Lithuanian Republican Club became stronger 
with the Republican administration, and John Brazauskas became 
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the head of the weights and measures department. 
Three other Clevelanders, Frank O'Be11 (Obe1enis), Joseph 
Prokop and Edward Kata1inas, were also to obtain high positions 
as judges. Frank O'Be11 and Edward Kata1inas were elected as 
municipal judges, and Joseph Prokop, a native of Cleveland, be-
came a municipal court judge in Mentor. 42 Kata1inas previously 
had served as councilman for old Ward 21 from 1962 to 1972, at 
which time he became a municipal judge. He held this position 
until 1975 and the following year became the chief administrative 
judge of Cleveland • . 
One other Lithuanian was to hold a high political position, 
Anna Lakawitz. After serving as village clerk from 1928-1938, 
she became Mayor of Linnda1e from 1932-1938. She was the first 
43 
woman mayor in Cuyahoga County. 
Chapter 21 
RELIGION AND EDUCATION 
Lithuanians tended to be close to their religion, and it is 
likely that almost from the beginning there was a desire to have 
their own church. At first they attended Saint Joseph's Church 
at 23rd Street and Wood1and Avenue. Every Easter'a priest would 
come from Detroit, Pittsburgh, or Chicago to hear confessions. 
Then in September, 1895, they managed to establish their own 
44 parish, which met temporarily at Saint Peter's Church, with the 
Reverend J. De1inikaitis as pastor. From 1898 to 1901 Reverend 
J. Jankus took over leadership of the parish,45 and purchased 
property on the corner of Rockwell Avenue and East 21st Street. 
The house on the lot was used as a rectory, and two years later 
a frame combination church and school was bui1t. 46 Reverend 
Juozas Ha1aburda (A1aburda), who became pastor in 1906, irrmediate-
1y began making plans to activate the school, which was opened in 
1908 under the guidance of the Sisters of Notre Dame. During the 
first " year there were approximately 300 children in the first 
to sixth grades. 
The curriculum was the same as that prescribed by the 
Cleveland Diocese for the parish schools, and in 1910 an ad-
ditional course was offered when the organi'st, a Mr. Kimutis, 
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began to teach the children to read Lithuanian. With his 
assistance the students were taught the daily prayers and a 
number of hymns in Lithuanian. This work was frequently 
aided by one or two sisters of Lithuanian parentage. 
Since the parish was rapidly growing and it was evident 
that a new church was needed, Father Ha1aburda purchased pro-
perty on the corner of Superior Avenue and 67th Street, near 
where many Lithuanians ·were beginning to move . . Mn the autumn 
of 1920 ground was broken for a new structure, and tts corner~ 
stone was laid the followtngspring by Dr. Scul1en, administrator 
of the Cleveland Diocese. By September 1921 the new combined 
church and school was completed. 
The Sisters of Notre Dame remained at Saint George's until 
1931, and during their stay approximately 7,500 boys and girls 
attended the school. 47 In 1932 Reverend V. Vi1kutaitis invited 
the Lithuanian order of the Sisters of Saint Francis to assume 
the duties of instruction. 
The number of pupils continued to increase until there were 
700 W1 1930, but in 1943 this dropped to only 200., since many 
Lithuanians had moved to the suburbs. Then there was a period 
of renewed activity when a number of displaced persons arrived 
from Europe after World War II. and the total enrollment for 
48 
the school in 1951 almost reached 400. However, in 1970 
the school was forced to close due to the continued movement of 
many Lithuanians to the outskirts of the city. Nevertheless, 
the Church remains open, and since 1965 has been under the 
leadership of the very active and capable Reverend Ba1ys Ivanauskas. 
The direct contributions of Saint George's school to 
Cleveland and the nation as a whole were numerous. Functioning 
for over sixty years, the school provided a sound education 
for thousands of young ·students. This involved not only the 
basic disciplines but also a firm foundation in ethical and 
moral relationships. The quality of education received by the 
students was high, as was indicated by competitive parochial 
examinations given in 1919 for the city of Cleveland. Marked 
on an "A" to "F" scale, every Lithuanian student received an 
49 
"A". In addition, between 1895 and 1942 the parish pro-
vided five priests and twenty-four sisters for the religious 
l 'f 50 , e. 
In 1929 Reverend Anthony Karuziskis founded Our Lady of 
Perpetual Help, a second Lithuanian parish, to serve the Lith-
uanians living between 116th and 185th Streets. Reverend 
Joseph Ange1aitis, who had been very active in the unionization 
movement in western Pennsylvania, succeeded Karuziskis in 
1939. 51 Father Ange1aitis was known throughout Cleveland for 
his relentless energy, and under his guidance a church, school, 
convent, rectory, and monument dedicated to a free Lithuania, 
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were built. Architectually, the buildings are among the most 
skillfully integrated of any parish in the Cleveland diocese. When 
Father Angelaitis retired in 1974, the entire parish debt had been 
paid off and there was $111,000.00 in the treasury. From the be-
ginning Father Angelaitis had the school staffed by a Lithuanian 
order of nuns, the Saint Casimir Sisters. 
In addition to these two institutions, a number of Lithuanians 
attended public schools. While data of the exact number in various 
schools does not exist, it is known that in 1908 there were approxi-
mately 200 students in public schools compared to 300 at Saint 
52 George's school. 
An extremely important, cohesive factor of any ethn'ic corrmunity 
is the native tongue, and over the years the Lithu~nians in Cleve-
land have made strenuous attempts to preserve their language. The 
most extensive program was carried on in Saint George's school. For 
almost a half century, from 1910 until the early 1950's, one class 
a day in a five day week was devoted to the teaching of Lithuanian. 
In addition to this, there were also a number of individuals who 
worked to preserve and foster the language. One of the early central 
figures ' was Juozas Sadauskas, who actively fought to retain the 
use of Lithuanian in all Lithuanian affairs, and taught the language, 
gratis, for over four years. From 1923 to 1927 he tnstructed approxi-
mately forty children, ten to fourteen years of age, on Saturdays, 
and about thirty older students on Sundays during the regular school 
year. 53 
Lithuanian respect for education is well documented by the 
establishment of the two grade schools. Even during difficult 
economic times they persisted. Their reverence for education 
was further stressed by a II vo1untary pledge of each Lithuanian 
society to help one promising and ambitious boy to secure a 
. 54 higher educat10n.1I 
Besides these formal educational situations, there were many 
other worthy, but isolated, scholarly endeavors that have largely 
gone unnoticed. This was often true with the ear1ier "immigrants. 
A number obtained college degrees, a major accomplishment for an 
"American-born citizen at the time, let alone an immigrant. One of 
the first Lithuanians to do so in the Cleveland area was Jonas 
Purvis, who became a mathematics professor at Baldwin Wallace 
College. Not much is known of Purvis, except that he held the 
55 position from 1913-1916. 
Of great significance to the education of the first Lithuanians 
in Cleveland was Valparaiso University. Oddly enough this institu-
tion functioned in part to teach the Lithuanian students the new 
56 
Lithuanian literary language, since the Lithuanians coming to 
the Untted States at the turn of the century had been victims of 
57 
Russian oppression, and were forbidden to learn their own language. 
A noted Valparaiso graduate was Vincas Grei~ius, who came to 
the United States in 1904. After studying music at the University 
for six years, he returned to C1eveland, "where he taught piano, 
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formed and directed a number of singing groups, and presented 
various contatas and operettas. In addition to these activities, 
he also taught English to his fellow Lithuanians and helped 
approximately one hundred obtain their citizenship papers. His 
genius and love of music and learning were passed on to his 
children, with one son, . Vincent, becoming a professional violinist, 
and the other, Francis, a physician. The former was invited in 
1935 to play at the First Lithuanian World Congress in Kaunas. 
Upon returning to Cleveland he received a scholarship' to Western 
Reserve University., where he majored in music. In 1940 he began 
. playing with the Cleveland Orchestra as one of its youngest 
members, and in 1948 he was recruited by the New York Philharmonic 
Orchestra, where he is currently in the first violinist section. 
Francis Greitius chose medicine as a career, and after finishing 
his initial medical studies went on to specialize in surgery. 
58 
His footsteps are being followed by his son, Francis, Jr. 
After graduating from Valparaiso University, another Cleve-
lander, Peter V. Chesnu1, successfully went on to study law and 
later became assistant county prosecutor. He, along with N. A. Wi1-
ke1is a~d others, formed the Lithuanian University Club of Cleveland 
to which a Dr. J. Vitkus also belonged. Dr. Vitkus · was another 
alumnus of Valparaiso and became the first Lithuanian physician 
in Cleveland. By 1938 the city could boast of six Lithuanians 
59 in medicine and dentistry. 
The Mu1io1is family gives further evidence of the Lithuanian 
drive for education. Peter P. Mu1io1is had received a primary 
school education in Lithuania and came to the United States in 
1906. After operating a small printing shop on 21st and Hamilton, 
he successively worked as a pattern maker for the Otis Steel 
Company, managed the St. Clair Savings and Loan at 2006 St. Clair 
Avenue, and for many years was a member of the Board of Directors 
of Superior Savings and Loan. Finally, he opened his own real 
estate office which he operated until his death . . Speaking seven 
languages, he often served as an interpreter for people in court, 
and was very active in many Lithuanian groups. When he died in 
1955 the Cleveland City Council, recognizing his service to the 
community, passed a resolution praising his fine work. 
Married to Mary Oiraitis, the sister of John De Righter, the 
couple raised seven children, six of whom went beyond the high 
school level. Joseph received a BBA from Ohio State University, 
rose to the rank of lieutenant colonel during the Second World 
War, and was selected as one of 66 civilian aides to the Secretary 
of State. Another son, Bernard, also received a BBA from Ohio 
State University and went into the real estate and insurance 
business. Rosemary received her BA from Long Beach State College 
and now teaches. Marjorie became a registered nurse through 
St. John's Hospital. Donald received his Juris Doctor from Wake 
Forest Law School and now practices out of his father's old real 
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estate office. Jane Frances attended the Cleveland Institute of 
Art. 60 A number of other Lithuanians in Cleveland went on for 
higher degrees, such as Dr. Albert Korsak (Korsakas), who is a 
. 
professor in the Department of Geography, and Dr. Albert Rakas, 
who is Dean of the Law School at the University of Akron. 
Another Clevelander to make a significant contribution in 
the cultural area was Anthony Vaiksnoras. He received a scholar-
ship to attend the Cleveland Art Institute, from which he graduated 
in 1942. Exhibits of his paintings have been widely viewed and 
include the Carnegie Art Museum in Pittsburgh, Corcoran Gallery in 
. Washington, D.C., and the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York 
City. Since 1945 he has won over 23 awards in the May Show at 
the Cleveland Museum of Art, and the Museum possesses' seven of 
his paintings. His works are also found in a number of other 
61 
art museums, and have been bought by hundred of individuals. 
Chapter 22 
BUSINESS ACTIVITIES 
Another area into which the Lithuanians readily moved was 
the establishment of their own businesses, again due to the 
contrast of the conditions found in Lithuania and the United 
States. In 1899, when there were approximate1y _700 Lithuanians 
in Cleveland, which included about lOa families, there were 
already thirteen Lithuanian-owned businesses, including one 
hardware store, one laundry, three tailors, and five taverns. 62 
Of great importance to the Lithuanian business movement in 
Cleveland was the cooperative phase, which was initiated a 
63 
few years earlier in Lithuania. There were three cooperatives 
in Cleveland which were significant: the Cleveland Lithuanian 
Building and Loan Association, the Cleveland Lithuanian Societies 
Hall Company, and the Birute's Company. 
The first of these came about as a result of the recognition 
by the Cleveland Lithuanians that they needed an institutiorr 
which would allow them to obtain loans for their needs, while 
keeping money invested by other banks in Lithuanian hands. There-
V fore, under the leadership of Jonas ietrosius, meetings were held 
to discuss the organizational needs, and in 1909 the Cleveland 
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' Lithuanian Building and Loan Association was founded with 
Jonas Petro~ius president, Myko1as Sacevitius vice-president, 
Franas Marti~auskas secretary, A.B. Bartusevii(ius treasurer, 
and Vincas Debesis and Jurgis Brazaitis as assistant treasurers . 
In the beginning meetings were held at the apartment of the 
president and later at , Saint George's Ha11. 64 The beginning 
was modest. Shares were sold at 25 cents each and at the 
65 first meeting 15 members bought a total of 72 shares. But 
by 1911, with approximately 60 stockholders, a house' was bought 
on 20th Street and St. Clair Avenue and five loans for a total 
of $9440.00 were issued. With the confidence of the institution 
growing among Lithuanians, the capital stock increased to 
$250,000 by March of 1912. By 1917 the bank's recor'ds were 
66 
given the full stamp of approval by the State of Ohio. In 
1919 the bank moved into a building on 68th Street and Superior 
Avenue, then owned by tailor J. Brazis. 
The vitality of the bank was noted in a work by Fabian 
Keme~is dealing with Lithuanian cooperatives in the United States. 
He stated that the Cleveland Association would probably be the 
first ' Lithuanian local savings association in the United States 
to have total assets which would exceed the one million dollar 
mark by the end of 1924. 67 
During the depression that began in 1929, when many banks 
Lithuanian Saving & Loan Association 
Cleveland Lithuanian Businessmen Association 
(Chamber of Commerce) 
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closed their doors, the Lithuanian bank was able to remain 
open due to its sound fiscal policies. In fact, at the annual 
stockholders I meeting in January, 1937, the financial secretary 
reported that thousands of depositors had transferred their 
accounts to the Lithuanian bank, in part due to the three per-
cent interest paid. In a speech by the president of the associ-
ation, a great deal of credit was given to John De Righter, the 
financial secretary, for his work in Columbus that resulted in 
the bank receiving government insurance. 68 Under'the guidance 
of De Righter a second bank was opened in September, 1956, at 
Euclid and Superior Avenues, and a third on East 185th Street 
in December, 1967. De Righter was the executive secretary from 
1927 to 1970, when he retired. One of his last efforts in this 
position to help the Lithuanian community was to make sure that 
a loan was obtained to build a new Lithuanian Community Center 
69 
on East 185th Street. 
The second cooperative venture was the Cleveland Lithuanian 
Societies Hall Company. Almost from their first meeting in 
Cleveland, the Lithuanians felt the need to have a hall of their 
own. In 1908 a committee was established for such a purpose, 
but little came of it. Then in 1911 the Saint George1s Society 
invited other societies to form a committee, and finally the 
venture started to progress. The committee began collecting 
funds, and in 1914 bought a plot on the corner of Superior 
70 
Avenue and East 60th Street, on which three houses were located. 
Later however, with the difficulties of the war years, this plot 
of land was sold. Finally, in 1921 with improved economic con-
cit1ons, a Protestant church was bought at 6835 Superior. 7l This 
served as a central meeting place for many years until destroyed 
by fire in 1971. It was rebuilt on l85th Street in 1973. There 
was also a second Lithuanian hall, the Lithuanian Workers Home, 
which was first located on Superior Avenue and later St. Clair 
Avenue. It was used by the liberal factions, and'was liquidated 
in the 1960 ' s. 
The Birute's - Company was the third cooperative and the only 
one not to survive. It began selling shares in March 1919 and 
was incorporated that same year. The driving force behind the 
establishment of this cooperative bakery was Antanas Kranauskas. 
In 1926 the Company, which had bought a lot and built its bakery 
at 4608 Superior Avenue, rented the establishment to the Bach 
Brother's Baking Company. Finally, in 1941 the cooperative 
was sold. 72 
In addition to these three cooperatives, a second Lithuanian 
bank, the St. Clair Savings and Loan Company, was incorporated 
in 1914. Located at 2006 St. Clair Avenue, it was founded by 
A. B. Bartusevitius,73 and later absorbed by the Municipal Savings 
74 
and Loan. 
Although the center for Lithuanian businesses shifted to 
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the Superior Avenue area, there were also many others scattered 
through tout the city. In fact, Cleveland was considered as 
one of the top six cities in the nation in regard to the number 
75 
of Lithuanian-owned businesses. In 1951 Lithuanians owned 
at least 27 cafes, 23 grocery stores, 6 tailor shops, 8 barber~ 
shops, 2 drugstores, 3 jewelry stores, 2 photo-studios, one 
t 76 t . t' t b1' h t d th C1 1 d mor uary, wo pr1n 1ng es a 1S men s, an e eve an 
Lithuanian Building and Loan Association, whose name was changed 
to the Lithuanian Savings and Loan, and finally to the Superior 
Savings. Besides this there was also the Cleveland Lithuanian 
John C, Smith, who founded the Fireland's Country Store, which 
was to become one of the most unique and perhaps largest retail 
firms in Ohio selling such items as imported gourment foods, 
wines, confectionaries, and utensils. 
Lithuanian Hall at 6835 Superior Avenue 
destroyed by fire in 1971 
Chapter 23 
LITHUANIAN PRESS 
In the fi.eld of printing Cleveland was also to become 
one of the centers for Lithuanians in the United States. There 
were a number of Lithuanian printing establishments and news-
papers; however, exact information on all has been difficult 
77 
to obtain due to the loss of many of the old publications. 
The first Lithuanian newspaper was the Catholic weekly 
Santaika (Concord), which was edited by Vincas Grei~ius and 
v 
published by Povi1as Sukys and Ignas Saka1as . The first issue 
came out on November 25, 1915, but it 1asted .only until August 
1916. 
v 
Povi1as Sukys was, however, to remain very active in printing 
all his life. With only a village school education he came 
to the United States and Cleveland in 1905, and slowly began to 
accumulate printing eq~ipment. His first item of production was 
a mimeograph machine. The first newspaper Santaika was printed 
by hand, and as with subsequent periodicals, composed at night 
78 v v-
after a full days work. Sukys' next newspaper was Zinynas 
(News), a weekly that lasted from 1919 to 1925 and was passed 
out free in front of Saint George's Church. It contained news 
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of the Church and other local Lithuanian information . A 
~ v 
third newspaper by Sukys, Clevelando Lietuviu Zinios (The 
c 
Cleveland Lithuanian News), was in existence at least as 
early as January 25, 1927, and continued until at least to 
v 
February 21, 1933. His Lietuvi~ Zinios was also a weekly 
passed out gratis in front of the Church. 80 Sponsored by the 
Lithuanian Roman Catholic Literary Society Incorporated, it 
81 
was first published on April 16, 1937, and remained in 
Cleveland until November 1942, when it was transferred to 
Pittsburgh and later to New York where it merged with 
Darbininkas (The Worker). 
v 
These examples help show that Sukys was a very active, 
religious individual, who spent his evening hours publishing 
various newspapers in order to help his fellow Lithuanians 
keep abreast of Lithuanian activities. His four boys, Algirdas, 
Kestutis (Paul), who is presently the vice-president of the 
Superior Savings, Vytautas, and Julius continually helped 
their father in his work, and the latter two continue to 
v 
operate Sukys Printing Incorporated at 6225 St. Clair. 
The second Lithuanian newspaper to be printed in Cleveland 
was the moderately nationalistic Dirva (the Field), organized 
by A. B. Bartusevitius through the Ohio Lithuanian Publishing 
Company. First published on August 26, 1916, the original 
editor was Vincas K. Jokubynas, who remained for about a year. 
Then in 1917 Juozas Gediminas became editor. He was replaced 
in 1918 by Kazys S. Karpius, who continued to edit it for the 
next thirty years when Vincas Rastenis took over in October 
1948. Later it was reorganized under the name of Viltis Incor-
po rated and continues to be printed to the present. 
Karpius had worked for three other Lithuanian newspapers 
before coming to Dirva. When he came to Cleveland he attended 
Western Reserve University for two years, major.ing in English 
literature and economics. In 1925 he gained controlling in-
terest in the company and his duties, in addition to editing, 
at times even included typesetting. Karpius was very active 
in a number of organizations and was president of the national 
Lithuanian Patriots Association from 1924 to 1936. This As-
sociation was formed in 1896 and worked to maintain Lithuanian 
culture and to work for the country's ' freedom. Karpius was 
also a prolific writer with thirty-four published works. 82 
Another publishing firm, the S. K. Alyta & Son, existed 
at 6400 Superior Avenue from at least January 1920 to October 
. 83 
1922. In 1920 Alyta published the short-lived Catholic 
weekly Darbo Valandos (Hours of Work), edited by Rev. Fabijonas 
Keme1ris. At this time it was advertised as the Darbo Va1andos 
84 Publishing Company. 
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There were also four other periodicals printed in Cleveland. 
The first, Artojas (The Plougher), was a monthly journal of 
science, literature, and satire, and was published from Septem-
ber 1920 to the end of 1925. It was sponsored by the Lithuanian 
Education Association, and edi'ted by Dr. Jonas Vitkus from 1920 
v 
to 1921, and Vytautas Sirvydas from 1922 to 1925. In 1922 a 
monthly agriculturally oriented periodical appeared called 
" Zemdirbys (Agriculturalist). The only other information on this 
illustrated journ'al is that the business address was 1000 E. 76th 
85 Street. 
The last two periodicals were liberal minded. Apsi~vietimas 
(Self Education) was a monthly publication of the ,American 
Workers' Education Association. The business address found on 
the front page was 989 East 77th Street; however, publisher 
Juozas Baltru~aitis lived in Detroit. The monthly ran from 
April 1923 to the fall of 1924. In 1924 the Association esta-
blished its own printing shop and changed the title to Aidas ' 
(Echo) and became a weekly. In April 1927 it moved to Detroit. 
The prolific Lithuanian press in Cleveland was a further 
indication of the cultural disposition of the community, and 
of the somewhat easier working conditions. In other cities, 
such as Pittsburgh, where work in the coal mines and steel 
mills was extremely harsh, the pri'nting of Lithuanran material 
was meager, even though there was a large Lithuanian population. 
Chapter 24 
CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE EARLY LITHUANIANS 
Contributions of the early Lithuanian immigrants were 
many and diversified, as recognized by Alice P. Gannett, 
86 Head Resident at the Goodrich Social Settlement in Cleveland. 
Commenting at a hotel banquet held by Cleveland Lithuani'ans 
to honor delegates from the newly established independent 
republic of Lithuania, she made the following comment: 
Few native Americans have better appreciation of 
the worth of American institutions, representative 
government, liberty of thought and speech than do 
these new citizens, whose mother country is strug-
gling for Democracy. Nothing could have been more 
inspiring, more likely to renew one's faith in the 
old ideals of America than to hear the constant 
references, in this meeting for Lithuanian inde-
pendence, to America's institutions as models to 
be followed in the new republic struggling into 
existence. May we always be worthy of such faith! 
Lithuanians are forming a valuable element in 
our country, intellectual, eager for the education 
that has been denied them in the past, self-respect-
ing, industrious and ambitious, they are helping to 
form that ideal American who is enriched by the 
treasures each nationality has brought to our shores. 
Perhaps no other visible symbol better represents the 
work of these immigrants than the Lithuanian Cultural Garden, 
which is part of one of the most unique parks in the country, 
The Cleveland Cultural Gardens. Founded in 1916, the Shakespeare 
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LITHUANIAN CULTURAL GARDEN 
Garden was the first of a series of gardens to be established 
to represent the diverse cultures of the inhabitants of Cleve-
land. The Lithuanian garden was officially dedicated in 1933 
with the presentation to the City of Cleveland of the bust of 
the great Lithuanian freedom fighter, Dr. Jonas Basanavitivs. 
Two other bust, that of Dr. Vincas Kudirka, who was the author 
of the Lithuanian national anthem, and the Right Reverend 
Jonas Maciulis-Maironis, who fought for the use of the Lithu-
. , 
anian language in Lithuania when it was prohibited by the 
Russians, are also located there. Kudirka's bust was presented 
by the Ramove Officers Club in Kaunas, Lithuania, and the 
Dr. Vincas Kudirka Society of Cleveland. Maironis ' bust was 
donated by St. George's Catholic Church. Also found in the 
Lithuanian Garden are the Pillars of Gediminas, who helped 
build Lithuania into one of the largest states of medieval 
Europe; the fountain dedicated to Birute, the vestal virgin 
of the pagan god Perkunas; two oak trees representing the 
Lithuanian Alliance of America and the Lithuanian Roman Catho-
lic Alliance of America; and a linden tree planted by Anna 
Kaskas, who for many' years starred with the New York Metro-
87 politan Opera. 
With the outbreak of World War II, Lithuanian-Americans 
were stunned to see Russia swallow up Lithuania. Some actively 
enlisted in the armed forces to do what they could, while 
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others organized at home, collecting funds to aid those 
flee1ng Russian persecution, and protesting the terrible act. 
But all was to no avail, since when the hostilities ended 
Lithuania remained under Russian subjugation. Nevertheless, 
the L1thuanians of Cleveland did not give up hope, and with 
the many Lithuanian refugees who had fled the Red onslaught 
and settled in Cleveland, they continued to push for the 
freedom of L1thuania. 
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ALFONSAS MIKULSKIS 
Founder &
 Director of the Ciurlionis Ensemble 
ONA MI KULSKIS 
D
irector of the Kankles Orchestra 
Grandinele Lithuanian Folk Dancers 
Founded and Directed by Liudas & Alexandra Sagys 
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Scene from liThe Death of Kestutis" 
Directed by Petras Mazelis 
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Part of the Lithuanian Scouting Organization in 1963 
Cleveland Lithuanian Scouts in the Lithuanian Cultural Gardens 
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PART IV 
THE LITHUANIAN COMMUNITY OF CLEVELAND 
SINCE WORLD WAR II 
POST WORLD WAR II 
ARRIVAL IN CLEVELAND 
Whether the post World War II arrivals experienced more difficult-
ies than those immigrants coming at the turn of the century is open to 
discussion. But up to the point of their arrival in the United States 
the persons displaced by World War II certainly led a long, harrowing, 
uncertain existence. They had survived the first Russian occupation of 
1940; the Nazi occupation of 1941-1944; the attempt by the Western allies 
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to send them back to occupied Lithuania after the war which would have meant 
death or imprisonment; and the uncertainties of life in the di~placed 
persons' camps. Now they were in a new land where they were not sure 
they wanted to remain. This group of Lithuanians had either lived through 
\ 
or grown up during an extremely stimulating era in Lithuanian history. After 
many years of foreign occupation, Lithuania had declared her independence 
in 1918, and for over two decades there existed a period of exuberant 
nation building. Then, in a series of rapidly moving events, all came to 
an end. Now they found themselves in the United States with an almost un-
controllable hope that Lithuania would soon be free again and they would be 
able to return home. This does not in any way imply that they were to 
become disloyal or burdensome, for just the opposite proved to be true. 
Despite this it is necessary to understand the feelings involved in order 
to comprehend their a~tivities since World War II . 
In Cleveland a large number of the earlier immigrants' children had 
been effectively pressured by economic and political realities to throw 
off all that was "foreign" and become "Americans." Perhaps the most 
successful tool was the educational system, which sometimes subtly and at 
other times openly ridiculed the retention of the old culture. There were, 
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however, those who resisted, and they formed the backbone of the needed 
sponsors for the new arrivals. Approximately 3,000 Lithuanians found 
their way to Cleveland after World War II, and as expected tended to 
settle in the areas already inhabited by Lithuanians, particularly the 
Superior Avenue area round St. George's Lithuanian Roman Catholic Church. 
Later many moved to the Glenwood district and then to Euclid where they 
took up residence around Our Lady of Perpetual Help Lithuanian Roman 
Catholic Church, while others moved to the various Cleveland suburbs, 
especially those to the east. 
One of the early World War II arrivals was Antanas Smetona, the 
first president elected in independent Lithuania. Wi,th the first Soviet 
invasion Smetona was forced to flee with his family to Germany on June 15, 
1940, but they were soon compelled to leave for Switzerland due to an 
agreement between Germany and the Soviet Union. Eventually they arrived 
in the United States, where Smetona was received by President Franklin 
De1anor Roosevelt and Secretary of State Sumner Welles. Smetona then 
settled in Cleveland from where he traveled to other Lithuanian colonies 
throughout the country, speaking on behalf of Lithuania. He began to 
write his memoirs, but before penning a great deal he met his untimely 
death in the fire which consumed his house on January 9, 1944. 1 
Another leader of independent Lithuania to settle in Cleveland was 
Dr. Vladas Nagevi~ius-Nagius. A physician, archeologist, and general in 
the Lithuanian army. Nagius fought relentlessly for Lithuania's 
independence and as a result was incarcerated by Czarist officials. He 
was instrumental in forming the clandestine, patriotic Fraternitas 
Lithuanica organization in 1908. After Lithuania gained her independence 
he headed the medical corps for almost the entire inter-war period, and 
also founded and directed the largest museum in the country. As an 
archeologist he participated in three significant excavations of fortress 
hills, and delivered papers at international conferences. He died on 
September 15, 1954, in Willoughby, Ohio. 2 
ORGANIZATIONS 
The organizational inclination of the post World War II Lithuanians 
was no less than that of their predecessors. However, the newcomers did 
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not easily join existing Lithuanian organizations, so they formed new on~$ . 
I 
The reason is that both groups had grown up or at least spent the majority 
of their adult lives in separate cultures, resulting in differences in out-
looks and goals. With the older immigrants there was the deep patriotic 
feeling for their native Lithuania; however, there was also the very real 
need to survive in an often hostile economic climate while attempting to 
preserve their culture through the building of their own churches and 
schools, and the establishment of native language presses and businesses. 
By the time the World War II immigrants arrived, much of the older group 
had passed on, and those left were well established in their ways. Their 
sons and daughters, who generally were of the same age as the majority of 
the new arrivals, had, as mentioned, been "Americanized." The post World 
War II Lithuanians found it difficult to understand why their fellow 
Lithuanians didn't have the same all consuming desire to free Lithuania 
nor to immerse themselves in Lithuanian culture. 
For over a quarter of a century, one pillar of organizational 
activities in Cleveland has been Stasys Barzdukas. After graduating from 
the University of Kaunas in 1929 with a degree in Lithuanian language and 
literature, he held various educational posts in Lithuania until the Russian 
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occupation. Barzdukas, an organizer, advisor, active worker, and educator 
to the core, was among oth~r things a founder, teacher, and principal of 
a Saturday school of Lithuanian studies in Cleveland, president of the 
American Lithuanian Community's central board from 1955 to 1961, and 
Central Council from 1961 to 1964. He also has been the vice-president of 
the World Lithuanian Community from 1963-1969, and during the 1969-1973 
period was president and editor of its organ, Pasaulio Lietuvis 
(Lithuanian World) 3 
One of the first organizations,. which many of the new arrivals 
joined and which actually had been founded prior to . their arrival, was the 
Cleveland chapter of the Lithuanian American Council. , Founded in 1941 and 
representing thirty-eight organizations, the chapter among other activities 
celebr"ates the establishment of independent Lithuania every February 16. 4 
Three years later the first of three Cleveland chapters of the United 
'Lithuanian Relief Fund of America was founded. The three eventually merged 
to form one unit,5 and recently Mrs. Ona Jokuba i tis was elected to the 
National board of directors as Executive Secretary. The first local society 
to be formed in Cleveland was the Cleveland Society of Exiles, established 
in 1949 to serve the social and cultural needs of Lithuanian displaced 
persons. In 1952 thi s became "a chapter of the Li thuani an Ameri can 
Community of the United States. 6 
In 1950 a chapter of another national organization, the Lithuanian 
Veterans' Association, Ramove, was founded in Cleveland and until 1954 was 
headed by General Kazys Tallat-Kelp~a.7 In independent Lithuania Tallat-
Kelp~a had been a brigadier general and t hroughout the interwar period was 
active in the military.8 Among other concerns The Cleveland chapter of 
Ramove has been active in the celebration of Lithuanian Independence Day 
and the annual June observanc~ of mass deportations of Lithuanians to 
Siberia during World War 11. 9 
The principal youth organizations initi ated in Cleveland since 
World War II were the Lithuanian Scouts, Atei t is (The Future), Neo-
Lithuania, and the Lithuanian Students I Association of North America 
(L1etuv1~ Student~ S~junga or LSS) . 
The Lithuanian Scouts were established in independent Lithuania 
on the pri nci pl es of "God, country, and fell ow man" and then reorgani zed 
in the displaced persons camps after the War . After the camps scout 
troops were founded wherever substantial numbers of Lithuanians existed 
in the free world. In 1950 the first girl and boy scout troops, Neringa 
and ' Pilenai respectively, were formed with the latter being judged the 
best troop for district five of the National Scout Association for three 
years in a row. In 1951 a sea scout unit, K1aipeda, was established, 
and this unit, like Neringa and Pi1enai, performs the duties and follows 
the principles of scout organizations throughout the world. 
A unit peculiar to Lithuanian scouting has been the academic branch, 
composed of scouts who are older than the seventeen year age limit of the 
traditional troops and who must be university students or graduates. 
Founded in Lithuania in 1922, this section was also established in 
Cleveland after the War. 
"," 
A supporting group of women, Zidinys (The Hearth), was also founded 
and has aided the younger scout groups in their many projects, such as 
helping with the coeducational two-week summer and weekend camping 
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sessions, and the annual celebration of Kaziuko Muge , (St. Casimir's Fair). 
The former event was established in the United States but is based on an 
ancient Lithuanian tradition found in the Vilnl us region of Lithuania. It 
is celebrated on the Saturday closest to St. Casimir's Day, with speeches, 
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performances, and Lithuanian food and artifacts, made by the scouts with 
v 
the help of the Zidinys and sold to aid scouting activities for the 
coming year. 
Throughout the years there have been many guiding the scouts in 
Cleveland. The boy scout and girl scout units were founded byVincas 
Kiz1aitis and Dr. Dominika Kesiunas respectively, and soon had the active 
v 
support of individuals such as Va1demaras Senbergas, who was one of the 
founders of scouting in independent Lithuania, his wife Apo10nija, Pranas 
Kara1ius, who in addition to devoting forty years to scouting here and in 
independent Lithuania has the distinction of serving the Lithuanian scouts 
in Cleveland for the greatest number of years, andVytautas Jokubaitis, who 
has won numerous awards and has been active in both the Lithuanian 
American and American scouting groups.10 
The Catholic Ateitis Federation was organized in Lithuania in July, 
1927, and became the major academic organization in Lithuania. Its 
members were secondary and university students and alumni. After the War 
the Atetis Federation reorganized in the refugee camps in Germany, and in 
1950 the central administration moved to the United States. A chapter was 
founded in Cleveland a year previous, and in 1950 it organized a summer 
camp for high school students from throughout the United States. Based 
on the principles of Catholicism, nationalism, the family, social action, 
and intellectual achievement, the Ateitis unit of Cleveland founded a . 
Lithuanian school at St. George's parish in 1949. In 1952 the school, 
about which more will be said later, adopted the name Bishop Motiejus 
y Va1ancius. The club has been active in organizing such events as 
lectures, concerts, commerative days, and social gatherings. In 1954 the 
club had 101 members, and in 1976 there were 109. The Cleveland branch has 
also been the headquarters of. various s~gments of the national Ateitis 
Federation. From 1950 to 1953 the central committee of the Federation 
was located in Cleveland; in 1954 it was the bases of the national high 
school chapters; in 1955-1966 the nation~l 4niversity students' chapter 
centered here; and in 1964 the national a1umDi chapter met at St. George's 
parish. 11 
The Lithuanian Students .Association of North America was founded 
in 1951 for all students of Lithuanian origin on the initiative of 
Vytautas Kavo1is and Vytautas Vardys, who were then students at the 
University of Wisconsin. Since its creation the LSS has held yearly con-
ventions, and in 1954 it began to print the arts and sciences quarterly 
Lituanus. This English language journal has been published continually 
since its founding and contains articles on numerous aspects of Lithuanian 
cu1ture. 12 
Another student group, a chapter of Neo-Lithuania, was established 
in Cleveland, and was also an extension of a student society organized in 
independent Lithuania. Founded in 1922, it was the first fraternity to 
use medieval symbols and was very nationalistic in orientation. With the 
Soviet invasion the fraternity disbanded and in 1950 was officially re-
organized in Cleveland, with branches founded later in New York, Chicago, 
Boston, Detroit, Los Angeles, 'Toronto, and Montreal. In Cleveland the 
group was quite active, organizing exhibits of Lithuanian artists, and 
literature evenings. It also established an orchestra under the guidence 
of Algis Modestas, who, along with his father Cezaris, was very active in 
the organization, raising funds for the publication of Lituanus and, in 
v 
conjunction with the LSS, established a room in the Ciurlonis House, which 
was used by youth groups interested in the preservation of Lithuanian 
culture. Neo-Lithuania was of particular significance for its work among 
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. h . 'd 1 . 1 f . 13 a wide spectrum of Llt uanlan 1 ea og1ca actl0ns. 
One professional organization is particularly significant for its 
cultural work. This is the Lithuanian Medical Association of Ohio, which 
was organized in 1958 and belongs to the Lithuanian Medical Association of 
the World. Dr. Henrikas Brazaitis, M.D. of Cleveland heads the unit. The 
Association's journal Medicina is presently published in Cleveland under 
the editorship of Dr. Danielius Degesys, M.D. Besides its professional 
activities the state affiliate also gives a $1,000 stipend for the propagation 
of Lithuanian culture. 14 
The newer immigrants have also been active in. politics. Besides 
joining the existing political organizations, in 1975. they formed the 
Lithuanian Civic Club. The purpose of which is to endorse political 
candidates of either party who they feel will best serve the interests of 
the country and the Lithuanian community. 
Lithuanians are also found holding local governmental positions. 
These include Raymond Kudukis, who was a member of the mayor's cabinet, 
instrumental in forming the Cleveland Regional Sewer District in 1972 and 
was a presidential appointee on the National Commission on Water Quality 
the following year; Richard Labas, who is Director of Utilities and 
Engineering; Juozas Stempu~is, administrator of the Personal Property Tax 
Department in the County Auditor's office; and Mrs. Margarita Premen 
(Premenck~~), a councilwoman for the city of Westlake, who was also on the 
board of the Saturday School at St. George's School for eight years. 
On the national scene, the election between Ford and Carter witnessed 
two local Cleveland Lithuanians playing active roles in the campaign. For 
the Democratic Party Jonas Nasvytis was selected to represent the 
Lithuania.n Democrats for the country. In the ranks of the Republicans, a 
local lawyer, George Ramonas, was chosen by the Ford's campaign committee 
. 
to run the ethni c des kin Wash~i ngton. 
Other organizations include chapters of the Lithuanian American 
Engineers' and Architects' Society, and the Lithuanian Jurists' Society, two 
National Guard posts - - the Zalgiris and the A. Juozapav;c;us, the 
Pensioners' Club, and various chess clubs. In 1974 there were approxi-
mately 50 Lithuanian organizations located in Cleveland. These include 
the fo 11 owi ng: 15 
Churches 
St. George's Lithuanian R.C. Church 
Our Lady of Perpetual Help 
Reli~ious Orfianizations 
Amerlcan Lit uanian Roman Catholic Women's Alliance 
Chapter 26 
Chapter 36 
Knights of Lithuania 
Chapter 25 
Seniors I Chapter 
Lithuanian R.C. Women's Welfare Society of Our 
Lady of Perpetual Help 
Service Organizations 
Lithuanian Boy Scouts 
Lithuanian Girl Scouts 
Lithuanian Sea Scouts 
Lithuanian Scouts-Collegiate Group 
M9ster Scouts Group 
"Zidinys", Ladies Auxiliary 
Schools 
Lithuanian School of Bishop Valancius 
St. Casimir's Lithuanian School 
Radio Program 
Lithuanian Radio Program "Tevynes Garsai" 
Publications 
Oirva 
Medicina 
Halls & Gardens 
Lithuanian Community Center 
St. George's Church Hall 
Our Lady of Perpetual Help Church Hall 
Lithuanian Cultural Garden 
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Political Organizations 
Cuyahoga County Lithuanian Democratic Club 
Lithuanian American Council Inc. 
Lithuanian American Republican Club of Greater Cleveland 
Lithuanian Christian Democratic Union 
Lithuanian Front 
Lithuanian Regeneration Association 
National Lithuanian Society of America, Inc. 
Professional Or~anizations 
Lithuanian Arch1tects & Engineers Society of the U.S. 
Lithuanian Jurists Society 
Ohio Lithuanian Medical Association 
Social Organizations 
Cleveland Lithuanian Club for Retired Persons 
Club IIVytautas ll 
Lithuanian Student Association 
Veterans Organizations . 
L i thuani an Veterans Soc; ety IIRamove ll 
Fraternal Organizations 
Lithuanian Alliance of America 
Lodge 14 
Lodge 20 
Lodge 136 
Lithuanian R.C. Alliance of America 
Lodge 8 
Lodge 142 
Lodge 307 
Lithuanian Students Fraternity, IINeo-Lithuania ll 
Lithuanians of Vilnius Society 
Cultural Organizations 
American Lithuanian Press & Radio Association IIViltisll Inc. 
Lithuanian American Community 
Lithuani an R. C. Federati on IIA 1 tei ti s II 
Alumni Chapter 
Student Chapter 
Secondary School Student Chapter 
Cleveland Chapter . 
Lithuaniari Women Grand Duchess IIBirute ll Society 
Lithuanian Women's Club 
Lithuanian World Community 
Music & Dance 
Cleveland Lithuanian Men's Octet 
Grandine1e Lithuanian Folk Dancers v 
Lithuanian National Art Ensemble ICiur1ionis" 
Lithuanian Students' Vocal Ensemble "Nerija" 
Li thuani an Men's Choi r "Ramove" 
Athletics ~ 
Lithuan1an Athletic Club "Za1bas" 
Cultural and Educational Activities 
In regard to the fine arts, Cleveland was particularly fortunate 
with the group of talented Lithuanians who arrived after World War II. 
Perhaps no other Lithuanian colony in the country had such a high per-
centage of artistic individuals, and they immediately became active in 
order to help cultural activities, patrons of the arts founded the Fund 
for Lithuanian Culture in 1949. · It sponsored lectures, concerts, and 
other cultural activities, and has awarded several $1,000.00 prizes to 
writers. The fund was headed by Dr. Stasys Tamosaitis and Mrs. A1dona 
Augustinavicius, and later united with the Cultural Fund of the 
Lithuanian Community of the United States upon its foundingf9 0ne of the 
first organizations was the Braziu1is Drama Studio in 1949. V1adas 
Braziu1is (Braziu1evi~ius) studied literature at the University of St. 
Petersburg from 1913 to 1915, and during this time became interested in 
acting. In 1920, after returning to Lithuania, he founded the Soldiers' 
Theater and directed it until 1939. The many plays he produced during 
this period helped to instill a feeling for drama among many Lithuanian 
soldiers.16 upon coming to Cleveland he organized the Drama Studio. 
Despite its high quality and the production of well received plays, the 
Studio was forced to close within a few years due to the cultural adjust-
ment of the new arrivals and the need to sustain themselves in a new 
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country. 17 
In 1949 a second drama group was organized ( the Ruta Theather, 
which was aimed at the youth,) by Petras Mazelis, who had studied music, 
drama, and dance in Kaunas and later sang with the Kaunas State Theater. 
Matelis produced two plays with this group and then in 1951 reorganized 
it into the Vaidila (Player) Theater. This troup performed a number of plays 
and in 1968 won first prize in the Chicago drama festival. 18 
In 1949 Cleveland's cultural life was substantially enhanced by the 
arrival of the Ciurlionis Lithuanian National Art Ensemble: 9 It was 
established in Vilnius, Lithuania, by Alfonsas MikulSkvs in 1940, and even 
under the difficult period of 1940 - 1941 Stiviet and ~941-1944 Nazi 
Occupations. Mikulskis developed a very nationalistic program of Lithuanian 
dance, music, and song. The second Soviet invasion of Lithuania witnessed 
the escape of the majority of the Ensemble, which reestablished itself in 
Vienna, Austria, where it once again began to perfonm.. Later the group 
toured throughout Austria and Germany, and was well received by German, 
French, Swiss, and American critics. Finally, the group arrived in the 
United States in 1949 and settled in Cleveland where it has since remained. 
The Ensemble has toured throughout the United States, Canada and South 
America, and has appeared ~t both Carnegie Hall and the Lincoln Center. 
Miku1skis, the founder, studied at the Klaipeda and Kaunas Conservatories 
and the St~ttgart AcademY of Music, and became a member of the Lithuanian 
State Opera in 1930. Other positions held by him include the directorship 
of the Klaipeda Singing Society, lecturer and chorus director at the 
Vilnius Institute of Education, director of the Lithuanian Philharmonic 
Chorus and a symphony orchestra. Miku1skis' work has been significantly 
aided by his wife, Ona, who studied at the Music Conservatory of Klaipeda 
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and is conductor of the Lithuanian Kankles National Ensemble, which has 
given numerous concerts. Vladas Ple~kaitis joined the Ciurlionis Ensemble 
in 1959 and in the capacity of president has also worked diligently to 
foster the group·s work. 20 
A second performing groupt the Grandinele (Little Chain) 
Lithuaniap Fqlk Dancers, was formed by Liudas Sagys in 1953 and was also to 
enhance the cultural life of Cleveland and perform throughout the United 
States, South America, Europe and Australia. The main concert section is 
composed of high school and college students, who rehearse twice weekly. In 
1973 the second or prep-school group was organized to teach younger dancers 
the basics and prepare them for entrance into the concert group. The prep-
school students are divided into two sections: the beginners, who are from 
nine to thirteen years old and do not perform before the public, and an 
intermediate group, whose members are from thirteen to fifteen years of age. 
The director Liudas Sagys, has spent most of life studying Lithuanian 
folk dancing and began his career as a professional folk dancer with the 
National Folk Dance Ensemble in Lithuania. His expertise is witnessed by 
the invitation he received to direct the Second United States and Canadian 
Lithuanian Folk Dance Festival in 1963. As chairman, Sagys choreographed 
and di rected 34 dance groups ?l Addi ti ona lly, Sagys ~as been di rector of the 
annual Cleveland Folk Dance Festival, which in 1976 was labeled lithe best 
everll~2and at present he is vice-president of the Cleveland Folk Art 
Association. Behind him from the beginning has been his wife Alexandra, who 
besides being business manager, also makes and takes care of the costumes 
and watches over the dancers with great care. 
To encourage the young dancers to remain in the group, since 1974 
director Sagys has awarded special recognition to outstanding performers. 
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MlKALOJUS KONSTANTINAS CIURLIONIS (1875-1911) 
A composer and painter, whose realistic symbolism and later kind of mystical 
symbolism is said to have influenced the Russian painter Kandinsky. 
This award is presented at the annual Grandinele Banquet and in 1976 a 
silver and golden award was , initiated. The first golden honor went to 
Gintautas Neimanas, who has been with the group since 1956 and has been 
assistant director for the last 10 years . The first recipients of the 
silver award were Dale Motiejunas and Alvydas Narbutaitis. 
v Andrius Kuprevicius, another Clevelander is a talented pianist who 
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has given numerous concerts. A graduate of the Conservatory of Music in 
Kaunas in 1939, he continued his studies in Germany, Czechoslovakia, and 
Austria. Upon the opening of Cleveland State University's 1971-1972 
concert series, which featured Kuprevicius, the following comment was made: 
"Kuprevi~ius has a flair for contemporary music and he has no difficulty 
making sense out of material which is both capricious and technically 
challenging. II 24 
Along the purely vocal lines, two groups were formed: The Men's 
Octet and The Ramove Chorus. The former was established in 1959 under the 
leadership of Rytas Babickas and has given concerts in both the United 
States and Canada. Its repertoire consists not only of traditional 
Lithuanian folk songs but also modern tunes translated into Lithuanian. 
The group has been well received, especially by the younger audiences and 
to date has made three recordings. (The Ramove Chorus, formed in 1975 
by Julius Kazenas, performs the more traditional lithuanian folk songs.)25 
The top Cleveland Soloist remains Aldona Stempu{is, who studied 
voice in Germany and with Carmela Cafarelli in Cleveland. A mezzo-
soprano, she was named "Best Woman Singer of Ohio" in 1955 at the Cleveland 
Music Festival, won first place in the annual music festival sponsored by 
the Chicago Tribune, and in 1958 was a finalist in the Metropolitan 
Opera Auditions for the Great Lakes Region . She has performed throughout 
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the United States and Canada, as well as in South America and Europe. 
Among her many recordings are Dainos (Folk Songs) and Les Sept Solitudes 
( The Seven Solitudes ) both produced with the Stuttgart Symphony 
Orchestra. 26 
In the field of painting, the Gallery International has been out-
standing. It was opened on September 12, 1964, by Stephanie and 
Vytautas Gedgau~as, whose motivation was revealed in a Plain Dealer 
article: "There are no new art manifestos attached to their Gedgaudas ' 
interest, but an openminded intent to show contemporary art in its varied 
aspects.27 A later article attests to the artistic .capabi1ities of the 
entrepreneurs. It declared "Ga11ery International begins its ninth and 
final exhibition of the season today with a display of paintings and 
gravure prints by Gil H. Cowley. If there was any doubt last fall that the 
then-new gallery could faithfully pursue its stated policy of showing 
exciting new work, could manage each time to show something 'different ' 
and maintain a high level of quality, it has come through with honors 
repeated in current showing."28 Despite this and a number of additional notes 
of praise by various art critics, Gallery International was to survive but 
a few years. Cleveland was not yet ready for such a high quality under-
taking, and the Gedgaudases had to close their doors due to financial 
stress. 
In · ~ducation there has been one central institution throughout the 
years, the Saturday school, of which Cleveland has two, the Bishop M. 
Valan~ius Lituanistic School and the St. Casimir Lituanistic School. These, 
along with the scouting groups, have been the most important organizations 
in the preservation of Lithuanianism among the youth, and also like the 
scouting segment have involved a great deal of energy input and selfsacrifice. 
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The first, the Bishop Valaniius School, was started in September 
1949 by the Cleveland chapter of the Ateitis Club. At first the school 
met at the Norwood Public Library, but late~ began to use the facilities 
of St. George's school. Although the term "Saturday schoo1 11 has evolved 
due to the present holding of c1asses on Saturday, in the beginning 
classes were held after regular school: one group on Monday and Wednesday 
and another on Tuesday and Thursday. During the year sessions met during 
the lunch period for students of St. George's school, and Saturday classes, 
were held for those attending other schools. The bases of the school 
has been similar to a regular eight year school, except that the language 
of instruction is Lithuanian and the classes deal with topics of 
Lithuanian culture such as language, history, literature, and folk art. 
Under Antanas Tamulionis, a quality four year high school was added. In-
dicative of the standards maintained is the comparative literature class 
taught by Aurelia (Bala~aitis) Balas, which reflects on the works of 
Byron, Frost, Whitman, Hawthorne and others, in relationship to past and 
current Lithuanian authors. There have been many who have given of them-
selves for the school, with Stasys Barzdukas, who was one of the founders, 
being the oldest faculty member and principal for a period~O 
The second Saturday school, St. Casimir's, was started in 1957 at 
Our Lady of Perpetual Help Parish, around which a number of the newer 
arrivals had moved. With Dr. Dabrovolskas as a cornerstone in its 
establishment, it has been meeting weekly and has a cirriculum similar to 
that of the Bishop Valan~ius School. Again many have been responsible in 
keeping this school viable with Mirga Kifys, who has taught continuously 
since its founding, being one of the mainstays. 
Two other institutions which have been significant in maintaining 
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the schools are the Parents Committee and the Lithuanian Teachers' 
Training Institute. The former serves as a parent-teacher association 
and deals with the practical problems of the schools as well as serving 
~ 
in an advisory capacity. It was established in 1959 by Juozas Zilonis. 
The goal of the institute, which has been directed for a number of years 
by Vacys Kavaliunas, is to give future Saturday school teachers a good 
foundation in the knowledge of subject matter and instructional method-
ology. Fulfilling this goal has enabled them to replace retiring faculty 
members. To date, two groups have compl eted the two year course, with 
six graduating in 1961 and 'eight in 1971. 32 
With the rise of ethnic awareness, a new devel'opment has occurred 
in the field of Cleveland Lithuanian education: Lithuanian classes for 
those who do not speak the language or who speak it poorly. Under the 
guidance of Dr. Danguole Tamulionis, the first class for adults was 
started in 1972 with ten students, who were taught the language and 
culture of Lithuania one night a week. Since then the number of students 
has increased to forty, divided into four seperate classes, each meeting 
on a different night. Besides students of Lithan;an extraction, there 
are also a number who are not of Lithuanian background but are married to 
Lithuanians and desire a knowledge of their spouse's cultural heritage. 33 
In the area of higher education Cleveland has the noted scholar, 
Dr. Juozas Jak~tas, who studied at the Universities of Kaunas, Berlin, 
and Vienna, and in 1938 received a doctor of philosophy from the University 
of Kaunas. Jak~tas taught history at both his alma mater and the 
University of Vilnius before being forced to flee as the Soviets took 
over in 1944. He is one of the outstanding specialist in the history of the 
middle ages in Lithuania and has written several monoqra s on the subject 
as well as numerous articles. 34 
The Lithuanian Community Center 
By 1960 the old Lithuanian Hall on Superior Avenue was becoming 
too small to accomodate the active civic, social, cultural and political 
life of Cleveland's Lithuanians, so a corporation called Lithuanian 
Village, Inc. was formed to make plans for a new and larger community 
center. Two . thousand shares were ·sold at $25 each, enabling 
community leaders to have much needed working capital on hand. 
A fire at the old Lithuanian Hall in 1971 spurred plans for the 
new community center and a year later the Board of Directors of 
Lithuanian Village, Inc. bought an old residential home at 877 E. 185th 
Street for $70,000 and laid plans for a Lithuanian Community Center on 
the site. Construction began July 5, 1972 and a two story community 
center with a hall, dining room, club facilities, and meeting rooms was 
dedicated a year later on August 19, 1973. 
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In elaborate ceremonies that symbolized the realization of a long 
held dream the Rev. Balys Ivanauskas, Pastor of St. George's Church 
blessed the cornerstone. The building itself, named the Lithuanian 
Community Center, was blessed by the Rev. K~stutis Zemaitis. On hand for 
the ceremony, which also s,vrnbolized a rejuvenation of business and civic 
activity jn the area, were Cleveland's Mayor, Ralph J. Perk, and Cuyahoga 
County Auditor George V. Voinovich. 
The Lithuanian Community Center, which also housed the American 
Lithuanian Citizens ' Club discussed earlier, became a reality due to the 
long, dedicated work of the Board of Directors: Joseph Stempuzis, 
President and members Zen Ducmanas, Vacys Vinc10vas, Edvardas Stepas, 
Pranas Stempuris, John Apanovitch, George Malskis, Zigmas Tarutis, 
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Ernest Samas, Stasys Lukas, Raymond Kudukis, Stasys Macys, and Jonas 
" Svarcas. 
The club and dining room are patronized by 900 members and their 
families. They are operated by the American Lithuanian Citizens' Club. 
Trustees of the Club continue to support civic, athletic and cultural 
activities and as of 1977 give an annual award of $1,000 for outstanding 
individual contributions to Lithuanian community life. 
Lithuanian Press and Radio 
Continuity best expresses the post World War II press activities 
of Lithuanian Clevelanders; and with the new immigration there was a 
general uplifting of literary standards. Dirva remained the mainstay, and 
since the early fifties it has been considered an organ of the Lithuanian 
National Alliance of America. In October, 1948, Kazys S. Karpius, who 
realized the abilities of the newcomers, turned over th~ editorship to 
Vincas Rastenis, who held the position until January, 1952. Shortly 
thereafter Balys Gaidziunas assumed responsibilities, with the newspaper 
v 
later to be edited by Jonas Ciuberkis, Jonas P. Palukaitis, Aleksas 
Laikunas, and finally Vytautas Gedgaudas, who has edited the newspaper 
since 1964. 
A second periodical, Amerikos Lietuvi~ Bendruomene (American-
Lithuanian Community), appeared in 1950. In the beginning it was an 
irregular mimeographed piece, but from 1958 to 1961 was printed bi-
monthly. During this entire period it was under the editorship of Stasys 
Barzdukas, (In 1962 the periodical was transferred to Chicago.) who also 
has edited a second publication, Pasaulio Lietuvis (lfthuanianWorld), 
from November 1973 to the present. This bulletin of the Lithuanian 
World Community, Inc., contains information on Lithuanian activities 
throughout the free world. 
, / 
Two other periodicals, Jaunimo Zygiai (Deeds of Youth) and Gaudeamus 
were also edited in Cleveland for a short time. Additionally, a new 
Lithuanian printing establishment, Galinda Press, was opened by Jonas P. 
Palukaitis in 1965. For over a decade it printed books, pamphlets, and 
various periodicals for the Lithuanian and Slovenian communities.35 
In literature two significant books by Cleveland Lithuanians have 
appeared in English since World War II. The first was Leave Your Tears 
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in Moscow by Barbara Armonas. This true story deals with the tragedy 
-- . 
of the Armonas f~mily. John Armonas, who lived in Cleveland, decided to 
visit Lithuania, and while there married Barbara. The couple came back 
and lived in Cleveland for six years and then returned to Lithuania where 
they bought a farm. With the outbreak of war the two began to make 
preparations to return to the United States. However, with the Russian 
invasion, only the father and daughter escaped. Barbara and her infant son 
were forced to stay. The book describes her exile to Siberia and the 
attempts to free her. Finally, with the visit of Krushchev in 1959 and 
an appeal to him by Barbara's daughter, the family was reunited. This book 
received nationwide recognition and was even put on the mandatory reading 
list in some states.36 
The second book, ~ of Shame by Algis Ruktenas, deals with another 
tragedy. As mentioned, earlier Simas Kudirka unsuccessfully tried to take 
refuge aboard a U.S. Coast Guard Cutter but was refused. Qsi of Shame 
details the bureaucratic bungling of the government and the sufferings of 
Kudirka.37 (In 1975 the author received the Martha Kinney Cooper Ohioana 
Library Association best non-fiction award for this work.) This story, 
nevertheless, also had a .happy ending when Kudirka was freed from prison 
and allowed to come to the United States with his family in 1974. The 
book and the brutality it revealed in all likelihood had a good deal to 
do with this. 
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In radio one person emerges from the post World War II period, 
Juozas Stempu~is. In Lithuania he had spent a year as an apprentice 
announcer in Kaunas while attending college. Upon coming to Cleveland 
in 1949 he became a news editor for the Tevynes Garsai (Sounds of 
Lithuania) Lithuanian radio program, which was organized by Jaunutis P. 
" Nasvytis, A1fonsas Mikulskis, and Kestutis P. Sukys, and directed by 
Balys Auginas. Later Nasvytis directed the program, and then in 1955 
Stempu~is became producer· and director. In 1961, when the Lithuanian 
.~ 
program moved from station WDOK to WXEN-FM, Stempuzis held both the 
editor and announcer posit~ons of the hour-long Frid~y evening program, 
and the following year · he initiated a second broadcast; "Baltic Echoes," 
in cooperation with the Estonians and Latvians.38 Current1y, his program is 
broadcast Sundays on WZZP. 
Sports Activities 
v 
In May, 1950, the Lithuanian Sports Club Zaibas (Lightning), was 
founded with Vytautas Jaunu~kis elected as president, and since that time 
Lithuanian sports activity has centered on this energetic organization. 
Later in 1950 Algirdas Bielskus arrived in Cleveland, was elected president 
.., 
of Zaibas, and became and remains the leading sports promoter. During his 
first year as president, Bie1skus had the Club incorporated as a full 
member in the Amateur Athletic Union of the United States (AAU), and in 
1951 the .women ' s basketball team participated for the first time in ,the 
Northeastern Ohio A.A.U. competition and took second place. With the 
establishment of the North American Lithuanian Sports Organization in 1951, 
" Zaibas became a member and has remained one of the most active. Bielskus 
again was in the forefront, being president of the new organization for 
1951 and 1952, as well as holGing additional terms later. With the formation 
North American Baltic Athletic Federation (NABAF) in 1957, Bielskus 
again became an active member, and was elected president for the 1970-
1974 period. In the beginning the Club concentrated on basketball, 
volleyball, track and field, and ping pong, and added swimming in 1956. 
tennis in 1960, and skiing in 1968. Of these, volleyball was to be the 
Club's forte. Beginning in 1958 the women's team won the Ohio champion-
ship ten years in a row, and has been the Fourth Region (Ohio, Kentucky, 
West Virginia, and western Pennsylvania) top team for nine years. 
Furthermore, the team, representing Ohio, participated six times in the 
competition sponsored by the United States VO l leyball Association . 
..,. 
In track and field, Zaibus dominated in North American Lithuanian 
competition since 1952, and the same year in the North-Eastern Ohio AAU 
.. 
games ElvyraSiksniustook first place in the fifty and one hundred yard 
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dash, and Stefa Juodvalkis-Gedgaudas in the shot put. The fo lowing year 
the ':lub won first place in the same competition with Siksnius & Juodva ~ , is 
spearheading the team, and in 1956 during the NABAF games the two girls 
," 
again earned Zaibus first place in track and field . Others to become 
state track and field champions include Edmond (Silingas) and V. Lenkaitis, 
who in 1962 took first place in the high jump and discus respectively, 
with Lenkaitis repeating the feat in 1964. One of the most recent to make 
v 
a name for herself was Rita Cyvas, who for 1974-1975 was selected as a 
candidate for the United States Volleyball Team and the first woman to 
receive the Outstanding Athlete of the Year Award at Cleveland State 
Uni vers i ty. 39 
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Stankus, Algis Mockaitis, Marius Jakulis, Rimas Gulbinas, Algis Matulionls, 
PauliusMitalas. Presently Viktoas Stankus is president. 
14. Other leaders were Drs. Danie1ius Degesys, Edmundas Lenkauskas, 
Alfonas Martus, Vladas Ramanauskas, Juozas Skrinska, Mykloas Vaitenas, 
and Jonas Stankaitis. 
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Lithuanian painter and composer, who preceeded Wassily Kandinsky by 
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APPENDIX A 
LEGEND 
About the year 1323 G e dim ina s the ruler of Lithuania, was out hunt-ing one day accompanied. by the nobility of his court. Many servants 
and beaters with large packs of hounds were in his train. Alarmed by the 
unusual movement, all animals of the forest, big and small, listened to the 
terrifying clamor that had invaded the peaceful calm of their domain. 
and in mortal fear, scurried into the thicket. Yet the hunters were cle\"er 
and experienced, their noble horses were mettlesome, and their arrows 
never missed the aim. :'vrany wild animals were killed."The most magnif i-
cent bison was bagged by the ruler himself. While pursuing this king of 
the Lithuanian forest'), Gediminas happened to come to the top of a high 
mountain situated at an angle formed by the rivers )[ e r i san d Vi 1-
ne I e. Delighted with the "'-'onderful view that the mountain's peak. offer-
ed, Gediminas ordered the camp pitched at this spot. At once fires were 
kindled for cooking and furs spread out for the night's rest. Tired by the 
exertions of the day, Gediminas soon was sound asieep and had a. strang:! 
d ream. It seemed to him he beheld an iron wolf standing .on the top of 
this mountain uttering such piercing howls as though hUhdreds of wolves 
were simultaneously raising their voices. In the morning. Gediminas told 
his courtiers about this dream but they' were unable to explain it. Then 
he sent for the H igh Priest (Kril)iu Kriv~itis) of the near-by sanctuary of 
Perkunas the Thunderer who attentively listened to the King's narration 
of the dream, then profoundly bowing ~nd stroking his long white beard 
spoke as follows: 
- Sire, the iron wolf signifies a large ana mighty city, the howling 
mea~s the clamor that will arise from it reaching far beyond the coun-
try's borders and proclaiming through long centuries the glory of Li-
thuania. . 
Well pleased with the interpretation of his dream, Gediminas after his 
return to Kerna"Ve , his residence. summoned many craftsmen ordering th~m 
to erect a strong castle on the top of that mountain. \\/hen the castle 'was 
completed . he shifted his residen..::e there, by this mo\'(~ giying the signal 
for the constructIOn at the new capital of his country. ' 
This is as far as the legend goes about the i a u n d a t ion a f ViI n ius. 
From 
Vilnius-The Canital of Lithuania 
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APPENDIX B 
AMBER 
and - Means of Exchange in .A.ncient Lithuania 
FURS 
By JONAS K. KARYS 
Amber has been known to the 'Baltic peoples since 
the m03t ancient times. Many studies have shown 
that the exploitations of amber on the coasts of the 
Baltic Sea dates back to the Stone Age. The Baltic 
coast, from present-day Latvia to the western shores 
of Jutland, is the primary source of amber. Long 
before the birth of Christ. it had found .its way to 
Central Europe and the Mcd:tcr:'anean civilizations. 
Amber from the Baltic ha::; l;l!en found i:1 Rome. 
Egypt. Phoenicia and Jude:!. and in all the lands 
between these and the D:..: lt:c Se:.l. 
'Vhen did the Baltic a:11!:cr rcach these lands? 
An answer to this qu~ ;tion will indicate. at least 
approximately. the timc \ ':I:C!l thc i:1habitants of the 
::;outhea.::;tern Baltic coa:; t tc g-~ n to apprec:.:lte the 
value of amber. For it is difficult to doubt . that only 
after foreigners began to sho"" an i:1tercst in it. and 
to aaem'pt to . acquire it either by p :l!agc 0.' ty trade. 
could it become the mc:!.ns of internn.l exchunge. The 
notion of " money" arose in m:'.ny other land3 under 
simUar condit:ons. Ambcr \·.cule! havc become . 0. 
medium of internal trade at about the s:ime t:me that 
!t became a suit:J.ble object of tr:J.de with foreigners. 
Ealtic amber l't'3.ched Ccn~ral Eurcpe in the II mil-
lenium be~o.-c Christ. From hcre i: made its way to 
the s :>uth - to Italy. Greece and elsewhere. It was 
highly regarded everywhere. As an ornament. Homer 
ranked it immediately after gold; it was known to 
him as "electron." The philo30pher Thales from Mi-
letus even thought that amber had a soul. I To the 
Romans it was solis radiorum sucum - an abstract 
of the sun's rays. Pliny the Elder p:-aises uT!1ber for 
it::; "nobility," its refined beauty. In Egypt it rivaled 
gold. 
There i ~ little evidence that · amber reached the 
Mcditerranean civilizations in large quantity in the 
early days of. the amber trade. or that it was shipped 
the ~'e r·egularl:,. ... 'The land routes were very long and 
difficult , while rivElr naVigation, at least in one direc-
tion. was ob,tructed by opposing currents. The rare 
sC3.ttercd finds give no evidence of more substantial 
shipments. Only with the advent of the seafaring 
Phoenicians did the trade in and shipment of amber 
assume larger proportions. There is evidence that the 
Phoenicians reached the English Channel in the sixth 
century B.C. At that time or somewhat later, ac-
cording to the travel descriptions of Pytheo of Mar-
sellIes, they discovered the principal source of amber, 
the Baltic Sea.2 
It may be surmised that the Phoenicians, after 
discovering the source of amber, began peaceful trade 
relations with the local inhabitants, offering their own 
goods as barter. These goOds consisted of various 
bronze artifacts, arrow and spear heads, and other 
metal ob~ects. The findings of evidences of bronze 
culture in the Baltic lands indicate substantial metal 
imports; the metal objects had probably been bartered 
for amber. This is substantiated by the Es~onian 
histori:l.n E. Uustalu. who states that the Balt.s had 
£0 much bronze they could export some of it to the 
Estonian ;." It may be safely assumed that the neck-
laces worn by the ancestors of the Lithuanian!' were 
fashioned from bronze bartered for amber - not only 
that bought from the Phoenicians but a.lso from earlier 
trades. There is no e":icience as to h0w IO:1g the Baits 
traded with the PhoeniCians. Also. little is known 
about the :1,mber merchant::; froT!1 thc c :.lu~h east. who 
in thc Hellenic p e riod reached the Ealtic by navigating 
north on the Dnieper and tt.cn cro : sing to the Dvilla. 
the Nemun:l1 or the Vistula. But it would seem that 
if thc flO\v of amber dwindled to a thin trickle. it 
n~ver ceaccd tip to the timc that the Romans ex-
te:1ded tt.c ::'1:1bcr trade late in the p:-e-Christi&.ll era. 
AcconLn; to Tacitus, .aT!1ber became cspecially well 
)~no'''/n I :! lkc:ttlcnt P.ome. The emperors dispatched 
whole e:: ""'~ Jitio:1s in search of it . No op.e has counted 
up the3e (! " p~di~: on .; . but onc of them - · led hy Julian, 
Nero's :-~, :; ~ c :- o~ gladiators - brought b3.ck so much ' 
ambc!' to I;.ome that it was even used to decorate 
t~e nc<::; th3.t separated the pvwum from the gladia-
torial be:'..sts. Furthermore, du:-ing the game1 aml:er 
was lavishly displayed in the balconies of the nobility. 
the lanterns ar.d the gla~iator ' s weapons. The largest 
piece brought back by Julian weighed 1:: pounds.4 
At acout the same time the culture of the BaIts 
reached a peak. and amber and articles made from 
it assumed an even greater value among them and 
became the most popular "mo!ley" in the area . Baltic 
trade with Rome a nd her provinces aL'quired a :lew 
and dearly defined charactel·. The ROf!'1an coins now 
found . in present-day Lithuania (and Latvia) made 
their appearance. "Roman pottery, fibulae . and glasl-l 
and enamel beads testify to a lively t.rade ,with the 
Roman provinces," Dr. M. Gimbutas notes; "the reason 
for all these imports was amber."~ It is hardly neces-
S3.ry to explain that the goods imported from the 
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Romans c.irculated in th~ Baltic area through the 
medium of amber "money." the very same "money" 
for which they had been acquired from the · Romans. 
The Baltic people did not trade only with the 
southern and western lands; archeologists have found 
amber artifacts ~n the northern regions - in present-
day Sweden, Finland, Estonia and northern Russia. 
Little information is available as to when and how 
the amber made its way there, but there is substantial 
evidence that the amber came from the East Pruss ian 
and Lithuanian coasts.6 
The richest amber-producing region in Lithuania 
was the Kuronian coast, from Juodkrante to the vici-
nity of Palanga . Juodkrante itself was one of the 
must important producers of amber and amber arti-
facts throughout antiquity. Some 500 prehistOric amber 
artifacts. belonging to various cultural periods up to 
and including the I ron Age. have been found in its 
neighborhood . One hundred and fifty items similar to 
those found at .Juodkrante have been discovered in 
the vicinity of Palanga.i 
Thus it may be concluded that the ancestors of the 
present-day Lithuanians began to value amber quite 
early : they collected it for domestic trade and local 
use . carved it and bartered it with foreign traders . 
As we have seen, it was useful as a salable com-
modity. as an ornament and as a medium of exchange. 
We may further conclude that amber, in its natural 
state or fashioned into artifacts. was probably the 
earliest medium of exchange of the Baltic p.eoples. 
We cannot yet speak, of course, of the systematic 
use 01 amber "money" or of a constant exchange 
rate for pieces of natural or carved amber. The user 
p.mploy t"<'. them as best as he could. From the time 
of I~S flrst ;.lse until the time, beginning with the 
fourth century A.D., when it was replaced by other 
commodities. it remained a primitive medium; no 
mar K S Ii' e those usually found on money have beP.D 
found on amber. It may be surmised than when such 
'money ' was used. its value was determined offhand. 
and it s authenticit.y was tested by rubbing or heating 
it. 
Ir. the course of time various other media besides 
amber 'were occasionally used for internal exchange. 
::',.;- ,3, iong time. of course, the BaIts had no need for 
frequent exchanges, But one can easily imagine that 
there were places - especially settlements some dis-
tance from the sea, where amber was n6t readily 
available ·- where e:,;.~hanges did take place, even if 
slowly . F inds from aI!.cient cemeteries show that in 
such cases the means of exchange were axes, metal 
spears and arrow heads. pins, necklaces and other 
objects. including the most ancient bone and stone 
implements. These objects were used as oxen and 
sheep were among ancient pastoral nations, as snail 
shells were in the Pacific islands, and 80 forth: Thi8 
archaic "money" was later followed by metal coins, 
unmarked or variously marked, private and official. 
In the East gold and silver quickly became , popular, 
while in the West bronze predominated. These Pr4ni-
tive "moneys" graaually developed into the coins now 
·i~ 11se. 
Since the BaIts never possessed th~ir own sources 
of metal. commodities were still used as money in the 
Baltic lauds long after the introduction of coins in 
other areas. It would seem that the BaIts were not 
' particularly impressed by the Roman coins they re-
ceived in trade. An interesting comment can be found 
in the writing of Adam of Bremen, who in the 11th 
century noted that the BaIts seemed to show little 
interest in precious metals.S Even after they had 
acquired quantities of silver, for many centuries they 
did ' not mint coins from it but rather made neck-
laces and stick-like bits of metal and considered these 
as money. Necklaces. primarily designated as orna-
ments. and C3St silver sticks :oerved as moneys In 
Lithuania up to the time coin were minted in the 
14th century. And even with the introduction of coins. 
this "money" was not soon forgotten. 
In the Baltic lands. as everywhere. various social 
distinctions arose in very' ancient times. Governments , 
sprang uP. and with them officials; specialization de-
veloped. and people became artisans, hunters, farmers. 
fishel·men. and thus lost the ability to satisfy all 
their needs themselves . T)1is differentiation changed 
the nature of trade relation a nd created the need for 
a popular medium of 'exchange. Barter or the use of 
the chance mediums mentioned above increased the 
difficulties in acquiring the needed goods . The use of 
amber. with its pieces of various sizes and its arti-
facts of varying value. became too complicated. Be-
sides, large quantities of the best amber were needed 
for export purposes, and local needs had to be satis-
fied with what was left. Such other chance media as 
axes and spearheads passed out of currency by them-
selves as living conditions changed, and in any case 
they could not cope with the increasing trade turn-
over. Necklaces were good "money" but were too 
bulky and valuable. and of course they were always 
in scarce supply. The still rarer pieces of cast silver. 
used from the time Roman coins were first introduced. 
we're hidden by their owners as invaluable possessions 
and assumed a certain importance only in the VIII-IX 
centuries. 
These difficulties made internal trade quite com-
plicated and made necessary an , 'easily usable and 
universally acceptable medium; without such a me-
dium further economic progress was impossible. Since 
metals were lacking in the area, choice furs began to 
be used. The term kailinial mokes~iai (fur taxes). 
referring to various marriage, professional and muni-
cipal duties, dates from time immemorial and testifies 
to the use of furs as "money." It appears that trom 
deep antiquity the Lithuanian dukes and chiefs levied 
taxes that were often paid in furs . At first these 
furs were collected only for the use of 'the ruler's 
"treasury." Larger furs were used for household pur-
poses, while the smaller and more beautiful ennine, 
beaver, marten and sable skins gradually began to be 
used for ornamenta.tion, as gifts, and later, like a.tnber, 
for export. They were used tor making collars, habl, 
stoles, and coats, which the rulers sometimes gave 
as gifts to important guests and officials. Later tW'll 
were used to pay officials for services. It became 
possible to exchange these furs for other commodities. 
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In time the rulers, in collecting taxes. began to specify 
the number and kind of furs due. And as these furG 
became valued by the rulers, they became valued and 
accepted by everyone. And so precious fur3 became 
in Lithuania the medium of exchange. gradually sup-
planting. other mediums. This process did not. of 
.course, take' 'place' overnight; only little by little did 
the population cegin to accept furs in this role. At 
first all kinds of prec:ou:; furs were used, such as 
ermine, marten, otter, squirrel. beaver. sable ·and pos-
sibly others, but this variety gave rise to great con-
fusion in payments and in standards of value. Further-
more, it gradually became clear that these furs were 
not of equal value or desirability. Thus, probably 
through an official decision of some ruler, a. single 
kind of fur was chosen; the problem is to detennine 
which fur It was. . 
The aolution to this queation is indicated by several 
Lithuanian taxes whose names have come down to us. 
The names' of the follOwing taxes are all derived from 
• the word klauni!, which means "rr.arten" : a) vlrimo 
kiauninc, a tax paid by households that made beer 
and mead; b ) iAvedimo kiaunine, paid by a peasant 
groom who took his bride to a different administrative 
region; c) kiaunine, a Samogithn ta.x paid by a female 
serf to her lord a3 compensation upon her marriage : 
d) kiauninis mokestis I Mardergeld I. a tax known in 
the vicinity of Isrute (lnsterburg. now Chernyakhovsk) 
since ' the 16th century; e) kiauniniai pinigeliai, a tax 
whose value was still determined by the price of a 
marten pelt even after silver supplanted the fur in 
paying the tax. in the 16th century. These usages 
would indicate that marten pelts were primarily used; 
this is further substantiated by the ancient profeSsion 
of kiaunininkas, or marten hunter. 
No distinction was made between two principal 
marten families, mustela marten and mustela feina. 
the first gray in color and the second reddish. A 
third type, mustela zibellina, called sable, blackish-
brown in color, is listed in ancient sources as a com-
pletely different animal, the black marten . . But as 
concerns marten "mo,rey" the sable was not distin-
guished from the other species, proQably because of 
their close resemblance. . 
Martens and sables were fairly numerous in L ithu-
ania's forests and rocky valleys. They were aided in 
their rise to the status of "currency" by seVeral cir-
cumstances : they all grow to approximately the same 
size ; the pelts, especially in winter, are beautiful, 
shiny and soft ; they are small in size and weight 
and w.ere thus easy to ha.ndle and store. They could 
easily be combined into larger units and w~re readily 
tra,.sportable . Furthermore, the earliest traders in 
Lithuan:a bought marten pelts almost as willingly as 
amber and would pay high prices for them. 
Thus marten pelts became established both as a 
medium of internal exchange and as an export item. 
This development caused the rulers to inten!fify their 
efforts to gather the pelts for their· treasuries. Normal 
taxes were insuffiCient. and special marten hunts 
became established. A further means of acquiring 
them was by almost outright confiscation from the 
provincial nobility . The new profession of kiaun·in inkai, 
marten hunters. arose.lJ An illustration of the in terest 
that was shown in the pelts is the agreement between 
the Lithuanian Grand Duke :2;ygimantas the 1!;lder and 
the governor of Samogitia. made in 15:!7. This changed 
the conditions under which the governor might rule 
Samogitia. and it specified that of the governor's 
receipts all those paid in marten pelts be reserved 
exclusively for the- Grand Duke. 10 
The receipt and expenditure of the marten pelts 
could be handled with each pelt counted individually. 
according to the treasurer's personal cstimate of its 
value. But · the increased use of the pelts, both inter-
nally and for export, encouraged those who handled 
them to systematize the whole process of exchange. 
From the beginning individual pelts were a kind of 
monetary \1..'1.it. and they remained so; but a larger 
unit, consisting of several pelts, had to be devised, 
since in larger transactions it became too involved 
to treat the skins individually. 
The number of pelts that made up the earliest 
such units is not l~nown. But historical sources 
indicate that finally a ll!lit consisting of 40 pelts 
was adopted. Thus in the early 15th century the 
Grand Duke Vytautas received various furs as tribute 
from N ovgorod and Pskov. These were counted in 
units of 40, and the sources suggest that this unit 
was also known to Vytautas' predecessors . Further-
more. in the chronicle Das Rigische $chuldbuch it 
is stated in the 13th cpntury Riga traders were pur-
chasing furs in ._ .:huania that were sorted in units 
of 40 pelts. City assessments were determined by 
the same unit. As late as 1522 the city of Vilnius 
had to pay two units of 40 sable pelts to the Grand 
Duke, and it was only with his special pennission 
that silver money was substituted for this archaic 
medium. By ancient usage, the Lithuanian unit of 
weight called the akmuo (stone) consisted of '0 
sMauer units. As Ltthuanla.'s influence apread to the 
east in the 12th centpry, some neighboring SIa.v8 also 
began to count their pelts in units of 40.11 
Further evidence for the existence of this unit is 
provided by the fact that in Scandinavia. in the ea.rl:\· 
'Middie Ages a "monetary unit" consisting of 40 pelts 
was used, and from 'here the usage spread among 
the Eastern Slavs.12 It is well ltnown that the Scan-
dinavians found their way very early to the Lithua-
hian and Latvian coasts. And in spite of the fact 
that the early contacts were not friendly. trade re-
lation3 were eventually established. The demand for 
furs was great. the Lithuanians possessed furs in 
abundance. and by the end of the 9th century Lithua-
n:an-Scanciinavian trade had outgrown its small be-
ginnings and , become permanent. A city on the island 
of Bjorka became the chief center of this trade, and 
the Lithuanians began to ship their furs to this city. 
Several words that probably derived , from this trade 
have surviv'ed till recent times. One. b,jrka, a notched 
stick used for counting pelts, probably comes from 
the name of the island; another. vaizbunas, a merch-
ant. indicates trade relations with ar.other well-
known Scandinavian trading center-the city of Visby 
on the island of Gotland. 
It is possible. then. that this trade influenced 
the adoption of the unit of 40 . But all this does 
not imply that the use of fUrs as "money" ~vas 
actually borrowed ' from the Scandinavians. Such a 
hypothcsis would leave a gap of several centurie. 
unexplained. For it had bcen as long ago as the 4th 
century A . D ., with the great m lgrations, that the 
Lithuanian trade in amber had been discontinued and 
amber had consequently lost its place in internal 
trade. The few Roman coins that had found their 
way to Lithuania up to the 4th century, although 
they did suggest a more convenient monetary' medium, 
were insufficient in number and soon passed com-
pletely out of use. Yet it was more than 300 years 
before anything like normal trade relations w.ere 
established """lth Scandinavia. Therefore, if the Lith-
u3.nians did borrow fur "money" from the Scan-
dinaVians, it may be asked what was used during 
this ga.p of several centuries? 
The epoch of amber "money" must have given 
the inhabitants a fair un'derstanding of the use of 
money. It would be difficult to believe that after 
this long experience, no distinction would be made 
between outright barter and the use of a medium of 
exchange, or between taxes paid in perishable goods 
and those paid in durable goods that could be stored 
indefinitely and expended at will. It is probably that 
the use of precious furs as money became established 
during this period between the end of the amber 
trade and the beginning of the Scandinavian trade. 
Dr. Gumowski, one of the pioneer students of Lith-
uanian money, also remarked on the existence of uw, 
gap and suggested the use of furs as a possible solu-
tion.I3 
The unit of 40 was adopted, of course, only after 
a long period of time. The use of furs began with 
single pelts, and only after a. time were the indi-
vidual pelts tied into larger bundles. A ' term au..-
viving from ,the l::'th century Lithuanian fur trade 
indicates that the pelts were first tied into bundles 
of 15. This must have been in a. very early period, 
for a. bundle of pelts mentioned in a. 12th century 
chronicle already consisted of 40. and it was this 
number that was finally adopted. Here we can see 
the Scandinavian influence. It is even possible that 179 
this Wa.;! done at their insistence. for these traders 
carried the furs into all countries, and in Novgorod 
later they demanded that the pelts be unbruised 
and properly packed and that the animals be skin-
ned in a specified manner. 
A question remaining for consideration is the 
name of this unit. We earlier mentioned metal neck-
laces' that the Lithuanians had made. and worn since 
considerably before the birth of Christ. For a long 
time they were made of bronze: later they were of 
silver. The necklaces that found date from the early 
years of the Christian era are especially well decor-
ated, with various realistic figures on their ends. 
Archeological finds related to burial cults show that 
these necklaces were used as "money", though this l 
"mOney" was not widely popular and circulated only 
among the nobility. The necklaces are brought up 
here because it is probably from them that the name 
of the unit of 40 derives. The necklaces were worn 
either under or on top of the hair at the nape of 
the neck. which w as called kareiai (mane ). Thus 
the necklace a~orned , not 'only the neclt but the hair 
as well. When fur collars were introduced. the.se 
were called kar~iai. A similar usage can be found 
among the Slavs, where both fur collars and neck-
laces were called by a name derived from ther word 
O,.iV3 (mane) . We may thus conjekture that the 
unit of 40 was called kar~iai, derived from the word 
for mane by way of the metal necldaces and fur 
collars. 
The purchasing power of the kar~iaj must have 
been substantial. Its earliest value is unknown, but 
the value of a similar unit used by the neighboring 
Slavs in the 10th and 11th centuries , is known. A 
saddle horse could be purchased for three of t.'lese 
Wlits, a mare for one and a. half and an ox for one 
unit. When marten taxes were replaced by silver 
coins in the 16th century. one pelt was counted as 
12' grallal; a sheep could be bought for four or five 
grallal and a goose for two. 
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APPENDIX C 
. . 
FIRST SCHOOLMASTER OF NEW YORK 
By ANICETAS SIMUTIS 
Three . hundred and fifty years ago, Henry 
Hudson entered New York Bay in the "Half Moon'" 
'in search of the "Northwest Passage." Fifty years 
later - in 1659 - when New York was ·still a 
small trading post of the Netherlands with fewer 
than 200 houses and about 1,500 inhabitants, the 
first school of higher education was opened in ' 
New Amsterdam, (now New York). Its first school-
master was Dr. Alexander Carolus Curtius, a Lithu-
. anian nobleman and former professor in Lithu-
ania. Why should a Lithuanian professor have 
left his country in order to go to an unknown 
and remote land to become a schoolmas.ter? Was 
he a pOlitical refugee, a man seeking freedom and 
a better future in the new land? Or was he, 
perhaps, simply an adventurer? A close scrutiny 
of contemporary history of Europe and New York 
gives some Interesting 'insights into these pos-
sibilities. . 
In the middle of the seventeenth century 
the expanding Russian empire under Alexius 
Mikhailovich (1629-1676 ) became a grave threat 
to the weakened Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth. ~n 1654 the Russian army entered Lithu-
al!ia, sacking and plu:1dering every town on its 
way. An eyewitness wrote on July 24, 1654: "Tra-
veling to Kaluga we saw great multitudes of 
carts crowded with women and children from 
Lithuania being moved to the East. Men having 
been either killed on the spot by Moscovltes or 
drowned in the rivers. Seven, eight boys or girls 
could be bought for one rouble .. ."1 
The approaching Russian army brought in 
those days great panic to Vilnius and the rest of 
Lithuania similarly as the invasion of the Red 
Russian army, nearly three hundred years later, 
brought terror to Lithuania in 1940 and, parti-
sularly in 1944. Fleeing professors of the Jesuit 
Academy of Vilnius tried to save not oniy them-
selves, but the cultural treasures as well. The 
librarY of the Academy, one of the richest in 
Eastern Europe, was moved in 1655 to Koenigs-
berg, Lithuania Minor (East Prussia) . and was not 
. retur!1ed to. Vilnius until the Rusians were driven 
out. ' Prussia and Western Europe were ' flooded· 
with Lithuanian refugees, some 'going as far as 
Holland. It is very' likely that Dr. Curtius was one 
of these refugees. . 
It must be noted that there was another school 
of high~r education in Kraziai and still another in 
Koenigsberg, Lithuania Minor. The possibility of 
his being a professor in either of these schools 
cannot be excluded. Unfortunately, contemporary 
records w.hich may have survived wars and 'foreign 
invasions are · inaccessible due to Soviet Russian 
occupation of Lithuania. ' 
The possibility of Curtius being an adven-
turer must be completely excluded. His disputes 
with burgomasters of New Amsterdam and com-
plaints concerning his salary would tend to show 
ihat he was accustomed to a higher sta~1dard of 
living than his income in New Amsterdam could 
provide. 
According to the early records of New York 
there were 270 inhabitants in 1628, about 700 in 
1652, 120 houses and 1,000 soUls in 1656, and 
200 houses and 1,500 souls in 1659. With the in-
crease in population the need to establish some 
kind of school became pressing. There is some 
evidence that as early as 1638 an elementary 
school existed in New York with Adam Roelant-
sen as itb .schoolmaster. Yet in 1647 a schoolhouse 
as such was still lacking, as is seen from the 
remark of the Director General of the New 
Netherland, Peter Stuyvesant: "Whereas for want 
of a proper place no school has been kept for 
three months, by which the youth here run wild, 
it is asked where school can be kept. in order 
that the youth may be 'kept from the street and 
be accustomed to discipline under a pious and 
diligent schoolmaster."2 
Director Stuyvesant must be credited with 
concern for education since as early as 1652 he 
expressed interest in a school above the elementa-
ry grades. On September 19, 1658, a new re-
quest for a schoolmaster was dispatched to' the 
West India Company Directors at Amsterdam. 
The burgomasters of New Amsterdam hoped that 
once established the school would eventually be-
come an academy (university>. But the obstacle 
to this plan was the ' seeming impOSSibility of 
finding a sufficiently trained and suitable teach-
er who would be willing to go to an unexplored 
and wild land, nor was any person with qualifi-
cations to be found in the colony. At long last, 
the Directors of the West India Company at 
Amsterdam advised Stuyvesant in a letter of 
April 25. 1659: 
"How much trouble we have taken. to find 
a Latin schoolmaster is shown by the fact. that 
now one Alexander Carolus Cursius, late 
Professor in Lithuania, goes over, whom. we have 
en~aged as such at a yearly salary of 500 fl . 
board money included; we give him also a present 
of .100 fl in merchandise, to b'e used by him 
upon his arrival there, as you may learn by the 
enclosed extract from our . resolutions or by the 
ANICETAS SrMUTIS, Lithuanian vice cQnsul in New 
YQrk and QccasiQnal cQntributQr to. Lithuanian and 
American periQdical8 8tudied eCQnQmic8 at the Uni-
ve'r8ity Qf V y tau tas t he Gr eat, Kaunas, Lithuania, and 
at CQlumbia . U niversity, New Y Q1'k, N . r., w here in 
1940 he Qbtained hi8 MA deg1·ee. His thesUJ "The 
ECQnQmic RecQnstructiQn Qf Lithuania After 1918" 
was pu bli8hed by t he CQlumbia Univ er8ity Pre8s in. 
191,2. He i8 also. authQr and editQr Qf two. bQQks -
"Pa8auliQ Lietuvi1f, ~inyna8" (1953) and "Li thuanian 
W orld D irectQry" (1958). 
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contract. made with him, to · which we refer for 
brevity's sake. Your good friends . . The Directors 
of the W.I. Company, Department of Amster-
dam.";! 
Before Curtius arrived, the burgomasters had 
a schoolhouse built for him on the site a few 
feet north of ' what is now the j\lnction of Broad 
Street and Exchange Place. Dr. ' Curtius . sailed 
in the "Bever" on April 25, 1659, a :'ld on July 4 
appeared before the burgomasters of New Amster-
dam. Shortly after arrival, Dr. Curtius opened a 
Latin school fo:" boys, the highest form of educa-
tion in New Netherland, in the new building .• 
It was not long before Dr. Curtius began to 
feel the pinch of high prices in New Amsterdam. 
He complained to the burgomasters. On Septem-
ber 17, 1659, E;tuyvesant wrote to the . DirectOrs 
of the West India Company at Amsterdam: 
·"The Latin schoolmaster or rector, 'lately sent 
over, complains of his salary, because, he says it is 
impossible to mpport himself decently with it, 
as you may Eee by his enclosed letteI' to us. 
Your repeated instructions do not allow us to raise 
anybody '5 sa).ary without your knowledge, we have 
therefore refened him to you, promising him our 
favorable recomm«:ndation: we now request your 
Honor's advice, whether a reasonable sum may 
not be granted to him for board money. As to 
his services and his diligence, we must truly 
testify, that his industry is astonishing and the 
progrel::s of the young people remarkable."~ 
The Directors at Amsterdam appear to ' have 
been quite stingy, since in their letter ot Decem-
ber 22. 1659, they wrote : 
"We beUeve, that the complaints made by the 
Latin schoolmaster or rector about the insufficiency 
of his salary are almost answered by the payment 
of all salaries at Holland valuation, as ::lOW ordered, 
which, with what he receives from his pupils every 
year schould be sufficient to support him decently. 
as long as he remains a single man; with the i11-
crease of the youn~ people in the school his 
income will increase daily, for the parents of his 
pupils will not hesitate to remunerate him fairly, 
if he does his duty."6 
From further correspondence between the 
West India Company and Peter Stuyvesant we 
learn that Dr. Curtius not only taught school, 
but also practiced medicine. In fact, he is consid-
ered to have beeil the first physician of any 
prominence in New York: 
"While the population was creeping up to 
1500, which it did not fully reach until 1664, and 
not long 'after the arrival of the first school-
master, the name of the first physician of any 
prominence, Alexander C. Cortius, appears. He 
taught school also ..... r 
The Directors of the Company at Amsterdam 
wrote to Stuyvesant on April 16, 1660: 
"As we are told, that ReC.tor Cortius practices 
medicine there' and therefore asked to have a 
herbarium sent to him, we have been willing to 
provide him with one herewith, yo.u will hand it to 
h im with the tmderstandi:lg, that it shall not 
cease to be property of the Company; likewise the 
books se~t with and for the above-mentioned 
clergymen."~ 
Although initially Stuyvesant was delighted 
with Curtius and recommended to the Amster-
dam West India Company that he be given a 
raise in salary, subsequent misunderstandings be-
tween Curtius and the burgomasters and with 
Stuyvesant led to a complete break and the re-
turn of Curtius to Europe ·in 1661. 
On December 27, 1661, Carolus Alexander Cur· 
tius "nobilis Lithuanus," was matriculf',tec1 at: the 
University of Leiden, Holland, as "medicinae .:an-
didatus." He is listed on page 634 in the .A]oum 
Inscriptionum, Vol X , which is in the Arch lvl"s of 
the Senate of. the University of Leiden. Untol'tun.., 
ately. there is no informat ion . about ' the family 
backgrou:ld of Dr. Curtius, as is revealed in t h£: let-
ter of the University Library of Leiden of January 
6, 1959, wherein . it 'is stated: "It appears that 
he took his medical degree at · Leiden, but that 
he already was doctor utriusqoe uris. Abf)ul: his 
place and date of birth nothing more can be 
found in our archives." 
However, two things remain clear: Dr. Cur-
tius was a professor in Lithuania before comlnc 
to New York and he was a Lithuanian nobleman. 
Lithuanians recognize his name as LatL'lization of 
the Lithuanian "Kursius," an inhabitant of Kur~as, 
or of "Kurcius," meaning a deaf man. Both these 
names and their derivatives are still popular 
among Lithuanians: Kursius, Kursis, KurseUa, 
Kursaitis, Kursauskas, Kurcius. It is noteworthy 
that in three of the four documents found in 
the Documents Relating to the Colonial History of 
the State of New York his name is spelled "Cur-
sius" (pages 437, 436, and 443 ) . This may be a 
simple typographical error, or perhaps Dr. Cur-
tius in the beginning used . the Lithuanian form 
"Cursius" and changed it later to Curtius. How-
ever, his doctoral thesis, "Disputatio Medica Iria-
guralis. de Calculo Renum ac· Vesicae," bears the 
name Alex. Carolus Curti us, D. 
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APPENDIX D 
.. 
LITHUANIAN 
AND .'J:HE SLAVIC LANGUAGES 
There seems to be great confusion today in 
certain linguistic circles concerning the classifi-
cation of the Baltic and Slavic languages. And 
not only in linguistic circles: The uninformed 
layman often considers Lithuanian to be one of 
the Slavic languages. He is usually less familiar 
with the term "Baltic" than he is with . the term 
"Slav~c," and for a very simple · reason: There 
are many times more people from the Slavic 
countries everywhere in the world than there 
are people from the two small Baltic countries 
of Lithuania and Latvia. Comparatively ~peaking, 
the number of Lithuaniaru and Latvians is so 
small that they are easily "added" to the great 
mass of Slavic people. 
Certain other terms must have contributed 
to this confusion: Sla vonic, Slovak, Slowenian. 
The first is used primarily by British and Cana-
dian scholars instead of Slavic, which is general-
ly used in the U. S . A. Slovak is the lan-
guage of the Slovaks, cousins of the Czeclts, and 
Slowenian is the language of the Slowenians, 
who live in the northern part of Yugoslavia. 
The geographical closeness of the BaIts and 
Slavs must have contributed to this opinion, so 
often heard in the English-speaking countries. 
Historical circumstances have definitely con-
tributed to the widely held but el7"oneous 
belief that "Lithuanian is something like 
Russian or Polish, or at any rate some-
thing like Slavic." It must be remembered 
that the ancient and powerful Lithuanian state 
of the Middle Ages was' occupied by Tsarist Rus-
sia in 1795 and remained under that occupation 
for 123 years, 1. e., until 1918. The Russian ad-
m:nistration, in its zeal to R~sianize the Lithu-
anians, even forbade the use of the name Lith-
uania and coined a new one:· "Northwest coun-
try," or "Northwest Province." They went so 
far as to forbid between 1864 . and 1904 the 
printing of Lithuanian books in the Latin alpha-
bet, which had ~lways been · used by the Lithu-
anians. The Lithuanians refused to accept books 
printed in the Russian alphabet, and, under the 
threat of banishment to Siberia, they had their 
books and newspapers printed in East Prussia and 
smuggled them into Lithuania. 
Thus when, in the 19th century, the com-
parative linguistics of the Indo-European lan-
guages was developed and !!lade great strides, 
primarily through the work of German philolo-
gists, Lithuanian and Latvian were 'rediscovered," 
as it were, as very important languages in . the 
·Indo-European fjiLmily. But at that time there 
was no Lithuanian state; there were no Lithuanian 
. institutions of learning, no outstanding Lithua-
By DR. ANTANAS KLIMAS 
. nian linguists who might have contributed 80 
much to this great new field of learning. 
All of these circumstances contributed their 
share to the unfortunate confusion in the 
classification of these languages. 
The question of the classification of the In-
do-European languages has had . a strange fate 
in that sense, that it had not only · beeri . carried 
out in very different ways and with different 
methods in the course of history, but that also 
voices were raised again and again, which would 
declare the whole rhing as iruolvable. Neverthe-
less, efforts to do this never . ceased, and, after 
the discovery of Tokharian and Hittite, a real 
history of the Indo-European languages was no 
longer possible, without one having worked out 
a clear idea of the closer relationship of the 
individual kindred languages and their prehistor-
ic distribution.1 
This question of the classification of · the 
Indo-European languages was at times a much 
disputed and very heated issue among the Eu-
ropean philologists of the 19th century. The ar-. 
gument has not subsided completely even today, 
since every scholar in the field has his own 
peculiar method of deciding the criteria of clas-
sification: One prefers to classify the languages 
primarily on phonetic principles, another will 
favor morphological development, a third will use 
lexical similarities and will take into account 
accentuation systems, geography. archeology and 
other' criteria. 
It is not the purpose of this brief article 
to discuss the whole history of the classification 
of the Baltic and Savic languages, but a few 
examples will be given here . simply to show the 
various methods and approaches. 
In 1833, A. F . Pott eQ.unted five groups of 
Indo-Eropean languages: . 
1. Old Indic, or Sariskrit 
2. Medopersian (Iranian) 
3. Greek and Latin 
4. Lithuanian and Slavic 
5. Germanic. 
. . . ! 
At . that time c;:omparative Indo-European 
philology was just beginning to develop. and . 
many languages were not even suspected' .Of 
belonging to . the Ind,o-European family. 
In 1861, after many investigations and at.,.. 
tempts, A. Schleicher decided upon this class1fl-
cation: · . 
1. Asiatic or Aryan lan~~ges: . Indic; 
Irania..."'l, Armentan 
2. Southwest European languages: Greek, 
Albanian, Italic, Celtic . 
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3. North European languages: Slavic, Lith-
uanian, German.ic.2 ' 
Perhaps the best example of the so-called 
"standard" or "accepted" classification can be 
found in 'an article by Paul Thieme in "Scientific 
American.":r He lists the basic groups as fol-
lows: 
1. Teutonic 
2. Romance 
3. Celtic 
4. Baltic 
5. Slavonic 
S. Albanian 
7. Greek 
8. Armenian 
9. Iranian 
10. Indlc. 
Another linguist might perhaps add Tokha-
dan, Thraco-Phrygiani , Illyrian and even Hittite. 
and might also place Indic and Iranian in a 
single group, Indo-Iranian.~ 
The question of pure classification alone has 
not been the only controversial issue; there have 
also been the questions of the interrelationships 
between the groups or branches of the whole 
Indo-European fam"tly, as well as between indi-
vidual languages and even dialects: Which groups 
of languages first separated from the others ' in 
the course of history, which remained closed to 
one another and for how long. 
All these questions preoccupied the linguists 
for decades. Many theories were developed to 
explain these problems. of which we shall mention 
oniy a few. The Stammbau theory explained the 
'growth and development of languages somewhat 
on the analQgy of the organic growth of a tree, 
with language groups and individual languages 
and dialects splitting up and branching off from 
the mother language like a tree's branches, 
some very early, some only recently. Another fa-
mous theory was the Wellen or Uebergang theory, 
under which languages spread away from a 
centrally located "Urheimat" into the peripheries. 
as waves in water spread from a central pOint 
of disturbance. 
In all these great scholarly discussions. the 
question of the relationship between the Baltic 
and Slavic languages has always been a very 
heated issue. The Baltic language3 are not very 
,numerous: Lithuanian, Latvian. Old Prussian. 
Courbnian and Jotwingian. Old Prussian has been 
, dead since the ,17th century, and only a few 
written monuments of it have been preserved. 
Very few traces are left of Couronian and Jot-
wingian. But, on the other hand, the Slavic lan-
glJages are imposing if only by the sheer num-
ber of languages and the people speaking them: 
1. East SlavIc: Russian, WhIte RussIan, 
Ukrainian 
2. West Siavic: Polish, Czech, Slovak, Wen-
dish, Kashublan 
3. South Slavic: Bulgarian, Slowenian, 
Serbo-Croatian, Macedonian. 
About 200,000,000 people , speak the Slavic lan-
guages, while only about 6,000,000 speak the Bal-
tic tongues. ' 
Dr. Antanas Klimas, author of numerous articles, com-
pleted his graduate studies at the University of Penn-
sylvania in Philadelphia, where he was an instructor 
in German . .currently he is anasBiBtant professor of 
German at the UniverBity of RocheJJter, N. Y. 
But the number of its speakers · does not 
determine the importance of a language as far 
as linguistic science is concerned. English, French 
and Spanish, for example, although they are 
spoken by many millions of people, are not very 
important for comparative Indo-European philo-
logy, while one can hardly do any serious work 
in this field without the help of Lithuanian. Ne-
vertheless, the great numbers of Slavic-speaking 
people and the geographical closeness of the two 
groups in recent times have always furnished 
a great impetus to "attach" the Baltic languages 
to the gigant:c neighbor, Slavic.'" 
So for a time German scholars used all 
kinds of terminology for these two separate 
groups of languages : Litauish, Slavisch,. Litu-
Slavisch, Lettu-Slavisch, etc. For a while the 
Baltic languages were ' also called "die aistischen 
Sprachen" - the ,Aistian languages. a term ta-
ken from Tacitus' "Aestiorum gentes," in his 
Germania. The term was introduced by the Lith-
uanian linguist K . Jaunius and was later used 
by Buga. The terms "Baltic languages" and "Bal-
tic peoples" were proposed for the first time 
by Nesselmann in 1845.11 He based them' prim-
arily on the Baltic Sea - Mare Balticum - the 
name of which is itself of uncertain origin ; it 
may be Baltic, or it may be of Illyrian origin.7 
Since the beginning of the 20th century the 
term "baltische Sprachen" has been generally 
accepted In Germany and France, and it is now 
used practically everywhere. 
It is not easy to describe briefly the relation-
ship between the Baltic languages and the Slav-
ic group. 
The criteria of a closer relationship can be 
found only in positive common features of the 
languages concerned. common features which at 
the same time are deviations from the rest of 
the lan~uages.~ 
What, then, are these features common to 
Baltic and Slavic? Do they warrant the assump-
tion of any closer relationship between these 
two groups than between Lithuanian and the 
GermaniC' languages, say, or . Lithuanian and 
Latin? 
1. Indo European short a , and short 0 have 
been combined into one sound in both groups: 
short 0 in the Slavic languages, but short a in 
Baltic. For example : S1. "oko", Lith. "akis" "eye." 
Similar changes, however, took place in Indo-
Iranian and in Germanic. 
2. The ablative singular or the o-stems has 
taken over the functions of the genitive in botb 
groups. But this is an independent and parallel 
development in the two groups, since in th~ 
other stem classes these two cases had already 
coalesced into one in primitive Indo-Eurppean. 
3. The h alf vowels Oiquida sonans)-- "'" and 
ur" are both r epresented by "ur" and "ul" in 
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the two. groups, as well as by "u" and "ir." 
But again, this is a change that has taken 
place in other Indo-European languages, and 
thus it offers no proof of a closer· relation-
ship between Slavic and Baltic.\) 
4. The so-called F. de Saussure Law: A syl-
lable with an ·acute intonation that is preceded 
by a stre5Sed syllable with a circumflex or a 
short intonation will take over the accent. This, 
however, must have happened in the very ear-
liest stages of the development of the two 
groups, and according to van Wijk it could have 
developed independently in both.IO 
5. There are also similarities in syntax, but 
they are not important enough to warrant any 
assumption of a close relationship. Most of the 
"similarities" in colloquial use today . go back 
only a couple of hundred years, and they are 
simply borrowings, loan translations or adap-
tations and have nothing to do with the ancient 
development of the languages. 
6. Finally, there are a number of lexical 
similarities between these groups, but there are 
also so many important and ancient differences 
that this "list" of common words does not prove 
anything; such lists could be made up for many 
groupings of Indo-European languages. Let us 
consider a few examples: Old Church Slavic 
"rllkl\" Uthua:1ian "ranka" (hand), but Old 
Church Slavic "bogu," Lithuanian "dievas" <God), 
Old Church Slavic "vetuchu," Lithuanian "senas" 
(old), etc. Most of these examples would show 
that Lithuanian, Old Prussian and Latvian nave 
in many cases preserved a more archaic form, 
which is completely different from the Sla vic 
form. 
As we ·have just seen, the similarities are 
not enough to warrant the assumption that 
Baltic and Slavic are more closely related than 
Baltic and Germanic, say, or Italic and Greek. 
Thus there is no reason whatsoever to use the 
misleading and erroneous term Balto-Slavic!· 
Only Baltic· and Slavic, as two separate and in-
dependent groups of Indo-European, should be 
used)l 
There is no point in trying to list all the 
differences between the two groups: they are 
too numerous. We will mention just a few: 
. 1. There exists in Lithuanian a sigmatic 
future tense, of which there · is practically 
nothing left in the Slavic languages. 
2. Lithuanian has verbal aspects, like the 
Slavic languages, but they play no role in the 
formation of grammatical tenses, while they are 
very important in the Slavic languages. 
3. The · Baltic borrowings from the Slavic 
languages are . of a fairly recent origin. This 
shows that for a long · time after the ·separation .. 
of these two groups from the common Indo-
European mother language they . had very little 
contact with each .other. 
4. Some very important . words, such as 
"eleven," "twelve," are quite similar in Baltic and 
Germanic but are formed entirely differently in 
Baltic and Slavic. 
5. There is a much greater differentiation 
between the Baltic languages themselves; untU 
recently the Slavic languages could be mutually 
understood, ant to a certain extent this is true 
even now. 
This is why it is under.standable that an 
ancestor of Li thuanian and ancestor of a Rus-
rian or a Pole could never understand each 
other, even as far back as 3.000 years ago, since 
even then the differences between the two 
groups were already too great. 
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ANCIENT 
WEDDING 
CUSTOMS 
By Dr. JONAS BAL va· 
A Ie,,, Ail11t,lil1hta 01 j·H''Q·1 wcddinl1 'Iea-
tivities, aO'lIi" 01 fC,'lIieh Btill exiBt todal/. 
The alttllor, a promitlfmt 10lkioriBt, hatt 
"ltblitth('d Bcv('J'al 'Volumea 01 LitiUla-
n;a» 'olk-BoIIl/a alld lCI1Ntda. 
APPENDIX E 
I n earlier times, long and elaborate wedding 
celebration took place in the villages of Lithuania. 
A wedding was a big event in rural life, and 
young and old participated in it actively. Festiv-
ities usually lasted a full week, with each day 
comprising several acts of a continually u!1folding 
drama. Thcre was much eating, drinking and oth-
er celebrating throughout. 
Two basic id('as were stressed throughout the 
complex ceremony: the separation of the bride 
from her familial' life at the home of her parents 
to begin a new life with her husband, and the 
transition from celibacy to wedded life. Also 
various rituals were performed to guarantee the 
success of the match, to bring children, love, 
happinESS and prosperity and to protect the bride 
from the evil eye of various witches which ' were 
understood to linger about waiting to cast an 
evil spell on her. 
The most important' roles in the wedding 
drama did not belong to the bride' and groom, 
however. They ' were played by the best man, the 
matron of honor, master of ceremonies and-most 
important of all - the matchmaker. 
TilE PLAITING 
The drama opened with the bride's lament-
ations on the evening before the wedding. She 
would invite her friends and neighbors to the 
plaiting (also called "girls' evening" and "evening 
fcast") where she would bid farewell to her flower 
garden, her carefree youthful days and her young 
maiden friends. 
The guests would plait a wreath of rue, a 
symbol of chastity, and adorn the bride's head, 
with it. The bride would sit on an overturned 
wooden tub used for kneading bread, which 
meant she was on the threshold of domestic 
life. Her friends would assemble about her. 
The groom, meanwhile, would be visited by 
his friends too, and later come with them to 
his bride's house to sing to her. Many of these 
were meant to produce tears. "Last Evening With 
My Mother", "Plait My Hair, Sisters", "Put the 
Wreath of Rue Upon My Head", thc young men 
Eang. The bridesmaids thought that their friend 
would be leaving, perhaps going to a distant vil-
lage to live with an ill-tempered mother-in-law 
(Anyta) and would also burst into tearful songs. 
During this evening the mother entrusted the 
bride to the groom's care and a wedding cont.ract 
was signed. However, the blessing of the Church 
still awaited. 
THE BRIDE AND GROOM LEAVE FOR CHURCH 
On the morning of the wedding t.he groom 
and his group would present themselves again 
at the bride's home but would now be greeted in 
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a hosWe manner. He a1.!io was expected to offer 
gifts, usualy of drink. 
Early folklorists interpreted this custom as 
an indication that in ancient times brides were 
taken from their homes by force, but. it is now 
interpreted as a symbol of acceptance of a st,ranger 
into a family, 
The stern interrogation always ended with 
an announcem ent that the groom was one of the 
family. He would then present a garland to the 
bride and exchange gifts with her. Usually the 
young man gave a pair of shoes and the girl 
a shirt of her own making, a waist- band or 
gloves, The bride would then bid farewell to her 
family, ask fei .. · their blessing, and leave' for the 
church ceremony. 
Before leaving their respective homes, bride 
and groom had performed another rite. They 
were led around the hearth in the middle of the 
room, and when later the heart h was replaced 
by a modern stove in the corner of the house, 
around the table. Ancient Prussiam; are under-
stood to ha ve had the same custom. It 
simbolized farewell. 
RECEPTION ON RETURNING FROM CHURCH 
On its way home from church, the wedding 
party would find burning straw in the middle 
of the road ,to protect the newlyweds from evil. 
Although the horses shied and ,reared, they had 
to pass through this "witch-burning," as it was 
called. There wcre also other barriers, which the 
guests were allowed to pass if they gave money, 
food or drink to those who had set them up. 
When the couple reached the bride's house, 
It was met by her parents ' who offered black 
bread, salt and a drink. This is a solemn reception 
given to esteemed guests. The youth would accept 
it and sing : "Give bread and salt, let her be a 
good housewife." 
In early days, the couple would then circle 
the house to close the magic eircle. Then they 
would enter the house and be covered with furs 
turned inside out to insure a rich life. Sometimes 
furs were also laid on the floor, for good measure. 
After that, bride and groom were sprinkled with 
grain so that the harvest might bring' a good 
crop. and sometimes their lips would be anointed 
with honey by their parents so that their future 
might be sweet. They were seated on pillows, a 
place of honor. 
DINNER GIVEN BY TIIE MATRON OF HONOR 
The next act in the wedding drama was a 
dinner given by the matron of honor (svocia). On 
the table laden with fried roo!)ter and delicacies 
of all kinds the most important item was a huge 
cake called "Karvojus". or 'Prindclis" or "Praplo-
Us." It. was thin but large, oftcn oval in form, 
and sometimes took fifty pounds of flour· to 
make. On the outside it was decorated with figures 
of all kinds, birds, crossed hands, and other ap-
propriate symbols. 
Sometimes the newlyweds would eat 
drink from the same bowl. In ancient 
this was the most important rite of the 
ding. 
THE BRIDE COVERS IIER HEAD 
and,. 
times 
wed-
Unmarried girls in Lithuania ,.,never ,covered 
their heads. They wore a narrow head-piece or 
tied their braids with a ribbon. But married wo-
men covered their heads ,with a large piece of 
linen called "nuometas." 
During the wedding therefore, the match-
' maker or matron of honor removed the wreath of 
rue and placed the "nuometas" on the bride's 
head. 
The bride and tier attendants defended the 
wreath and threw' the offered headpiece on thE' 
floor three times, tQ show that the girl's life 
in her parents' home had been beautiful befon, 
accepting it. Then the entire wedding party sang: 
"Take off the wreath, light as a blossom, don the 
"nuometas", heavy as wood." 
After this ceremony the bride was a daughter-
in-law fully accepted in the society of wedded 
women. In olden times, ,17th century authors tell 
us, women would not take on the "nuometas" 
until the birth of their first child. 
HANGING THE MATCHMAKER 
The matchmaker provided a comic element 
throughout the fest.ivities. He played all sorts of 
pranks and praised the groom's virtues, his great 
wealth and achievements and also mocked hIm, 
his way of life and his farm. This was done In 
spontaneous song and verse. 
Toward the end of the festivities, he was ac-
cused of telling lies and enticing the bride away. 
A' decree was written in the style of legal procla-
mations and he was sentenced to a hanging in 
efigy. He , would then climb up on the roof and 
parade back and forth, impersonating his own 
ghost. Sometimes the bride would announce her 
forgiveness, however, and tie an embroidered 
towel around his waist. 
Wedding customs differed in different parts 
of Lithuania and changed with time. It is dif-
ficult to describe them in full or to know now 
their full and ancient meaning. Only by tracing 
them historically and comparing them to customs 
of other lands do we understand all their impli-
cations and symbelism. 
APPENDIX F 
LITHUANIAN NATIONAL ANTHEM 
Worda and Music by Vincas Kudlrka 
J. , J J I; J J j I J. J :' r I r r e 
Ie J ,d la- '110 vat-kat fl-l7tl vltn ftf-ka-is do- (y- b,'" 
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.1", 6 .... V'/~-5Q /" /;(- 5« /·rclj.f/'!JIl/VJT( - (j -' at'-
I;" j. .~ j j I J ) j I .1.) J .. I Ire f' 
ORIGINAL WORDS 
Lletuva, T6vyn6 mOsll 
Tu dldvyrlll iemi, 
, , . 11,' pi-aeltles tavo sunus 
Te atlp~'''' semia. 
Teaul tavo valkal elna 
Vlen takals doryb6s, 
Tegul d·lrba tavo naudal 
Ir bnonlll g6rybeil 
Tegul N"II Lletuvos 
Tam.&imua pralallna 
Ir Ivl... Ir tlesa 
MO. llongsnlus telydil 
Tegul mell6 Lletuvoe 
Dega mOsll Ilrdyse, 
Vardan tos Lletuvos 
Vlenyb6 tdycfl. 
ENGLISH TRANSLATION 
Lithuania, land of heroes 
Thou beloved fatherland 
From the ' glorious deeds of ages 
Shall ', thy' sons take heart. 
Let thy children, day by day, 
Stride upon the virtuous way 
Let them labour for thy glory 
And the good of man. 
May the sun of Lithuania 
Clear the darkne.. of the night, 
And may light and may truth 
Guide our steps aright. 
May ,tt)e love of Lithuania 
Flame forever In our hearts 
In the name of Lithuania 
Let unity reign. 
From LITUANUS, Dec. 1958 
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